


EDITOR’S

The March of Technology INK
I Curtis Franklin, Jr.

I don’t often get the ideas for these editorials from enter-
tainers, but the title you see above came from a speech given by
Sir Peter Ustinov to the National Press Club on June l&1991. He
used thephraseintheanswertoaqucstionaboutthccausesofthe
recent changes in eastern Europe. Regardless of your position on
any number of subjects, two facts are incontrovcrtiblc: Technol-
ogy is constantly changing, and the changes in technology affect
the way we live. Voices have been raised in protest against the
seemingly inexorable march of technological progress, but many
of these latter-day Luddites have merely established technology
as a shibboleth for rallying their followers: They use a broad
brush to paint every technological advance as evil rather than
attempting to understand how a particular technology effects
their area of concern.

Of course, if you’re reading this magazine of your own free
will, you don’t need me to tell you all of this. So far, I’ve been
“preaching to the choir.” I’vegot to convince you, though, that all
of this does matter because the people who don’t understand
technology are reporting the news and making the laws in far too
much of this world. Let me give you a couple of examples.

Early this year, a comprehensive act concerning terrorism
was introduced in the U. S. senate. One of its many provisions
stated that the lawmakers wanted law enforcement officials to be
able to look at any file on any computer in the land. One of the
results of this would be to force every programmer working on
data security or encryption to leave a “back door“ through which
law enforcement officials couid look at data. The bottom line
would be that data security, as we know it, would cease to exist
since any security system with a back door is no longer secure.
Fortunately, folks from several industry organizations went to
the sponsor and explained why the bill would have unintended
results: The passage has been removed from the bill. Govern-
mental bodies on every level are becoming involved with more
and more technical and technologically advanced issues. In
many cases they appear to be acting with no input from people
who are well versed in the technology at issue. The results from
any one of these cases could range from inconvenient to disas-
trous, and most of the population will not care because they are
not experts and have no one to explain the situation to them.

Ideally, the mass-media press would be able to make even
thcmost complex issueclear to their readers. Onerecent incident
has shown that they are capable of dangerous misunderstanding
regarding technological issues. I’m referring to the Great Prodigy
Data Theft Caper.

The Wall Street Journal started the ball rolling with an article
on a particular file that Prodigy’s software keeps on the user’s
hard disk. Prodigy uses the file, about a megabyte in size, for
storing graphics primitives so that their fancy graphics are merely
slow and not glacial. Some genius took a look at this file with a
sector editor and found bits and pieces of old data inside. They
then decided that this was a nefarious plan by IBM and Sears to
suck personal data off the hard disks of subscribers, and come up
with a plan to make us all wear blue suits and buy Kenmore
appliances. It was a great story, but it had the flaw of being
completely ridiculous. Anyone who knows about MS-DOS and
its putative file system realizes that deleting a file makes a change
in thedirectory, not in thcdata sectors. Whether you run Prodigy
or not, if you look at your disk with a sector editor you’ll find bits
and pieces of old files.

Furthermore, 1 refuse to believe that even IBM has the
computing horsepower to suck in random chunks of an old
guacamole recipe, a spreadsheet based on the assumption that
I’m as rich as the Sultan of Brunei, and a letter to my great-aunt
Kathryn and reach any conclusion at all. The story had no sound
technological basis, and was blown complctelyout of proportion
by people who hadn’t the information to know better.

Whyaml tellingyou this? ThereadersofCIRcrnTCELLARINK
are in a unique position to make a difference in both areas,
government and media. I frankly don’t care which side of an
issue you take, but when the issue involves computers, electron-
ics, or other technologies in which you‘re conversant, let the
officials involved know how you feel and why. In a similar
fashion, it’s all too easy to see a boneheaded factual error in a
newspaper or magazine article on computer and laugh, but I’ve
resolved that after I finish laughing I will write the editor of the
offending publication and tell them how they erred. If it happens
often enough they’ll realize that they have readers who know
enough about the technology to care when the media makes  a
mistake.

Hardware and software design teach us that the details
count. Keeping elected officials, bureaucrats, and the fourth
estate informed and honest is mostly a matter of letting them
know about the details they’ve missed. I think it’s an effort worth
putting forth.
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Using Device Drivers to Change the Rules
by Chris Ciarcia
MS-DOS device drivers are the key to controlling PC hardware at the lowest
level. Learning how to write drivers can open up your applications to greater
functionality and flexibility.

ISDN (S/T) Interface-Part 1
General Review of Functional Concepts
by Steven E. Strauss 81 P.K. Govind
integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)  is making the transition from planning
to reality. Understanding the nature of the network is an important first step
toward using ISDN’s  potential. Next time: The hardware for making ISDN  work
with your PC!

S-ART: Building the Network Software-Part 2
by John Dybowski
Control networks are the sum of their hardware and software. The concluding
part of this article talks about the software for tying the net together.

Numerical Applications Using DSP
Using a DSP Chip for High-Speed Numeric Processing
by Eduardo P&fez & Dapang Chen
Digital Signal Processors are frequently more than just signal processors, they’re
high-speed number crunchers in their own right. Knowing what they can do
may open up new applications for these popular and powerful processors.

But it Worked with My Emulator!
Why Emulation Isn’t Reality
by Keith Wentworth
Emulators are valuable tools when it comes to working the bugs out of a new
design, but there are traps and pitfalls waiting for the unwary. Knowing what to
look for when you use an emulator can reduce the surprises when you move
your software to the final platform.

Son of DDT: A New 8031 Debugger
by Ed Nisley
The DDT-51 was a break-through project in low-cost debugging and develop-
ment equipment. Now, it’s time for the next generation. Find out what four  years
of input from users, field experience, and technical development have done for
the personal embedded software development.
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Circuit Cellar BBS-24 Hrs.
300/l 200/2400  bps.8 bits, no
parity, 1 stop bit, (203) 871-
1988: 9600 bps HST

(203) 87 l-0549

All programs and sche-
matics in Circuit Cellar  INK
have been carefully re-
viewed to ensure that their
performance is in accor-
dance with the specifica-
tions described, and pro-
gramsarepostedon theCir-
cuit  Celiar BBSforelectronic
transfer by subscribers.

Circuit Cellar INK makes
no warranties and assumes
no responsibility or liability of
any kind for errors in these
programs or schematics or
fortheconsequencesofany
such errors. Furthermore, be
cause of the possible vari-
ation in the quality and con-
dition of materials and work-
manship of reader-as-
sembled projects, Circuit
Cellar INK disclaims any re-
sponsiblity  for the safe and
proper function of reader-
assembled projects based
upon or from plans, descrip
tions, or information pub-
lished in Circuit Cellar INK.

CIRCUIT CELLAR INK (ISSN
0896-8985) is published bi-
monthly by Circuit Cellar In-
corporated, 4 Park Street,
Suite 20, Vernon, CT 06066
( 2 0 3 )  875-2751,  Second-
class postage paid at Ver-
non, CT and additional of-
fices. One-year (6 issues)
subscription rate U.S.A. and
possessionsS17.95,Canada/
Mexico $21.95, all other
countries S32.95. Allsubscrip
tion  orders payable in U.S.
funds only, via international
postalmoneyorderorcheck
drawn on U.S. bank. Direct
subscription orders tocircuit
CellarlNK.Subscriptions.P.O.
Box 3050-C. Southeastern,
PA 19398 or call (215) 630.
1914.

POSTMASTER:  P lease
sendaddresschangestoCir-
cuit  Cellar INK, Circulation
Dept., P.O. Box 3050-C.
Southeastern, PA 19398.

Entire contents copyright
0 1991 by Circuit Cellar In-
corporated. All rights re-
served. Reproduction of this
publication in whole or in
partwithoutwrittenconsent
from Circuit Cellar Inc. is pro-
hibited.
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MORE ON STANDARD DEVIATION

Charles P. Boegli provided us with a description of a
tool in hisarticle “Adjustingstandard Deviation to Sample
Size” in CIRCUIT CELLAR INK #20. It has a very powerful
application if used in a more useful form. Some of us
average data to get a “better” number. He has shown us
that we should average at least 10 samples.

What is the quality of our data? The standard devia-
tion used as calculated is a difficult-to-interpret number.
What some of us would like to have is a measure of quality.
If the standard deviation is presented in terms of percent
of the mean value, we have what I will call the quality.

A quality of O.OOOOOOOOOO... would indicate a near
perfect measurement. The number of zeros after the deci-
mal point indicates how good the data is. A lower number
of zeros means higher quality. Not being a mathematician,
or having even taken statistics, the actual numerical sig-
nificance of this number is unknown to me. It seems
believable that it could predict the number of significant
digits in the measured value.

In a DC (steady state) measurement system, where a
stimulus is applied and an average value is measured, the
procedure usually takes the form of: (1) Apply stimulus,
(2)  Wait x, (3)  n: (Measure, Wait yl, (4)  Average. If the
quality of the data is computed along with the average
value, programs can reject those values that are not mea-
surable and/or unstable automatically.

While using the notion of data quality, I found a flaw
in step 2. If the first stimulus is large and the subsequent
stimuli small, the first data point would have a larger
quality value, thus lower quality, especially if the samples
measured are capacitive. The x wait time needs to be
adjusted by a function of the magnitude of change in
external stimulus if you want the steady state value.

The above information should prove useful for those
characterizing electrical devices and those who write pro-
grams that need to determine the validity of a value
measured by a sensor that is assumed to be in a steady
state.

Editor’s N~~~:I~CIRCU~~CELL.AR  INK#21 we published a letter
by Mr. Norman Stanley which criticized the article “Adjusting
Standard Deviation to Sample Size” from CIRCUIT CELLAR INK
#20.  The author responds:

I appreciate the effort Mr. Norman Stanley has spent
defending the status quo against my paper, and will reply
as briefly as possible. Apparently I was overenthusiastic in
saying that (O/X)~~  is imaginary when x is negative; as he
correctly observes, it is zero. Since the expression is also
zero when x is positive (as we both agree), the indetermi-
nate expression obtained when x=0 likely also evaluates to
zero. None of these methods is useful with a single sample,
which we all knew anyway.

In hastilybrushingaway theraisond’etreof  mypaper,
Mr. Stanley illustrates the kind of personal discomfort I
alluded to in its opening. My correction comes from a table
in the identified recent (1985) source, from which I now
quote: “When we wish to refer to the standard deviation
of.. .a parent population, we use the symbol o’. . .[which]
is usually unknown. However, it is possible to estimate d
by using.. .a series of samples as follows:

d = (sigma of a sample fo a given size) x 1 /c2

where c2 is a factor that varies with the sample size.”
This correction is applied to a SD obtained with the divisor
n, for which the symbol ois used there. I find no ambiguity
in that statement. The table is found in many sources and
by inclining “to view it with suspicion” Mr. Stanley casu-
ally sidesteps the central issue. Fitting the value of 1 /cZ to
the sample size by an expression that can be neatly intro-
duced into that for ois my own work. Mr. Stanley correctly
observes that this expression gives d (or, as he will have
it, 01 even larger than n-l. It also took me a while to recover
from the shock at calculating this value.

My source manifestly uses symbols other than those
Mr. Stanley prefers, and he will find other usages in other
texts. Perhaps there is less unity here than he suggests. I
prefer to use SD and take the trouble each time to define it.

Ron Dozier Charles Boegli
Wilmington, DE Blanchester, OH
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I
TIMER DESIGN

I appreciated the article “A PC Stopwatch” in CIRCUIT

CELLAR INK #20.  Here is a simple improvement which
everyone should include. If the I-MHz  oscillator is high
when the gate goes high, the counter will be clocked
immediately. A similar condition exists at the end of the
gate, so that any gate can give either a true count or one
more than the true count. This “bobble,” as it is called, is
quite mystifying if you don’t know what causes it. The fix
is to synchronize the clock to the gate.

Vem Wall
Phoenix, AZ

THE LOCAL OPERATING NETWORK

I read Ken Davidson’s article “Echelon’s Local Oper-
ating Network” in CIRCUIT CELLAR INK #21 with much
interest. I also attended an Echelon Seminar on June 6, so
I heard essentially the same spiel Mr. Davidson did, al-
though there was no evidence of any “CEBus-bashing,”
and no condescending references to the various levels of
expertise that users would display. Mr. Davidson’s factual
description of Echelon’s technology is accurate, but I feel I
sense some defensiveness in his conclusion, which reads
like a commercial for CEBus.

I have no preference either way between LONs  and
CEBus. I do feel that an examination of the Echelon tech-
nology reveals that it is well thought-out and has much to
offer. Its development system and tools are excellent but
expensive ($14,000+),  which will discourage experiment-
ers from using it. I was personally impressed by the
Neuron C language and the ease with which network and
control applications can be written and debugged.

Whether LONs,  CEBus, both, or neither will prove
useful will be determined by users and the marketplace. I
suspect both methods have a place in the scheme of things.

As far as standards go, they must be specified unam-
biguously so that all implementations are compatible and
interoperable, and feel that it is vital to have an organiza-
tion that validates the various implementations to ensure
compatibility, as we do with VME Bus-compatible equip-
ment.

Kenneth J. Ciszewski
Overland, MO

went I/Q
at your fingertips!

allows you to control and monitor  nearly any device
or mix of equipment by putting full computing power
at each node.

One low voltage  TETHEBUNE  supports up to 127
TEfHWBOXes,  each capable of 7 l/O bits. The central
controller plugs into a standard PC expansion slot and
handles timing, self-diagnostics, and communications
- leaving the PC free for other uses.

Features:

@ Its-4221485 serial commmdcations

f3jf TErtlEttBOX  program stored in EEPXOM,  easily changed
and upgraded ever the TETIERM

d TFlEXBOX  supplied in die-cast ahaninum cases with gold
plated connectors for harsh environments

d internal  opte-isolation  ensures clean signals in
electrically noisy  environments

d Watchdag ch%uitry,  eNward regulation and power leil
detection in every TEllERBOX

d X-l O* two-way communications supported
* ‘M olx-lOWA,k..

d Compact, affordable devices

For details, call or write:

P.O. BOX 1280 l Vestal, NY 13851-1280
(6071 798-9700 l Fax (6071 729-l 364

Reader Service X 157
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A/ElAPRODUCTNEWSNElA/PRODUCTNEWS

PALM-SIZE 386%
SINGLE-BOARD
COMPUTER

An industrial-grade
single-board computer,
featuring a 16- or 20-MHz
386SX microprocessor, has
been announced by Teknor
Microsystems. Measuring
only 7” x 4.7” (178 mm x 119
mm), the TEK-AT2 board
runs either in stand-alone
mode or on a PC/AT bus.
The board uses all CMOS
technology for low power
dissipation and extended
temperature operation.
Up to 16 megabytes of mixed
DRAM are supported. An
optional IM-byte  Flash
EPROM and IM-byte  SRAM
with battery backup are
available, as well as optional
piggyback support for an

80387SX  math co- I
processor. The TEK- I
AT2 contains both
hard and floppy controllers,
two serial ports, and one
parallel port. Video support
is available through an
optional add-on board. Setup
software in ROM and on disk
is provided.

The TEK-AT2 includes
software utilities, complete
documentation, and full
technical support. The board
is priced at $725 in loo-unit
quantities (16-MHz  model
with no memory).

Teknor Microsystems, inc.
C.P. 455
Sainte-The&e  (Qu6bec)
Canada J7E 4J8
(514) 437-5682
Fax: (514) 437-8053

Reader Service #500

W ANT TO SEE YOUR NEW pRoducT  iN Cincuh C&R

INK’s NEW PRoducT  NEWS sEcTioN?
JUST smd us YOUR NEW PRoducT  ANNOUNCEMENTS

OR PRESS REUSES

smd  TO:

CuRTis  FRANktiN,  JR .
EdiTowiwChiEf
CiRcuiT  CELLAR  I N K

4 PARk  ST R E E T

V E R N O N ,  CT 06066

PROCESS CONTROL/DATA ACQUISITION
SOFTWARE WITH RULE-BASED FEATURES

A software package that features a rule-based, table fill-
out application generator is available from Automated Control
Systems. PACX (an acronym for Process Acquisition and
Control expert) eliminates traditional programming by
allowing a user to describe the application instead of coding it.
The main part of the PACX system consists of the System
Builder, an application generator that is a menudriven editor.
The editor, which is the only user interface, consists of three
parts: one used to describe the hardware, one to describe the
application, and one for the artificial intelligence section.
Based on this description, the editor creates a “Knowledge
Base” which consists of a database of I/O points and a set of
rules for control. The set of rules in the Knowledge Base is
used by a real-time multitasking operating system. As the
operating system runs, it uses drivers to read and write the
I/O points of the controlled process. PACX has been designed
such that at each given time, only the I/O points that are
critical for correct control of the process are updated. This
optimizes the operation of the computer for fast control and
data acquisition.

A complete set of mathematical operators is available for
both digital and analog calculations. Inputs are checked
against a mathematical expression for true conditions to drive
the rule base to new rules. Outputs may also use full math-
ematical expressions which utilize any of the other I/O for
calculating their settings.

A full set of timing operations including relative timers,
wall clock time, and minimum and maximum for each rule is
also available. During run time, full screen control is available
to the user. Text-based menus, data entries, and messages may
all be built and controlled using the System Builder, giving the
operator full control for interactive-type applications.

The PACX Data Acquisition and Control Software is PC
compatible and consists of the PACX System Builder ($349.00)
and the PACX Run Time ($349.00). Available device drivers
are $99.00 each, and customized device drivers can be obtained.

Automated Control Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 49 l Provo, UT 84603-0049 l (801) 373-0678

Reader Service #501



NElAPRODUCTNEWSNElAPRODUCTNEWS
FLASH MEMORY DISK
EMULATOR BOARD

Sealevel Systems has
announced the PROM-III
Flash Memory Disk Emula-
tor Board. The board can
replace both hard disks and
floppy disks in embedded PC
applications where critical
data retention is required.
The PROM-III stores up to
one megabyte of data in flash
EPROM. Flash EPROM
allows erasure and repro-
gramming without the need
to physically remove the
chips. The PROM-III also
supports battery RAM

modules and conventional
EPROMs.

The board works in
conjunction with the
PROMkit Software from
Annabooks. Both DOS and

application programs can ”
be placed in EPROM and 1
automatically booted.
Applications include factory
automation, dedicated PC
controllers, diskless worksta-

stations.
The PROM-III sells for

$239.00 with OK, $319.00 with
360K of flash EPROM
installed, and $389.00 with
720K of flash EPROM.
Software to program the flash
memory devices is included
at no charge.

Sealevel  Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 1808
107 S. Pendleton St.
Easley, SC 29640
(803) 855 158 1

Reader Service #502

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM FOR EMBEDDED
CONTROL APPLICATIONS

A complete prototyping board for developing embedded
control applications is available from Rigel Corporation. The
R-535 Prototyping Board with R-Ware features efficient
software development and rapid hardware prototyping
combined in a single integrated development environment.
The R-535 uses the 80535 microcontroller, which is an en-
hanced version of the popular Intel 8032 controller. The R-535
can be used to develop programs for the 8031 family of
microcontrollers. The R-535 uses external RAM during the
development cycle. Once an application program is devel-
oped, the R-535 has the capability to permanently place the
application program in EPROM using the on-board EPROM
burner. With an application-specific program installed, the R-
535 may be used to emulate an embedded controller.

The software development effort is greatly
simplified by R-Ware’s integrated host environ-
ment. The environment is completely  menu
driven. It includes an editor, cross-assembler,
and debug utilities. The ROM-based software
residing on the R-535 board complements the
PC-based host software. Together, R-Ware
handles all PC-to-board communications,
program download, debugging, and EPROM
burning. Besides components of the integrated
environment, the ROM-based on-board software
includes operating system utilities complete with
user-accessible system calls and an ASCII
terminal mode to be used when a PC-host is
unavailable.

Prototyping components consisting of push
buttons, DIP switches, LEDs, numerical displays,
and potentiometers are used for emulating
control application inputs and outputs. The large
solderless breadboard terminal strip is used to
construct application-specific circuits to be
interfaced with the microcontroller. All

microcontroller ports and all major system control lines are
available through a 54-post solderless breadboard terminal
strip. In addition, all system lines are available by two
standard 40-pin headers. These provide flexibility for connect-
ing prototyping components to the microcontroller lines, and
for developing and debugging user-designed analog and
digital application circuits.

The R-535/R-Ware includes a lOO+ page user’s guide with
schematics, board layout, and control experiments with
example software.

The R-535/R-Ware is available as a kit for $395.00
(includes all necessary components and an assembly manual)
or assembled and tested for $495.00.

Rigel Corporation l P.O. Box 90040
Gainesville, FL 32607
(904) 373-4629

Reader Service #503
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PC VOICE CARD
FEATURES DATA
COMPRESSION

A proprietary real-time
voice data compression
scheme that can usually
reduce data size by about
30% without voice quality
degradation is available in a
voice card from Eletech
Electronics. Compression is
achieved by not recording the
pauses between spoken
words and sentences. Instead,
a special code designating the
length of the pause is
recorded, reducing thousands
of bytes of digitized “silence”
to just a few bytes.

When voice data is
played back, a period of
silence is added whenever
the special silence code is
encountered. This approach
results in virtually no voice
quality degradation since
only the pauses and not the

words are compressed for
storage.

This compression
scheme has been incorpo-
rated on the DigiCorder PC
Voice Card, an g-bit half-
length card that fits any
available slot in an IBM PC/
XT/AT or compatible. Digital
recording and playback at
adjustable sampling rates are
possible, and the unit‘s input
supports standard micro-
phones and tape players. The
length of the recording (or
the size of the data file) is
limited only by the capacity
of the disk drive.

A menu-driven utility
program is included to
provide functions of record,
playback, and limited speech
editing. Line command utility
programs for recording or
playback are also included to
facilitate batch mode opera-
tion. All programs run under
the PC-DOS operating
system.

The DigiCorder sells for
$99.00 and comes with a
high-quality speaker and Eletech Electronics, Inc.
microphone, and utility 1262 Katella  Ave.
programs and device drivers Anaheim, CA 92805
supporting Micro-soft C and (714) 385-1707
QuickBASIC under DOS. Fax: (714) 385-1708
Clipper support is a $79.00
option. Reader Service #5@4

decision. Make your choice and rest easy
because only Paradigm LOCATE has the ability

to work with both of these powerful software
development environments. With comprehensive
startup, run-time library and floating point initiali-
zation code, Paradigm LOCATE frees you to con-
centrate on the details of the application.

options for controlling the locate process. Bind

e initialized data or generate optional EPROM
ocumentation  files. Intel 801861188 users
appreciate how Paradigm LOCATE uniquely
eliminates the hassles of memory chip select

initialization. And Paradigm LOCATE is
much faster than your current tools,

locating large applications with full
debug information in just seconds.

in hardware development tools will also appreciate
the ability of Paradigm LOCATE to generate complete
Intel OMF for use with popular in-circuit emulators.

Relax
Your application is done in record time because
you made the correct choice of software develop-
ment tools. If you’re still struggling, now is the
time to experience the power, flexibility and com-
pleteness of Paradigm LOCATE.
Call or write us today for more information on
state-of-the-art embedded system solutions  from
Paradigm for Intel 80x86 and NEC V-Series
microprocessors.
Specific questions about what Paradigm LOCATE can do
for you? Call toll-free info-line l-800-582-0864

Paradigm Systems
3301 Country Club Road, Suite :

S To order: (800) 537.5043 l [607:
2214 l Endwell.  NY 13760
) 748.5968 (FAX)

Pdradq  LOCATEIsalrademarLofPdradlgmSyslemi

ReacierseNice  #led
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NEMPRODUCTNEWSNEWPRODUCTNEWS
COST-EFFECTIVE
DATA LOGGING
SYSTEM

A unique data-logging
system that consists of a
software package and an
input module that connects to
the serial port of any IBM or
compatible computer has
been announced by Woods
Electronics. The Count
Logger acquires data in real
time by counting pulses
which are applied to the
input module, and sending
the count to the screen, disk
data file, and/or printer.

Each time a pulse is
applied to the module, Count
Logger tricks the serial port
into thinking a valid RS-232
data byte has been received,
and accepts the pulse as one
count. The module shapes the
input pulses so that any wave
shape will be accepted as one
pulse. To log randomly

occurring events, the output
of the event detector is
connected to the input
module. To log frequency,
the output of a signal
generator is connected
directly to the module.

Any quantity can be
measured by converting it to
a frequency. For example, to
measure temperature, a
simple temperature-to-
frequency converter is
connected to the stock
module.

Count Logger
records the number
of counts received
within a precise user-
specified time period
ranging from 0.2
seconds to 1 year.
The number of time
periods can be set
from 1 to 10,000,000
or indefinite. The
starting time can be
set to a future time.

Each time period also records
the actual time at which it
occurred. As a result, each
logged entry contains the
data needed to fully analyze
the content of the input
pulses. The data is continu-
ously analyzed by the Count
Logger and sent to the screen
for immediate use. The data
file to which data is recorded
is in ASCII format and can be
read, printed, edited, or sent
to your spreadsheet or
database for further analysis

or sophisticated display.
The output to screen, file,

or printer includes user-
inserted messages, time,
length of sample period,
number of counts in that
period, frequency, total
counts in all sample periods,
average number of counts per
unit of time, and error
messages. An on-disk
operating manual is provided
along with error checking of
machine and user-selected
options.

Count Logger is avail-
able for $169.00 including
input module and real-time
program. Any two-pin jack
can be connected to the
pigtails of the input module.
A DB-25-to-DB-9 connector is
also available for $7.50.

Woods Electronics, Inc.
4233 Spring St., Ste 117
La Mesa, CA 91941
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Take complete control with Paradigm
LOCATE, TDREM and the Turbo Debugger
Total Visibility
Paradigm LOCATE, TDREM and the award-
winning Turbo Debugger are the ultimate weapons

Don’t settle for anything less than the best. To get

in the fight against system blindness. Acting as a
the complete story, call, fax or write today to learn P-, _I I

window into the target system, the Turbo Debugger
how Paradigm LOCATE, TDREM and the Turbo

gives unprecedented control over an embedded
Debugger can improve your Intel 80x86 and NEC

application. Debugging in the dark? Use the power
V-Series applications.

?2?z!~ ‘&,,,!a  bred. Mscms
k1

and capabilities of the Turbo Debugger to identify
and isolate even the most insidious bugs!

“m”arspabuity

.*S*“% ~~~
~a%r+erS,
WziXl(loo~~sad
Ilhae..

Unrivaled Productivity
l&&c++Intel  c-86IMect  PLiM-86 kK2-

The same Turbo Debugger that is unrivaled for the
debugging of PC applications can also train its

Specific questions about what Paradigm and the

guns on embedded applications. Conditional
Turbo Debugger can do for you?
Call our toll-free info-line - I-800-582-0864

breakpoints with pass counts, execution history,
inspectors, watches, macros and a host of other
capabilities offer an unparalleled picture of the

+&@,i
inner workings of your application, even in a real- G
time multi-tasking environment. ‘~+J$@  PAwDlGM

Borland / Microsoft / Intel
Compatibility

Paradigm Systems
3301 Country Club Road, Suite 2214

Paradigm LOCATE and the Turbo Debugger are
Endwell, NY 13760

compatible with Borland, Microsoft and Intel com-
to order: (600) 537-5043 . (FAX) (607) 746-5966

pilers. So go ahead and use your favorite compiler.
TurboDehugger,salrademarLofBorla”dIn,ernallonal
Pdr@rn  LOCATE  lratrademarL  “fRradl@n  system\

Reader Setie  #l&!i
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ALL-IN-ONE 386SX-
BASED BOARD

Innovative Technologies
has introduced a new single-
board computer system
targeted toward the embed-
ded applications market. The
unit, which has been desig-
nated the i&x, integrates all
functions normally found in a
complete AT-compatible
system onto a single six-layer
circuit board measuring 5.75”
x 8”-a format popular
within the embedded systems
marketplace because it
matches the footprint of 5.25”
disk drives.

The it/sx is built around
a 20-MHz 386X  micropro-
cessor, and is completely
compatible at the hardware
level with the IBM PC/AT
standard; equivalent software
compatibility is ensured
through the board‘s industry-
standard Quadtel BIOS. The

system cur-
rently accepts
up to four
megabytes of
on-board
dynamic
memory, which
will increase to
sixteen mega-
bytes by the
fourth quarter
of 1991.

An on-
board VGA
display control-
ler supports
analog, digital,
and flat-panel
monitors, and is
backwardly
compatible with
CGA, MDA,
Hercules, and EGA display
standards. The Cirrus Logic
chip set which lies at the
heart of this controller is
renowned for its grayscale
rendering on monochrome
LCDs;  an optional Continu-

ous Edge Graphics RAMDAC interface also appear on the
quadruples perceived board. Each can support up
resolution for even more to two drives, with the floppy
stunning images on analog controller allowing any
CRTs. combination of 360K,  720K,

A floppy disk controller 1.2M,  and 1.44M  formats. The
as well as an IDE hard disk it/sx also supports the latest

The $595 Solution
to 8051 System Development

PDKSI

The PDK51 i$ a fully integrated
l KS‘?  IL rablc

hardware, firmware, and software
l  PDKil  LLllC

system  designed to help you develop
l Optronal.  ‘3

monrrorl&
your products quickly and cost
effectively.

All you need to use the PDK51 IS
an IBM-PC/XT/AT or compatible.
We supply the rest

PDK.51  PLUS includes everything in the PDK51 plus Vers.  3 of our
popular BXC51  805118052 BASIC compiler-$696.

Cal I Now! 603-469-3232 or FAX 603-469-3530

q Binary Technology, Inc.
Mom Street . PO BOX 67 . Menden.  NH 03770

nmEB
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VO/CE  RECOGN/T/ON  W/TH SPEECH  RESPONSE
IVE A NEW DlMENSfON  TO PERSONAL COMPUTfNG The amazing Voice
aster Key System adds voice recognition to just about any program or application.
3ice command up to 256 keyboard macros from within CAD, DTP.  word processing,
xead sheet, or game programs. Fully TSR and occupies less than 64K. instant
‘sponsa time and high recognition accuracy. A real productivity enhancer!

SPEECH RECORDING SOFTWARE
Digtally  record your own speech, sound,
or music to put into your own software
programs. Software provides  sampling rate
variations, graphics-based editing, and
data compression utilities. Create sofhvare
sound files, voice memos. more. Send
voice mail through LANs or modem. A
superior speech/sound development tool.

INTERACTIVE SPEECH INPUT/OUT-
PUT Tag your own digitized speech files to
voice recognition macros. Provides speech
response to your spoken commands -- all
from within your application software! Ideal
for business, presentation. education. or
entertainment oroqrams  vou currentlv use.

rugment the system for wireless uses in robotics, faciory-process controls, -home
litomation.  new products, etc. Voice Master Key System does it all!

iVERYTHlNG INCLUDED Voice Master Key System consists of a plug-in card,
lurable lightweight microphone headset, software, and manual. Card fits any
vailable  slot. External ports consist of mic inputs and volume controlled output
ockets.  High quality throughout, easy and fun to use.

ONLY $149.95 COMPLETE
ORDER  HOTLINE: (503) 342.1271  Monday-Friday 6 AM to 5 PM Pacific Time.
~ISAlMasterCard phone or FAX orders a-ted. No CODS. Personal checks
ubject to 3 week shipping delay. Specifydomputer  type and disk format (3 l/2”  or 5
14”) when ordering. Add $5 shippina  charae  for deliverv  in USA and Canada.
‘oreign inquiries co&a  Covox for’d  &> quotes.

30 DAYMONEYBACKGUAI%~N~EEE/FNOJ~OMFL~EL  YsAU..F/ED.

WITH VOICE MASTER KEY’= FOR PCs/COMPATIBLES 1

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE PRODUCT CATALOG.

aMDx iNc.
675 CONGER ST. TEL (503) 342-1271
EUGENE, OR 97402 FAX: (503) 342-1283

Reader Service #133
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generation of floppy disk
drives which employ
perpendicular recording
techniques to achieve storage
capacities of 2.88M, and
allows the system’s second
drive to be designated as a
tape backup unit by modify-
ing the controller’s phase-
locked loop when in tape
drive mode. Alternatively,
diskless operation may be
elected through use of the
system’s “ROM disk”
support, which allows
implementation of a 128K-,
384K-,  or 896K-byte on-board
ROM disk.

Other standard features
include two RS232C  serial
ports, a Centronics-compat-
ible parallel port, real-time
clock, keyboard controller,
and PS/2_compatible  mouse
port. An on-board math
coprocessor socket is pro-
vided to facilitate 80387SX
support.

The it/sx operates from a

+5V-only power supply, and
with four megabytes of
memory, typically consumes
less that five watts. A PC/
AT-compatible (“ISA”)
expansion bus header allows
connection of virtually any
off-the-shelf expansion card;
to enhance the compatibility
of this header, the board
allows pass-through of +12V
and -12V from the power
connector, and provides a
socket for an optional on-
board DC/DC converter
which supplies the bus with -
5V at up to 200 mA.

The complete is/sx
system (without memory)
carriers a quantity-one price
of $1095.

Innovative Technologies
P.O. Box 90086
Houston, TX 77290
(713) 583-l 141

Reader Service #506

REMOTE COMPUTER CONTROL

Scheduling a PC to run applications on a totally unat-
tended basis is now possible with a new hardware device from
The Pendulum Group. The PowerPak allows a user to power
on or off a PC and other devices from a remote location. The
unit can also turn a PC on at a preselected time, and automati-
cally turn it off after running an application.

The PC receives its power from the PowerPak, and the
PowerPak receives its commands from the PC. Users can
preset a time for the PowerPak to turn off the PC following a
task such as tape backup, or the printing of a lengthy report.
There is no need to leave a system on to perform late-night
data transfers or other tasks.

Another application uses the PowerPak, an external
modem, and a remote communication software package to
allow access to the PC from a remote site. The user instructs
the PowerPak to turn on the PC via a modem command, uses
the communications package to do work on the PC, and then
powers down the PC with another command.

The PowerPak (which includes Auto-Might, an event
scheduling software package) runs on IBM PC/XT/AT and
compatibles. It retails for $379.

The Pendulum Group, Inc.
333 West Hampden Ave., Ste. 1015
Englewood, CO 80110
(303) 781-0575 l Fax: (303) 761-2440

Reader Service #507

PROFESSIONAL CIRCUIT DESIGN

QiCAD
Save time and money!

QiCAD  is a fu l l - fea tu red
printed circuit layout package
that gives you everything you
need to design circuit boards
quickly.

l ON-LINE HELP
l AUTOROUTER
l POWERFUL EDITING
l HPGUDMPL  PLOTS
l GERBER
l POSTSCRIPT
l EXCELLON (DRILL)
l EGA / VGA compatibile

$195.00 complete price

Reader Service  # 148

l Real Time Capture
l RS-170A Video Input
l RS-170A Display Output
l Dual Resolution
l 256 Grey Levels
l PCIXTIAT  Compatible
l Programmable Input LUT
l Interrupt Capability
l Fast Dual Port Video RAM
l External Trigger Input
l Easy Software InterFace
l Complete Documentation

Introducing truly affordable, precision image capturin  Tar
c? 9

eted
for OEM ap lications  where on board processing an /or co or are
not requires Superior spatial accuracy, small board size, and price
open up many applications. It features dual resolution of either
512 x 484, or four images of 256 x 242, both with 256 grey levels.

Software support includes a menu driven control program,
‘C library with source, TIFF files with LZW compression, and a
novel RAM disk emulator which provides DOS access to the
board’s images as files!

Simple yet flexible software interface saves development time.
For example, all rows and columns are accessible wlthin a single
RAM segment, allowing fast searches.

Custom board designs and software services are available.
CORTEX-I OEM pricing : Quantities of 100 plus, $325.
Call for brochure and specifications.

Specializing in Computer Vision
, OM~QENATION  CORPORA TION 1

PO Box 84568, Vancouver, WA 98684.0568
Telephone/FAX (206) 944.9131

KLYTI/IT  reglrfered  trademark  of ,“fe,ndflond,  Burlnes  ,wad,,ner

Reader Service 1155
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Using Device Drivers
to Change the Rules

ISDN (S/T) Interface-
Part 1

S-ART: Buildiing  the
Network Sottware-
Part 2

Numerical Applications
Using DSP

Using Device Drivers
to Change the Rules

For most of us who work within
the DOS environment, our only con-
tact with device drivers comes when
we load their images and then make
the appropriate entries into our
CONFIG. SYS file. Invariably, they
seem to take on the form of some
strange, cryptic, unintelligible, and
necessary-“do I really have to have
it?” definition line, which weal1 know
represents a continued loss of those
few remaining bytes of program space.
As I have pushed my software against
the all-too-well-known MS-DOS wall
of oblivion, they have provided me
withadditionalammunition tohandle
programming situations where I
needed to break the rules in creating
some slick and fancy application.

In the traditional sense, device
drivers are written to attach a new
device to a system. They are program
modules that insulate the computer
system from attached hardware by
providinga basiccommunicationsin-
terface  between the two. Of course,
you could make  your device look more
like something your system’s ROMs
already support, but that seems to
represent an inordinate amount of
work. Instead, designing a piece of
software that looks like an extension
of DOS itself, while performing the
required interface functions, seems
more practicable. Of equal importance,
I have found that device drivers can
serve purposes other than hardware
interfacing. They can serve as power-
ful tools for creating a window into
DOS during the boot-up phase. A
driver loaded into low memory di-
rectly above the operating system’s
file-control blocks and disk buffers is
initialized early in the boot-up pro-

cess,  well before the AUTOEXEC . BAT

file is executed. This early initializa-
tion can be very useful.

A LEARNING EXPERIENCE...

I recently developed a special se-
curity procedure that needed to be
activated each time the system was
booted. It was designed to deny unau-
thorized access to sensitive data even
if a floppy system disk was used to
boot the computer. It had to be abso-
lutely uninterruptable since any dis-
ruption in its execution would always
result in a total system crash. The code
was designed to remap many of the
basic DOS interrupt vectors and
modify the hard disk’s work partition
area ownership, which would be set
and reset at the beginning and end of
each user (login/logout)  sequence. So
I needed to find a way to isolate the
boot sequence (program operation)
from the operator.

My first attempt was to place the
code into the first line of my
AUTOEXEC . BAT fileand  set theBREAK
switch to OFF. I expected it to run, do
the necessary interrupt handling, and
when security requirements were met
I expected it to modify the disk parti-
tion table allowing access to sensitive
data. Like most high-level program-
mers who typically ignore system
“things,” I quickly found out that a
carefully inserted CTRL-BREAK, key
pulsed during the boot sequence, in-
variably generated a Terminate batch
file? prompt, allowing me to bypass
the AUTOEXEC . BAT file. This was not
acceptable. I needed my code to run in
an unstoppable  mode. I thendebugged
COMMAND . COM and inserted a portion

14 ClRCUT  CELLAR INK
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Chris ck7rck7

of my own code to vector the
COMMAND . COM procedure to my secu-
rity code at the appropriate time. I
gave that up when all I could see was
years and years of versions as each
new DOS came out. I then tried to
figure out how 1 could get my applica-
tiontonmfromwithin~~~~IG.S~S.
As it turned out, I was able to imple-
ment a procedure by cre-
ating my own operating
system environment (us-
ing the CONFIG.SYS
SHELL command)  and
then mirroring the
COMMAND. COM functions
and passing control to
AUTOEXEC. BAT. It
worked! For a while I was
happy, but the new solu-
tion was a memory hog. I
lost an additional 10K of
my 640K above and be-
yond what I would usu-
allyusefor  COMMAND.  COM.

hard disk partition and it then reset
the keyboard interrupt vector when it
was ready to pass control to an autho-
rized operator. Without the driver in
place, the security code was ineffec-
tive and access to the hard-disk work
partition was denied. This made sen-
sitive files on the hard disk fairly safe
from the random floppy disk system

booter, provided they didn’t come
with Norton utilities on their disk.
Then again, PCs were not designed to
be secure, so all I needed to do was
make it harder to break the rules.

As such, my use of a device driver
to mask the keyboard demonstrates
how it provided me with an access
window into the DOS boot sequence.

It was such a simple and
powerful tool that I’d like
to share with you some of
the basics I learned about
device drivers. I’d like to
discusshowDOSloadsand
initializesa driver,itsbasic
structure, and how I used
it to mask the start-up se-
quence.

Address Name Size IJiw
000000 000400 Interrupt Vector
000400 000100 ROM Communication Area
000500 000200 DOS Communication Area

Then I got smart-I
learned to write device
drivers. I worked out a
simple procedure where-
by a very basic device
driver was loaded, which
during its initialization
phase masked out the key-
boardbyresettingthckey-
board interrupt vector.
This effectively disabled
any unwanted keystrokes
and attempts to circum-
vent the procedure using
CTRL-BREAKS. My secu-
rity code was then run as
the first program within
the AUTOEXEC batch file.
It did its thing with the

000700 IO

NUL
CON
AUX
PRN
CLOCK$
A:-C:
COMl
LPTl
LPT2
LPT3
COM2
COM3
COM4

002510 System Program

DOS NUL device driver
DOS ccnsole driver
DOS serial port driver
DOS printer driver
DOS clock driver
Drives A: thru C:
System Device Driver
System Device Driver
System Device Driver
System Device Driver
System Device Driver
System Device Driver
System Device Driver

002ClO MSDOS 008E20 System Program

OOBA30 IO OOE650 System Data

DRVR 000130 DEVICE= “our example”
MICEMM4F 006AE0 DEVICE= my mouse driver
ANSI 001180 DEVICE=
LADDRV OOOAEO DEVICE=

000820 FILES=
000100 FCBS=
003E70 BUFFERS=
0008FO LASTDRIVE=
OOOCDO STACKS=

OlA090 MSDOS 000030 - Free -

Figure 1 -A basicmemorymapanddevicedriverchain asitappears
on my CompuAdd 386-B running DOS 4.0 1 with a 120.MB hard disk.
The above map was obtainedbyrunning the DOSutility  MEM with the
/debug switch operable.

THE RAW AND THE
COOKED

Before continuing we
should be aware that there
are two types of device
drivers used by DOS: char-
acter and block. They are
fundamentally different
and it’s important that you
understand that difference.

A device is defined as
a character type if it is byte
oriented. An example
would be the typical printer
port. All communication
between the system and
that device occurs on a
character-by-character ba-
sis with the I/O being de-
fined as “cooked”or  “raw.”
In the “cooked” mode, DOS
requests one character at a
time from the driver and

August/September 199 1 15



[ -1 ] 4 bytes-next driver pointer

[ ] 2 bytes-driver attribute word

[ ] 2 bytes-strategy routine offset

[ ] 2 bytes-interrupt routine offset

[ ] 8 bytes-device name

Figure 2-7he  components of a device
header.

buffersitintemally.Inthe”raw”mode,
DOS doesn’t bother to buffer the data.
Instead, requests for input are fixed-
length character strings which are then
passed directly to the driver with the
return being made up of characters
read by the driver. These character-
typedevicedriversareassignednames
(CON, AUX, LPT, etc.) that have a
maximum length of eight characters.
Thisconstraintarisesfromtheallowcd
number of characters within the de-
vice header. We will discuss this
header shortly.

Unlike the character device, the
“block” device handles data blocks.
An example is your tape backup drive
or one of your disk drives. Each of
these devices always transfers data in
block sections. Device drivers which
support these devices are assigned
drive letters and become one or more
of your system’s logical drives (A:, B:,
C:, etc.). As such, a single block-device
driver can interface more than one
hardware unit or map one unit into
multiple logical devices (i.e., parti-
tions).

CHAINS

DOS places each driver into sys-
tem memory during the initial boot
phase and chains them together to
form a linked list. When an applica-
tion program calls DOS Int 21h, DOS
begins with the first driver in the chain
and searcheseach, in a sequential fash-
ion, until it finds a character or block
driver with the appropriate name or
designated logical drive letter. The
NUL driver is always first in the list. It
is then followed by the installabledriv-
ers loaded from CONFIG. SYS, fol-
lowed by theinternal DOSdevicedriv-
ers. But keep in mind, their memory
location doesn’t necessarily corre-
spond to their position in the chain.
The actual byte images of the
installabledrivers are loaded last after
DOS’s internal drivers. DOS just
fudges the chain links so that the
installable drivers come earlier in the
search order than internal drivers. The
advantage to this “organized” chain
order, is that any of DOS’s internal
character device drivers can be re-
placed by an installable driver of the
same name with the exception of the
NUL driver. For example, ANSI . SYS

can be used to replace the CON de-
fault system console driver so that any
data streams directed to the standard
output are routed through ANSI. On
the other hand, block drivers cannot
be replaced. DOS assigns logical drive

Bits
FEDCBA98 76543210 Meaning

. . . . l...

. . . 0.. . .

..l.....

..O . . . . .

.l......

.o.. ....
1 .......

0 .......

. . . . . . . 1 Standard input

. . . . . . . 0 Not Standard input

. . . . . . 1. Standard output

. . . . . . 0. Not Standard output
, . . . . 1.. NUL device
. . . . . 0.. Not NUL device
. . . . 1.. . Clock device
. . . . O... Not clock device
. . . l.... Special
ooo..... Reserved (set to zero)
. . . . . . . . OPEN/CLOSE/Removable media supported
. . . . . . . . OPEN/CLOSE/Removable media not supported
. . . . . . . . Reserved (set to zero)
. . . . . . . . IBM block format
. . . . . . . . Other block format
. . . . . . . . IOCTL. supported
. . . . . . . . IOCTL not supported
. . . . . . . . Character device
. . . . . . . . Block device

Table 1 -The Driver Affribufe  word.
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letters toeachblockdeviceas thedriver
isloaded  fromCONFIG  . SYS ona “first-
come, first-served basis” with its pri-
mary (DOS) block driver taking pre-
cedence over all others.

Much of this you have already
experienced. Whenever you increased
the capabilities of your system by add-
ing a new board, you always had to
add a new device driver. If you added
a CD-ROM drive, a mouse,a local area
network, or just a music synthesizer,
this required the addition of a system
interface: a device driver. But before
we dig into the guts of a driver, it is
important that you understand a little
more about how drivers are involved
in the basic DOS boot sequence.

FROM THE TOP

When you power up or reset a
system based on the 8086 family of
microprocessors, the microprocessor
automatically starts program execu-
tion at location FFFF:0000h (a feature
of the processor chip, not DOS). The
ROM BIOS at FFFF:OOOOh  instructs
your system to jump to the beginning
of the hardware test routines and the
ROM bootstrapcode. These hardware
tests check the amount of installed
memory and test which peripheral
devices are available and operable.
The ROM bootstrap initialization rou-
tine sets up some of the basic parts of
the interrupt vector table which relate
to hardware located by the POST. It
then initializes the ROM BIOS tables
at memory location 040@0000h,  re-
freshes the dynamic memory, insti-
tutes a search of the memory area
between AOOO:OOOO  and FOOO:OOOO  in
order to locate other ROM extensions
(graphics ROM, etc.), and then marks
them with a unique byte sequence
which identifies them as ROM (see
Figure 1). After all the found ROM
extensions are initialized, the ROM
bootstrap code finally starts the sys-
tem itself.

The disk bootstrap code is now
retrieved from the first sector (boot
sector) of the system disk and ex-
ecuted. It looks back to the system
diskforfiles IO. SYS andMSDOS . SYS
(or I B M B I O. COM and IBMDOS.COM
for PC-DOS), where IO. SYS must be



Offset Length Function

OOOOh 1 byte length of the request header
OOOlh 1 byte UNIT CODE: the device number for block devices
0002h 1 byte COMMAND CODE: the number corresponding to the

most recent command sent to the driver
0003h 2 bytes STATUS: the status code word set by the driver

after each call
An error is indicated if bit 15 is set. If 0

then the request was completed successfully
0005h 8 bytes reserved for DOS
OOODh variable data required by the driver

where the request header status word is defined as:

Bits
FEDCBA98 76543210 Meaning

1.. ..... 00000001 Write-protect violation error
1 ....... oooooo:o Unkown unit error
l....... 00000011 Drive not ready error
1 ....... 00000100 CRC error
l....... 00000101 Bad drive request structure length error
l....... 00000110 Seek error
l....... 00000111 Unknown media error
l....... 00001000 Sector not found error
1 ....... 00001001 Printer out of paper error
1 ....... 00001010 Write fault
l....... 00001011 Read fault
l....... 00001100 General failure
....... 1 ........ Done
...... 1. ........ Busy
.ooooo . . ........ Reserved
0 ....... ........ No error

Table 2-The  request header “Static Portion. *

the first entry in the root directory
followed by the MSDOS  . SYS file, es-
pecially since the file systems or disk
structure utilities haven’tbeeninitial-
ized yet. Information obtained from
the BIOS parameter block (BPB  lo-
cated in the boot sector from byte OBh
to 17h)  provides enough information
to locate and copy IO. SYS into low
memory above the BIOS tables. Then
either the boot program or IO. SYS
will copy MSDOS . SYS intO  memory
just above IO. SYS.

IO. SYS has two parts: a system
manufacturer supplied BIOS compo-
nent and a module called SYSINIT.

The BIOS component, which contains
the resident device drivers as well as
hardware-specific initialization code,
is started first. It checks the interrupt
vector table for allowed hardware us-
age and then automatically deletes
unneeded drivers. It then passes con-
trol to the SYSINIT module.

SYSINIT checks the available
memory and relocates itself into high
memory to make room for DOS, then
Copies  MSDOS . SYS over (OFi  top Of)

$799
LA12100

Price is complete ’
Pods and Software
ncluded

’- 1OOMHz  sampling rate( 12 channel)
- 24 Channels(50 MHz). Timing and state
- 2K samples/channel(l2  Channel mode)
- 24 Bit trigger word
- TTL threshold level
- Internal and External Clocks
- Menu driven software
* FREE software updates on BBS

- More sophisticated unlts also available

* 20 and 24 pin PALS, EPLDs * Byte SplWMerge(l6  8 32 bit)
* 16V6 ,2OV6 ,22VlO  GALS - JEDEC, INTEL HEX, Molorola’S’  files
* 2716-27020 EPROMs
- 67xxx MlCROs

- Dallas NVS RAM programming
* PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE

- EEPROMs(incl.  6 pin serial) * FREE software updates on BBS

Call-(201)994-6669
Link Computer Graphics, Inc.
4 Sparrow Dr., Livingston, NJ 07039 FAX:994-0730

7
WITH THE ONLY REAL TlME
KERNEL YOU’LL EVER NEED.

RTXC’”
l Real Multitasking:

priority based, preemptive
scheduling.

l Real Flexibility: supports
popular processors, con-
trollers and C compilers,
ROMable,  too.

. Real Value: One time
license fee ($2,995) for
executive services library,

system level debugger and
system generation utility.

l Real Economy: C source
code and no royalties.

l Real Solid: In use since
1985.

See its real advantages for
yourself. Call, fax or write for
your free RTXC demo.

Reader Service #lo7
Reader Service # 164
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;
: Driver: DRIVER.ASM
;
; qlobals

;R EQU ODh
LF EQU OAh
MAXCMD EQU 16
ERROR EQU 8000h
BUSY EQU 0200h
DONE EQU OlOOh
UNKNOWN EQU 8003h

-carriage  return
lline  feed
;max  num of cmds  for DOS 3.1
;SET ERROR BIT
;SET BUSY BIT
;SET COMPLETION BIT
:SET UNKNOWN STATUS

i
cseq segment public 'code'  ;start the code segment

orq 0 ;zero  origin
assume cs:cseg,ds:cseq,es:cseq

We now set up the device header. I have chosen to define this
as a "character type" driver with no special abilities. The
attribute word is therefore set to 8000h. Refer to Table 1 for
the attribute word settings.

;==============================================~~=============

;
; driver header

DRVR 0 proc far .setI- as a FAR procedure
dd -1 'nextI driver pointer
dw 8000h ;attribute word
dw strategy :pointer to strategy
dw interrupt ;pointer to interrupt
db 'DRVR  0 ' ;device name_

;

We must now set up the strategy routine. This calls for
retrieving the segment and offset address ES:BX of the request
header and saving them in rh_ES and rh_BX.

; strategy routine
;
rh ES dw ?
rh-BX dw ?

'RH segment register,
;RH offset address

strategy:
mov cs:rh ES,es
mov cs:rh-BX,bx-
ret

We will now set up the interrupt section starting with the
"command branching table."

._-----_____,____-----__==========~======================~~===============
;
; Interrupt section: command branching table

ii tbl:_
dw
dw
dw
dw
dw
dw
dw
dw
dw
dw
dw
dw
dw
dw
dw
dw

s init
s-mchk
s-bpb
s-ird
s-nrd
s-inst
s-infl
s-write
s-vwrite
s-ostat
s-oflush
s-iwrt
s-open
s-close
s-media
s-busy-

;initialization
;media  clock
;bios  parameter block
;IOCTL read
;read
'input status
iflush  input buffer
;write
-write with verify,
'current output statusI
*flush  output buffersI
; IOCTL write
;open
;close
;removable media
'outputI until busy

And we must now save the system's state and all of its regis-
ters on a stack.

;
(COtltinued)

Listing 1 -The  first part of the assembler code includes instructions to the assembler and
‘housekeeping’ code fo set up the initial state of the device driver.

the IO. SYS initializationcode. It then
calls the MS-DOS (or PC-DOS) initial-
ization code. The MSDOS  internal
files are set up along with the appro-
priate interrupt vectors. MSDOS . SYS
then starts initializing drivers by
checking their status, initializing their
hardware, and setting up the inter-
rupts serviced by each driver. The
BIOS  block is also examined to deter-
mine the number of disk drives at-
tached to the system and the largest
disk sector size which is used to deter-
mine the disk sector buffer. Finally,
MSDOS . SYS displays the DOS copy-
right message and returns control to
SYSINIT.

Next, SYSINIT uses the DOS Int
21h file services utility to open the
CONFIG.  SYS fileandallocatememory
for disk buffersand file control blocks.
Any referenced drivers are then
loaded, initialized, and added to the
chain list of drivers (see Figure 1).
These drivers are processed and placed
into memory in the order in which
they appeared within CONFIG. SYS.

Aseachdriverisloaded,~~~~~~~
calls the driver’s “init”  function to
verify that its associated devices are
present and operational. The driver
then notifies SYSINIT of the address
of the next higher block of available
memory which is to be used as the
physical location of the next device
driver. As each driver is loaded,
SYS INIT forms a linked list by filling
each  dev ice  header  wi th  the
segment:offset address of the next
driver in the chain, whereby the last
driver is identified by thedouble word
value FFh (-1). If new character driv-
ers and resident drivers have the same
name, the new drivers are listed so
that they are found first when re-
quested.

SYS INIT IWXt ClOSeS all  file
handles and opens the console device
(CON), the printer device (PRN),  and
theauxiliarydevice(AUX).  SYSINIT

then loadsand  executes COMMAND . COM
which holds the necessary code for
internal commands and for batch-file
processing. After COMMAND . COM sets
up the vectors for interrupts 22h
through 24h, COMMAND . COM executes
the AUTOEXEC .BAT file. Control is
then transferred to the transient por-
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tion of COMMAND. COM and the DOS
prompt is displayed. Now we’re ready
to mess up and crash the system.

TABLES AND ROUTINES

A driver is a relocatable memory
image similar to a .COM  file. But in-
stead of being an executable program,
a driver contains a special set of tables
and routines that implement a device
or “some characteristic behavior” re-
quired by the interface software. The
order of the tables and routines is
specific. This enables them to be rec-
ognized by DOS. As such, the driver is
broken into three components: the
device header, the strategy routine,
and the interrupt routine.

Unlike a typical .COM program
which uses the assembler ORG direc-
tive to start assembly at byte 256 (in
order to leave room for the DOS Pro-
gram Segment Prefix), a driver is
ORGed at 0 with the device header
being the first thing in the file. This is
an 18-byte  area divided into five fields
(see Figure 2).

This header defines the offsets to
otherimportantpartsofthecode.DOS
therefore uses it to find out the device
name and where the support routines
reside. The first four bytes are filled in
by DOS when it links the driver into
the system chain. They are initialized
to -1 (FFFFFFFFh) and then loaded
with the pointer to the next driver in
the list when installed. The last driver
in the list is marked with -1. The next
two bytes are called the driver at-
tribute word. Its function is to specify
thedrivercharacteristics.Asshownin
Table 1, the attribute word has bi ts for
character device, block devices, stan-
dard input and output (CON devices),
NUL, CLOCK, and finally IOCTL (for
programI/Odevicecontrolcalls).The
offsets for the strategy and interrupt
routinesareused by the system to find
the appropriate procedures when it
wants to use the driver. And finally,
thedevicenameisan B-character, left-
justified, blank-filled device name. If
you are implementing a new device,
make sure this name does not conflict
with any of the old ones. If it is the
same as an old one, your new driver
will replace the existing device.

20 ClRCfJJ  CELLAR INK

; interrupt section: state save

interrupt:
cld
push es
push ds
push ax
push bx
push cx
push dx
push si
push di
push bp

; retrieve the rh pointer

RIO” dx,cs:rh ES
mo" es,dx -
mo" bx,cs:rh BX_

m0” al,es:[bx]tZ ;find  the command code,
; offset+2bytes

xor ah,ah
cmp ax,MAXCMD ;is it within our range
jle ok
mov ax,UNKNOWN ;outside known command table
jmp finish

ok:
shl ax,1
rn0" bx,ax
jmP word ptr [bx t d tbll ;jump  to the_

; appropriate function
;

Once the task is completed the status flag must be set and all
the registers restored.

finish:
mo" dx,cs:rh ES
mov es,dx -
mov bx,cs:rh BX_

;
or ax,DONE
mo" es:[bx]+3,ax

POP bp
POP di
POP
POP ::
POP
POP :::
POP
POP ::
Pop es
ret ;back  to DOS

;
; driver commands, eliminate unused commands thru an error exit

s mchk:
s bpb:
s-ird:
s-read:
s-nrd:
s-inst:
s-infl:
s-vwrite:
s-ostat:
s-oflush:
s-iwrt:
s-open:
s-close :
s-media:
szbusy:

xor ax, ax
jmp finish

listing l-continued



;
; DRIVER initialization
;
ident:

db CR.LF
db 'Circuit Cellar Test Driver Shell V'
db '0.0'
db CR,LF,LF,'$'

keyboarctiw ?
dw ?

s init:_
mo" ah,9 ;display string
mo" dx, offset ident
int 21h ;universal DOS function
cli *clear interrupt flag,

;READ  Keyboard interrupt vector
mo" bx,cs
mo" ds,bx
mo" a1,16h ;keyborard I/O vector
m*" ah.35h ;get interrupt vector
int 21h ;universal DOS function
mo" keyboard[Ol,bx ;offset
mo" keyboard[2],es  ;segment

.Store  the keyboard interrupt vector in INTERRUPT 7FI

mov ds,keyboard[21
mo" dx,bx
mo" al,7fh ;vector, not used
mo" ah,25h ;set interrupt vector
int 21h ;write  to vector 7fh, [lfc+31

*GET, the CLOCK INTERRUPT VECTOR

Rl0" bx,cs
mo" ds,bx
mov al,Olah
mo" ah,35h
int 21h
mov keyboard[O],bx ;offset
mo" keyboard[2l,es  ;segment

;SET the KEYBOARD interrupt vector TO the CLOCK
; interrupt vector

mov
mov
TIO”
m0”

int

mov
lll0-d
RIO”

ds,keyboard[2]
dx,bx
a1,16h
ah,25h
21h -keyboardI io vector to clock

'now
’

retrieve the RH pointer
dx,cs:rh ES
es,dx -
bx,cs:rh  BX_

;
lea ax,end driver ;get the end of driver address
mov es:[bxJ+14,ax
mo" es:[bx]tl6,cs

XOT ax,ax ;zero  the ax register
jmp finish

;

;
; write data

.s write:-
xor ax,ax
jmp finish

; End of Driver
;
end driver:
DRVE endp
cseg ends

end

Listing 2- Driverinitialization  is important, since itis  the onlysection that can legally call DOS The interrupt routine may con-
tinctions.  and is called once then ‘thrown away. ” tain as many as 20 different functions

If the device is a block type, the
first byte in the device name field be-
comes the number of devices associ-
ated with thedriver and all other bytes
are ignored. For documentation pur-
poses you can stick the name of the
driver in these locations anyway. It
helps you recognize the device driver
when looking through memory with
the debugger.

STRATEGY ROUTINE

The second part of a device driver
is thestrategy Routine. Whyit’scalled
that is beyond me. It has little to do
with what isusually considered “strat-
egy.” But it is short and sweet, about
five lines long. Its purpose is to “re-
member” where in memory the oper-
ating system has assigned the location
of the device’s request header (RH).
This RH has two basic functions. The
first is to provide an area for DOS’s
internal operations and the second is
to provide a communication area in
which DOS commands to the driver
and the driver response are passed.
For example, whenever a driver is
requested to output data, the data
address is passed through the RH.
The driver performs the output task
andthesetsastatusflagwithintheRH
to inform DOS that it has completed
that task.

When installed, the RH is built
into a reserved area of memory and its
address is passed to the strategy rou-
tine in ES:BX. It is of variable length
but always has a fixed 13-byte  header
called the “static portion.” The struc-
ture of the request header is shown in
Table 2.

INTERRUPT ROUTINE

And finally we come to the “true
heart and soul” of thedriver: the inter-
rupt routine, the work horse of the
device driver. But in all honesty, I’m
confused again by “whoever named
these utilities.” It surely doesn’t act
like an interrupt, nor does it end with
IRET.  It ends with a RET. Maybe his
brain was in an interrupt mode? Any-
way, onward and upward!
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required by DOS to process all of the
driver requests. These functions are
specified by examining the byte at
offset 0002h  of the RH. A reference
table of pointers to each of the driver’s
functions is then used to process the
request. This table (command branch-
ing table) is easy to lay out using as-
sembly language since ASM keeps
track of the functions and automati-
cally inserts correct offsets into the
table. It provides a branch point for
the driver so that the appropriate func-
tion can be activated.

THE BASIC PROCESS

The device driver starts a process
by saving the “current” machine state
in a stack, grabbing the pointer to the
request header, determining its “cur-
rent” command by examining the off-
set 02h within the RH, finding the
appropriate branch pointer, and then
jumping to the location where the func-
tion code resides. When it completes a
function, the driver retrieves the
pointer to the request header and sets

the “done“ bit within the status word.
The registers saved at the beginning
of the driver are then restored and
control is returned to the DOS kernel.
Simple! Right?

AN EXAMPLE DEVICE-DRIVER SHELL

Well, we’d all like to think so.
Unfortunately I’ve glossed over some
important details, so I’ll try to fill in
the gaps. I’d like to discuss a simple
device driver shell which you can use
as a basis for your own creations. It is
a program that I modified from a list-
ing given in the book,  “DOS
Programmer’s Reference” by Terry R.
Dettmann, Que Corporation, Carmel,
Indiana. Hopefully you can create a
functional version of your driver by
working with this code also. Be
warned, this driver doesn’t do much-
I didn‘t want it to. Its purpose was to
provide me with a window into the
DOS boot sequence so I could mask
out the keyboard (trap all CRTL-
BREAKS, etc.). That mask interrupt
handling sequence is included within

the example. For more details on in-
terrupt handling, I refer you to my
article “Software at the Hardware
Level: Programming TSRs for Inter-
rupt Handling” in CIRCUITCELLAR  INK
#21.

Listing 1 shows the sampledriver.
I will attempt to fill in as much detail
and documentation as possible at vari-
ous points within the listing.

The first part of the actual driver
coding is made up of instructions to
the assembler. It contains several defi-
nitions which makes overall program-
ming easier. I used Microsoft MASM
for my code development.

The driver initialization function
must be present. It is used to set the
address of the end of the driver into
byte offset OEh of the request header.
It is also used to check for the presence
and operability of the interfaced de-
vice. It is the first routine called by
DOS and typically the last routine
within the driver code. This is because
DOS calls this routine only once and
you can throw it away after that call
completes.

$95 EPROM
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cseg

start:
keyboard

begin:

;
cseg

TITLE kbres
segment
assumecs:cseg,ds:cseg
org 1OOh
jw begin
dw ?
dw ?

iTlO” bx,cs
lll0" ds,bx
lll0" al, lfh
mo" ah,35h
int 21h
IllO” keyboard [Ol, bx
InO" keyboard[Z],es
mov dx,bx

InO" ds,keyboard[2]1 .

; offset
; segment

ItlO” ax, DX
mov a1,16h
rn0" ah,25h
int 21h ; reset keyboard io vector 16h_

mo" ax.4COOh ; end
int 21h

ENDS
END start

Listing J-An ASM listina  of KBRES used to reset the keyboard interrupt vector in the
AUT6EXECBATprocediie.

I used the initialization process to
insert my interrupt handling proce-
dure into the DOS boot-sequence.
Since it is the only section that can call
DOS functions legally, it’s ideal for
this purpose. In my application, I had
the init procedure do the following:

1. output a device ID line to the
video monitor

2. read the keyboard interrupt
vector using the Int 21h instruction

3. write that vector to location 7Fh
within the vector table (hopefully an
unused location)

4. misdirect the keyboard inter-
rupt to a clock request interrupt by
setting the keyboard interrupt vector
to the clock vector. Each time some-
one hits a key while the keyboard is
rerouted, the clock buffers are reset.
But who cares?

5. exit the init  part of the driver,
andbasicallythedriveritself. Thekey-
board will now ignore any keystrokes
until it is revectored by my code run-
ningunder AUTOEXEC.BAT.

ASSEMBLING THE DRIVER

To make the code from the list-
ings work, you need to run your macro
assembler, linker, and then the
EXE2BINprogramtocreate  thedriver
as a binary image. I wrote a simple

. BAT-type file to handle this for me
and called it MK . BAT. For MASM this
sequence takes on the form:

echo off
masm %l;
link %l;
exe2bin  %1 %l.sys

where the sequence was invoked by

MK driver

which creates a D R I V E R. O B J,
DRIVER. E X E, and then the desired
DRIVER. SYS file.

To test the above driver you need
to install it in your CONFIG.  SYS file
by entering the command,

DEVICE=C:\DRIVER.SYS

which will load the driver into the
device chain during the boot phase.
But since this will mask out your key-
board, you need to run KBRES . COM

from AUTOEXEC . BAT so the keyboard
vector is restored (see Listing 3).

Once you’ve added the device
driver to the CONF IG . SY s file and set
KBRES . COM t0 run from your
AUTOEXEC . BAT procedure, you can
tempt fate and do a reboot of your
system so the new DRVR will be ini-
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tialized. If all goes well, you’ll see no
change in your boot sequence except
an added display line. If your code
fails, then your keyboard will more
than likely be locked out. I therefore
suggest that you keep a system disk
handy.

If you’re successful, I suggest you
go through the following sequence to
examine the driver chain so you can
see some of the things we talked about
previously.

INSPECTING THE DRIVER CHAIN

A simple procedure for mapping
out your system‘s device chain is pos-
sible using DOS’s DEBUG utility. Just
start DEBUG and type,

A

MOV AH,52

INT 21

RET

then press Enter once (by itself) to
terminate the assembly process. Next,
type

G 0104

from the debug prompt. Now record
the values of the ES and BX registers.
Then type

D ES:BX

substituting the actual segment value
ES and offset address BX in the above
directive. At this point you should see
the characters “NUL”displayed some-
where on the right side of your screen.
Now count back 10 bytes from the
location of “N” in “NUL” and you will
find the beginning of the NUL device
header and the address of the next
driver in memory. Now dump the
bytes at these addresses. Doing this
successively will enable you to map
the location and extent of each driver
in the chain and see exactly how DOS
stacks them.

ONWARD AND UPWARD

I hope I’ve been able to convince
you that the devicedriver isan impor-

tant and powerful feature of DOS.
Although the above description was
too brief and designed only for a basic
overview, I hope you have come to
realize that driversallow manufactur-
ers or software designers to incorpo-
rate their systems into the DOS envi-
ronment in a uniform manner. It’s
obvious that the driver has a wide
degree of flexibility in application. I
believe DOS users would be well
served if both hardware and software
types paid more attention to the possi-
bilities inherent in loadable device
drivers. +&

Chris Garcia has a Ph.D. in experimental
physics and is currently working as a staff
physicist at a national lab. He has extensive
experience in computer modeling of experi-
mental systems, image processing, and artifi-
cial intelligence. Chris is also a principal in
Tardis Systems.
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FEATURE
ARTICLE
Part 1

Steven E. Strauss
& P.K. Gavind

ISDN (S/T) Interface
General Review of Functional Concepts

I he telecommunications network is migrating
from an analog to a digital network, transporting
digitized voice and data on subscriber loops that
connect the switching network to customer end-
points Digital telephones, facsimile machines, and
integrated voice/data workstations are examples
of customer endpoints, commonly known as Termi-
nal Endpoints (TEs), in the architectural model of an
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). An ISDN
has four elements: information services, channels,
interfaces, and message sets, conforming to inter-
national standards for information exchange.

User-Network Interface

48 kbps  overhead

192 kbps data rate

I I i  I I
Terminal Endpoint b-C-C NetworWUne  Termination I

S I T

Figure 1 -The ‘basic” service in ISDN is provided via two 64.kbps  B channels and a 16-&bps
D channel

The ‘basic” service in ISDN is
provided via two B channels and a D
channel. The bit rate on each B chan-
nel is 64 kbps. The bit rate on the D
channel for this type of service is 16
kbps. This “2B+D”  service, shown in
Figure 1, gives the user a 144-kbps
digital pipe to transport information
through the network. In this article,
we will first review the functional prin-
ciples of the basic access ISDN inter-
face standard that allows information
transfer on separate transmit and re-
ceive paths. Later, we’ll describe a
design example of a plug-in interface
board that operates in a PC.

REFERENCE MODEL AND
STANDARDS

ISDN standards have been de-
fined and documented by the CCITT
(Consultative Committee on Interna-
tional Telegraph and Telephone) and
the American National Standards In-
stitute (ANSI). CCITT I-series Blue
Book documents define several refer-
ence pointsand functional groups (Fig-
ure 2). The “s” reference point is a
subscriber-side demarcation point for
basic access at 192 kbps.

The network end of a subscriber
service loop is called an NT (Network
Termination). It may be partitioned
into two parts-NT1 and NT2-to
connect the subscriber to the network.
NT2 provides the subscriber-side con-
nection. NT1 provides access to the
network. NT2 can provide switching
functions (e.g., a PBX, a terminal con-
troller, etc.), whereas an NT1 cannot.
NT1 provides physical link (bit level,
Layer 1) multiplexing only. The “T”
reference point separates the NT2 and
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Terminal Endpoints
Service Provider

network side

TE2=Non-ISDN Terminal
TEl=ISDN Terminal
TA =Terminal  Adapter
R. S, T, U, V=Reference Points

NT2=Network  Termination 2
(Layer 2 & Layer 3, Layer 1)

NTl=Network  Termination 1
(Layer 1)

S and i are subscriber
side termination
reference points

LT =Line Termination
ET =Exchange  Termination

matic  number identification, and so
on.

LAYERED ARCHITECTURE

Layer 1 defines the physical link
characteristics. It includes bit trans-
port timing and electrical characteris-
tics of the ZB+D access interface. It
also provides contention resolution,
which allows multiple terminals con-
nected to the same NT to send mes-
sages on the D channel.

Layer 2, the Link Access Proce-
dure for the D-channel (LAPD)  has
three functions. First is message frame
processing, that is, converting mes-
sages between a serially transmitted
HDLC (High-level Data Link Con-
trol) format and a computer memory
data structure. Second is procedural
error control and flow control of mes-Figure Z--CC/n  I-series Blue  Book  documents define several reference points and tint

tional groups. sage traffic in the D channel. Third is
thi terminal identifier (TEI) and ser-
viceaccesspointidentifier(SAPI)man-
agement, which provides the capabil-
ity to distinguish between message
traffic from different terminals.

NT1 functional groups. Phones and
integrated voice/data terminals can
connect to the network at the S or the
T reference point. Point-to-point and
point-to-multipoint (passive bus) con-
nectionsarepossible.Since theelectri-
cal interface is identical at the S or T
reference point, the symbol “S/T” is
frequently used in ISDN literature.
The “U” reference point identifies the
network side transmission interface.
The line termination, LT, and exchange
termination, ET, are usually  located in
the phone company switching office.

Thecommunicationprotocol stan-
dards used in ISDN apply to the lower
three layers of the 7-layer Open Sys-
tems Interconnection (OS11  model,
defined by the International Standards
Organization (ISO).  The connection
control protocol standards for the three
layers pertinent to our discussion are
shown in Figure 3:

Layer 7: 1.43O/ANSI  T1.60.5--ap-
plies to (2B+D)  transport; a hardware
function

Layer 2: I.441 (Q.921 &-applies to
the D channel; a software/hardware
function

Layer 3: 1.451 (Q.931 )-applies to
the D channel; a software function

The purpose of these standards is
to provide a set of integrated voice
and data “bearer” (Bchannel) services
via thecall control proceduresof the D
channel. The D channel enables the
user to request services through the
set of three layered protocols. Signal-
ing over the D channel can provide
fast call setup, look ahead for busy,
incoming call screening with auto-

Layer 3 defines the content of
messages in the D channel arid pro-
vides the capability for negotiating
services with the network. This proto-
col includes functions like B channel
call control, as well as data-oriented

1.451r---lLayer 3
Call
Management

1.430 1
Layer 1
Bit Transport

(2B+D)

Call Set-up & Take Down

Service Connection user-to-user Packet Frame
Selection Information TraWfer Format

1 I I I I I

Flow Control
Service
ACC_E

Error  Control
Control

Retransmission
Control

Error Detection HDLC Frame
Format Control

I I I I

1
D-channel
Collision
Detection

Frame
Alignment

Line Code
Conversion

Clock
Synchronization

Figure Jo--The  protocol layers of the ISDN basic rate interface (5RlJ
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:ontrol  of u
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expansion cards) Each relay output pan

:onnects to a relay card or terminal block. A variety  of
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nterfaces. (up to 16.364 relays)
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CONNECTS TO RS-232
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movement  and a wde variety  of other types of analog
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laws  mputs  usmg  the AD-16 or ST-32 expansion
ards,  112 relays may be controlled usmg  EX-16
xpanslon cards. Analog Inputs  may be conflgured for
!mperature mput  using the TE-8 temperature mput
3rd.  RS-422 available PS-8 port  selector may be used
) connect satellite ADC-16 Interfaces (up to 4,096
nalog  inputsi16.384  s1alus  mpuls/14.336  relays, use
S232 for satallltas up t0 50 feet or RS-422 for
atellites  up to 4.000 feet).
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lcludes  8 solid state temperature sensors
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telephone by our staff. EACH ORDER INCLUDES A
FREE DISK WITH PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES IN
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technlcal reference manual IS also Included

- HIGH RELIABILITY.. engineered for continuous 24
hour industrtal  appllcatlons All IC’s socketed

* Use with IBM and compatibles, Tandy, Apple and
most other computers with RS-232 or RS-422 pans.
All standard baud rates and protocols may be used
(50 to 19,200 baud)

* Use our 800 number lo order free InformatIon
packet. Technical InformatIon (614) 464.4470

IL.

24 HOUR ORDER LINE (800) 842-7714
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ELECTRONIC ENERGY CONTROL, INC.
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(TEP+TA)  /-fEl

1 Applicationk - -  - - -1

1 Presentation  i_----,?,.,.

Transport t___-. och.nnal
1

Synchronous D-bit stream of Ones and Zeros

Channel

Figure 3b--The  frame composition of the basic rate interface.

services like packet switching via the control, link maintenance, and syn-
B or the D channel. chronization

FRAME STRUCTURES

The CCITT 1.430 and the ANSI
T1.605 standards describe the physi-
cal link (Layer 1) characteristics of the
Basic Rate Interface (BRI) at the S or T
reference point between TEs and NTs.
Specifications include voltage levels,
impedance templates, bit timing, and
coding. The frame structure defined
by 1.430 has the following characteris-
tics (see Figure 4):

l 48-bit frames in 250 ps (i.e., 4000
frames per second)

*Alternate space inversion
(pseudo ternary) line code, 750-mV
peak signal

*Echo back to the TE of the D
channel received by the NT
l l’assive bus for point-to-

multipoint operation

.192-kbps transmission on sepa-
ratereceiveand transmit twisted pairs,
with 144 kbps for user 2B+D channels
and a 48-kbps overhead for framing

The NT-to-TE and TE-to-NT
frames have different formats, since
the responsibilities of the TE and NT
are different, especially when using a
multiframemaintenanceprocedureor
a passive bus configuration.

The line encoding uses electrical
signalsofaltematingpolaritytomain-

One frame= 48 bits in 250 p

Figure 4--The frame  structure of a 2t3+D basic rate interface at the VTreference  point.
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Figure 5-Poinf-fo-point  and point-

to-mutt/point user configurations of
the /.43a/ANSI Tl.605 standard.
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tain a DC balance. In NT-to-TE frames,
the L bits are used to electrically bal-
ance the entire frame. This prevents
DC level wander. In the TE-to-NT
frames, L bits balance each octet of B
channel data and each individual D
bit. This is done to avoid line code
violations. However, deliberate code
violations at specific bit positions are
introduced to mark frame boundaries.
Line code violations are used to estab-
lish frame synchronization.

WIRING ARRANGEMENTS

Two types of wiring configura-
tions are possible: point-to-point and
point-to-multipoint (passive bus), as
shown in Figure 5. In a passive bus
configuration, up to eight terminals
could be connected to a BRI. All termi-
nals share the two B channels and the
single D channel.

On a passive bus, all the TEs con-
tend for the same D channel while
monitoring the D bits being echoed
back from the NT. When a given TE
sees that the echoed D bits coming
back from the NT are different from
the D bits it had sent to the NT, it
knows that a collision has taken place
anditmusttryagain.Anaccessmecha-
nism is built into each TE that priori-
tizes the use of the D channel in such
a way that each TE has equal access to
the D channel. The priority mecha-
nism is described in detail in the stan-
dards document and is beyond the
scope of this article. Semiconductor
devices implementing the 1.430 stan-
dard take care of the details of the
priority algorithms, relieving the user
of such burden. An example of a de-
vice with a built-in split reservation
system for D channel access is the
AT&T T7250B, tailored for TE appli-
cations in ISDN. We will highlight the
use of this device in Part 2.

LAYER 1 MAINTENANCE

The ANSI T1.605  standard for the
U.S. environment calls for the use of
extra channels to provide Layer 1
maintenance on a BRI loop. Mainte-
nance messages are provided for the
TE-to-NT direction (Q-bits) and for
the NT-to-TE direction (S bits). The Q
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r 20.frame  Multiframe,

FA=l FA=l FA=l

of multiframe

S- bits occur in bit 37
of each NT to TE frame.
S subchannel #l bits-
SCll,SC12,SC13,andSC14
appear in frames 1, 6, 11, and 16.

S subchannel #2 bits-
SC21, SC22, SC23, and SC24
appear in frames 2, 7, 12, and 17.

(TE to NT) FA=Ql FA=Q2 FA=Q3 FA=Q4 FA=Ql

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 I-!! 20

The TE to NT transmission has
a nominal 2-bit delay relative Q- bits occur every five frames. There are four Q-bits per multiframe
to the NT to TE frames. in the FA bit position (bit 14) of frames 1, 6, 11,  and 16.

Figure 6-Multiframing  and the S-bit and Q-bit channels for Layer 1 maintenance.

channel message is conveyed to the standard: SCI, SC2, SC3, SC4, and
NT in 4-bit codes every 20 frames, SC5. Each subchannel uses four bits to
which make up a multiframe (shown convey a message per multiframe.
in Figure 6). Since only one bit is used per basic48-

Multiframingisestablishedbyset- bit frame, it takes 5 ms (20 x 250 ps) to
ting the Mbit, which is the 26th bit in collect a 4-bit code.
the NT-to-TE frame (see Figures 4 and The T1.605 standard covers the
6). Messages are sent from the NT in use of S-bit subchannel SC1 only. Un-
the S-bit channel and from the TE in used S-bit subchannels (SC2-SC51  are
the Q-bit channel. Five S-bit settobinaryzeros.Recently,theuseof
subchannels are defined in the T1.605 S-bit subchannel SC2 has been de-

g-bit  communications modes found in the Intel 8051, Motorola 68HCi 1 and Zilog 2180, allow
for the development of efficient, simple and low cost embedded control networks.

NBS-10 Card - $249 Network Software - $199
l PC/XT/AT  W485/422 l Software tools fix Y-bit protocol
l Y-bit network master dcvclopment  available
l Compatible  with Intel  p-LAN l Supports PC & popular
l Automntic Address Rcxognition micro-controllers

NBS-2 Card - $165 Cimetrics Technology
120 West State Street

l PC/XT/AT M-530/485/422
t&bust  serial conimunications

l 9-bit network master

Ithaca, New York 14850
(607) 273-5715

(607) 273-5712 F A X
MasterCard/Visa/COD  accepted

fined for adoption by the standards
bodies to convey the U interface mes-
sages to the TE in an NT1 application

The Q-bit channel in the TE-to-NT
frame (see Figures4 and 6) uses the FA
bit position of every fifth frame to
provide a Q-channel message from
the TE to the NT as a 4-bit code. The
coding and the use of the 4-bit mes-
sages is tabulated in the T1.605 docu-
ment.

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE
TE AND NT

A TE and an NT establish a line
connection between them in three
stages: Activation, Communication,
and Deactivation (see Figure 7). The
activation stage allows the two ends
to get synchronized, allowing them to
communicate. The communication
stage sets the two ends in a fully oper-
ating mode. The deactivation stage
disconnects the call and allows the
two ends to idle in a low-power mode
of operation or cease all operations.

Layer 1 signals with specified
meaning and coding are called INFO
signals. INFO 0, INFO 2, and INFO 4
are sent by the NT and received by the
TE. INFO 0, INFO 1, and INFO 3 are
sent by the TE and received by the NT.
An inactive link is characterized by
INFO 0 signals at both ends. A TE has
the option to activate the link by send-
ing INFO 1. An NT can activate the
link by sending INFO 2. INFO 1 and
INFO 2 have distinct bit patterns. Once
communicationisestablishedbetween
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I
Activation
Request

Activation
Indicate

Deactivation
Indicate

Layer 1

Layer 1

Layer 2

$ $ I $ I + +
A it Deactivation

Activation Activation Data Data Request
Request Indicate Indicate Request Lkactivation

7 t indicate 7

Figure 7--The  handshake sequence between the TE and the NT/ink.
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In Part 2, we will describe the
circuit design of an ISDN BRI inter-
face, using newly introduced semi-
conductor devices, optimized for the
TE application. +
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S-ART: Building the
Network Software

Part one of this two-part
article described S-ARTnet, a
binary control network. This
second part will describe S-
ARTboy,  a PC program that can
be used to manage and view S-
ARTnet.  S-ARTboy  is written in
Borland C++. Communication
with S-ARTnet is implemented
using the Greenleaf communi-
cations library. Screen manage-
ment is handled by Trans At-
lantic Software’s Screenman
package. One interesting part
of this article is a discussion of
using C++ to hide the complexi-
ties of such third party C lan-
guage packages by developing
an object-oriented interface to
the package. I’ll discuss briefly
the functionality of S-ARTboy  and then
examine the communications module
to illustrate how simple communica-
tions become using the object-oriented
approach. I’ll also touch on techniques
for using idle time waiting for key-
strokes for performing system func-
tions.

FUNCTIONALITY

The main S-ARTboy screen, the
management screen (Figure 11, allows
the user to assign names to points on
the network, both input and output.
The default name for each point con-
sists of an ID of the form mm-n where
mm is the number of the S-ART mod-
ule (O-291, and n identifies the specific
point (0 and 1 for outputs, 2 and 3 for
inputs). ID 00-2 identifies input 1 on
moduleO,andmightbenamedTEMPl
for a temperature sensor. ID 00-O  iden-
tifies output 3 on module 0 and might

be assigned the name BIG-FAN. The
usercanspecifyforeachpointwhether
it is active or inactive and can toggle
the display of inactive points on and
off. The current state, on or off, of each
active point is displayed in real time,
along with the length of time each
point has been in its current state.
Finally, the user can specify whether
history on the state of each point
should be recorded and if so whether
state transitions or periodic samples
should be recorded.

Output points can be controlled
from the management screen. By high-
lighting a point and pressing Alt-0,
the state of the point is toggled. The
user can also bring up a history screen
for a point by highlighting the point
and pressing Alt-I’ (Figure 2). The last
16 transitions or samples are displayed
for the point, along with durations.

From the management screen, Alt-
C brings up the Create Script screen

(Figure31 whichisused toauto-
mate thecontrol of output points
in the network. A script consists
of several conditions, a target
output point, the desired state
of the output, and a link to an-
other script. Conditions thatcan
be entered include:

l Current date and time is equal
to specified date and time.
*Current date and time is
greater than specified date and
time.
l specified input point is in an
on state.
*Specified input goes from off
to on.
@Specified input goes from on
to off.

*Specified input is off.
aspecified input is on.

If the specified conditionsare met,
a command is sent to S-ARTnet to
control the specified output point.
Blanks for date, time, or source point
evaluate to true. If the conditions are
true, the script specified in the “next”
field (if any) is executed after the point
has been set. Most of these fields are
filled in by selecting from a pop-up list
of options. This ensures that only valid
data is entered.

Using this mini script language
the user can enter scripts such as

At 13:OO if Templ
is on turn big fan on

After 21:30  if Alarm1
goes on turn floodlight on

if switch1 goes on turn lights1 on
if switch1 goes off turn lights1 off



S-ARTboy Wed Mar 13 21:31:02 1991

ID
----_

00-o
00-l
00-2
00-3
Oi-0
01-I
01-2
01-3
02-O
02-l
02-2
02-3
03-O
03-l
03-2
03-3
04-O

FREQUENCY DURATION
NAME ACT HST HH:MM:SS STATE HH:MM:SS

._
Big Fan Y T oo:oo:oo OFF 48:36:25
Heater Y : 0O:OO:OO O N 48:36:14
Tern?? Y F oo:oo:oo OFF 47:45:26
Switch A V F 0O:OO:OO O N 50:10:39
Switch B Y T oo:oo:oo ON 20:19:04
Light Y T 0O:OO:OO O N 47:45:26
Dan's widgit Y T oo:oo:oo OFF 01:10:09
None Y T oo:oo:oo OFF oo:oo:oo
None Y T oo:oo:oo OFF oo:oo:oo
None Y T oo:oo:oo OFF oo:oo:oo
None Y T oo:oo:oo OFF oo:oo:oo
None Y T oo:oo:oo OFF oo:oo:oo
None Y T oo:oo:oo OFF oo:oo:oo
None Y T oo:oo:oo OFF oo:oo:oo
None Y T oo:oo:oo OFF oo:oo:oo
None Y T oo:oo:oo OFF oo:oo:oo
None Y T oo:oo:oo OFF oo:oo:oo

Alt-K for Keystroke Help; AltpF  for Field Help; ESC to Exit

MANAGEMENT

Figure 1 --The S-ARTboy  management screen.

S-ARTboy Wed Mar 13 21:31:18 1991

HISTORY FOR BIG FAN_

DATE TIME STATE DURATION
mm dd yy hh mm ss hh mm ss
02/10/91 20:54:37 OFF 48:36:41
02/10/91 19:19:30 ON 01:35:07
02/10/91 19:19:21 OFF 00:00:09
02/10/91 19:19:20 ON 00:00:01
02/10/91 19:19:18 OFF 00:05:02
02/10/91 18:44:31 ON 00:34:47
02/10/91 18:42:30 OFF 00:02:01
02/10/91 18:42:28 ON 00:00:02
02/10/91 18:42:16 OFF 00:00:12
02/10/91 18:41:58 ON 00:00:18
02/iO/91 18:41:56 OFF 00:00:02
02/10/91 18:41:53 ON 00:00:03
02/10/91 18:41:51 3FE 00:00:02
02/10/91 18:21:41 ON 00:20:10
02/10/91 18:21:34 OFE 00:00:07
02/10/91 18:21:31 ON 00:00:03

Press Alt-ii for Help or ESCAPE to Return to Management Screen

we 2-Jhe history screen shows an accounting of a// past activity.

COMMUNICATIONS

S-ARTboy continually polls the
network for the stateof  all inputpoints
and compares each point with its last
known state. Whenever a change of
state is detected, the new state and
current time are stored to be used to
update the management screen and
the history screen.

Polling the network is imple-
mented using the Greenleaf commu-
nications package. The interface to

Greenleaf has been greatly simplified
by creating a C++ port object which
provides only those services required
by S-ARTboy. In C++ it is possible to
create classes and objects which are
instances of those classes. A class is
analogous to a data type in that it
includes data and a set of operations,
called member functions, that may be
performed on the data. The magic
word is encapsulation: the data and
the access to the data are balled up
together (encapsulated) in the class.

An integer, for example, is a standard
data type consisting of an implemen-
tation-defined number of bytes that
can hold an integer value. The decla-
ration "int i" creates an instance of
data type integer. You can do a bunch
of things to a variable i, like get its
value, set its value, add it to another
integer, and so forth. In like manner
you could define a new integer-like
class, new int, with member func-
tions to getthe  value, assign a value,
and increment. The declaration
“new int new i" would createan
objectof the nei_int class. An at-
tempt to perform an operation on
new i such as decrementing it or add-
ing c to another new int would be-
illegal in C++. Only access via mem-
ber functions is permitted.

S-ARTboy  defines class port
(Listing 1) to handle the serial port
and communication with S-ARTnet.
Several objects of class port can be
created. S-ARTboy  creates one for
communication with S-ARTnet. Num
is the serial port in use and status
holds the current status of the port.
The keyword private indicates that
this data is private to the port object
and cannot be seen or manipulated
except through the member functions.
Memberfunctionsport,gets,puts,
and get status are declared pub-
lic,indi&ngthattheycanbeinvoked
from outside the port object to operate
on the port. Puts sends a request for
network status to the SARTnet  con-
troller. Gets gets the requested status
of network points. Function port is
special: the constructor. Every class
has a constructor which has the same
name as the class and is automatically
invoked whenever an object is cre-
ated. At run time, S-ARTboy creates
the port 1 object with the statement

port port1 (commport,  500, 50,
19200, P EVEN);

which invokes the constructor (see
Listing2J.Thisinitializestheportwith
a call to the Greenleaf function
asiopen, installing transmit and re-
ceive interrupt service routines and
reserving transmit and receive buff-
ers. The port number is stored in num
for use by the gets and puts meth-
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CREATE SCRIPTS

at -- date & time -- if is on turn on
after yy mm dd hh mm ss if source goes  off target off next

01 At / / 13:OO:C0 TEMPl Is On Big Fan On

02 After / / 21:30:00 Alarm: Goes On Floodlite On

03 // :: Switch1 Goes On Back Lite On

04 // :: Switch2 Goes Off Back Lite Off
05 / / : :
06 / / : :
07 / / : :

08 // ::

09 // ::

i0 // ::
11 // ::
12 // ::
13 / / : :
14 / / : :
15 // ::
16 // ::

Alt-K for Keystroke Help; Alt-F for Field Help; ESC to Exit

Figure J-The create script  screen is used to automate the control of out~utpoints  in the
network.

PLUMBING THE SOFTWARE DEPTHS

Having designed the hardware and firmware needed to perform the
low-level S-ARTnet  network maintenance, we will now turn our attention to
putting these elements to some useful work. One of the simplest control
devices that we all have in our homes is the three-way switch. So why not
use the S-ARTnet  to emulate a three-way switch?

THE S-ARTNET  COP

The S-ARTnet  rendition of the three-way switch uses the controller as a
“traffic cop” that scans the S-ARTnet, maintains satellite status, and dis-
patches(thepossiblyupdated)controlpointstatustothenetworksatellites.
Updating is performed on the order of about six to seven times a second so
even if a satellite gets glitched  and loses its output state it will be recovered
quickly. The S-ARTnet COP application makes use of the support functions
described last time, spans about one page of assembly code. and runs
from EPROM in a stand-alone fashion.

Thenetworkisdivided intothreegroupsconsistingoftensatelliteseach:
0 through 9.10 through 19, and 20 through 29. Our scheme logically links the
groups; these can be thought of as circuits. On power up, the entire network
is scanned, the satellites’ sense point status is recorded, and all satellite
control points are turned off. Now the controller continually scans the
network looking for a change in any sense point. If a change is detected,
the corresponding control point is toggled and is written to the correspond-
ing satellite in each group. For example, a change In the sense input 0 of
satellite 0 would cause satellite 0 control point 0. satellite 10 control point 0.
and satellite 20 control point 0 to toggle. Likewise, a change in satellite 10
sense point 0 would result in the same effect as would a change in satellite
20 sense point 0. The parity checking scheme inhibits any nonexistent or
malfunctioning satellite from influencing any of the control points.

The above arrangement can be viewed from several different per-
spectives. Electrically, the satellites are simply connected to the single wire
pair. From an implementation standpoint, there are ten sets of three linked
satellites. When considered from an installation point of view, the merit of
this approach is most evident. The flexibility of having all communications
occur over a single wire pair can be put to use in setting up a master control
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Low cost
8OC552 ICE

Our emulator provides most features
of an 8OC552  In-Circuit-Emulator at a
significantly lower price. It assists in

integration, debug, and test phases of
development. Commands include:

disassembly, trace, real-time
execute-to-breakpoint, line-by-line
assembler, alter register/memory,

and load Intel Hex file.

8OC552 ICE - $399
Also Available:

8031 ICE - $199
8OC31  ICE - $249

Enhanced ROM add $70

8OC51 FA ICE $329
8OC652  ICE $329

Includes Enhanced ROM

8051 Simulation 1

The 8051 SIM software package
speeds the development of 8051

family programs by allowing
execution and debug without a

target system. The 8051 SlMulator
is a screen oriented, menu

command driven program doubling
as a great learning tool. $99.

803lhl Single
Board Computer

A fast and inexpensive way to
implement an embedded controller.
8031132 processor, 8+ parallel I/O,
up to 2 RS232 serial ports, +5 volt
operation. The development board
option allows simple debugging of
8031/51  family programs. $ggea

Call us for your custom
product needs.

Free Quote - Quick Response
Other products available:

MyGAL - GAL Programmer $199
FORTH Card - FORTH development
card for STD Bus $279 (OEM-$1 99)

I (619)  566-l  892 I

panel that can control and monitor the entire network from a central
location. The linked satellites can be equipped with any combination of
indicators or load driving devices as well as control switches. Even with our
arbitrary design constraints imposed, thisconfiguration permits the control
or monitoring of up to twenty unique circuits dispersed over a considerable
distance.

The 8031 is well suited to the task at hand. After all, it isat its best when
used as a boolean processor, The S-ARTnet  is a binary network. Rather than
expending the verbiage required to describe the “traffic cop” applica-
tion, I’ll  let the code speak for itself. The main body of the program appears
thus:

; THIS CODE IMPLEMENTS THE S-ART TRAFFIC COP

COP
L?MO:

L?Ml:

L?M2:

L?M3:

L?M4:

L?M5:
CALL WRITE SART_

INC RO

L?M6:

INC R6
CJLE RG,#SART_BLOCKi
MOV RG,#SART_BLOCK

L?Ml:

INC Rl
CJLE R7,#29,L?Ml
JMP L?MO

JMP L?Ml
ENDPROC

PROC

MOV RO,#SART_BLOCK
MOV R~,#SART BLOCK
MOV Rl,#O  -

MOV A,Rl
CALL READ SART
JNB P,L?MZ
MOV A,@RO
SETB ACC.2
MOV @RO,A
SJMP L?M5

MOV B,A
MOV A,@RO
PUSH ACC
MOV C,B.l
MOV ACC.l,C
MOV C,B.O
MOV ACC.O,C
MOV C,ACC.2
CLR ACC.2
MOV @RO,A
POP ACC
JC L?M5
MOV C,B.l
XORC ACC.l
JNC L?M3
CPL ACC.5

MOV C,B.O
XORC ACC.0
JNC L?M4
CPL ACC.4

MOV B,A
MOV A,R6
CALL INSERT BITS
MOV A,R6  -
ADD A.#10
CALL Ik'ERT  BITS
MOV A,R6  -
ADD A,#20
CALL INSERT BITS
MOV A,B -
MOV B.Rl
SWAP A.
CPL A
XCH A,B

;FOR STATUS CHECKING
;FOR STATUS UPDATING
;FOR S-ART ACCESS

;GET ADDRESS
;GO READ S-ART
;JUMP  IF NO ERROR
;GET PRIOR STATUS
;INDICATE PROBLEM
;UPDATE  STATUS BLOCK
;PROBLEM STATUS, LEAVE

;SAVE  CURRENT STATUS
;GET PRIOR STATUS
;SAVE  STATUS

;UPDATE  Sl

;UPDATE  SO
;RETAIN  PROBLEM STATUS
;INDICATE NO PROBLEM
;UPDATE  STATUS BLOCK
;RETRIEVE STATUS
;LEAVlNG PROBLEM STATUS
;Sl STATUS
;CHECK  FOR CHANGE
;JUMP  IF NO Sl CHANGE
;TOGGLE  Cl

;SO STATUS
;CHECK FOR CHANGE
;JUMP  IF NO SO CHANGE
;TOGGLE  CO

;SAVE  NEW STATUS
;GET UPDATE POINTER
;INSERT BIT FIELDS
;GET UPDATE POINTER
;NEXT  GROUP
;INSERT  BIT FIELDS
;GET UPDATE POINTER
;NEXT  GROUP
;INSERT BIT FIELDS
;RETRIEVE NEW STATUS
;GET ADDRESS
;POSITION CONTROL BITS
;SETUP  FOR UPDATE
;SETUP  FOR WRITE TO S-ART
;GO UPDATE

;POINT  TO NEXT STATUS

-9, L?M6
;lO GROUPS!

;POINT  TO NEXT S-ART
;EXECUTE INNER LOOP
;EXECUTE OUTER LOOP

;JUMP  HELPER

; INSERT CONTROL POINT BITS FIELDS
; INPUT: ACC CONTAINS STATUS BLOCK ADDRESS
; B CONTAINS BIT FIELDS
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;NSERT  BITS PROC_
MOV R1,A
MOV A,@Rl ;PICK  UP STATUS
MOV C.B.5
MOV A&.S,C ;UPDATE  Cl
MOV C.R.4
MOV A&:4,C ;UPDATE  CO
MOV @Rl,A ;UPDATE  STATUS BLOCK
RET
ENDPROC
END

CLOSING THE LOOP

Just a few words about closing the control loop. Depending on the
application, there are different degrees of confidence required In know-
ing that the control points are in fact in the desired state. When the
controller is running the S-ARTnet  gateway, the control point state the
controller has received is available via the read command. The controller
returns both the sense point states and the control point states. Further, if
the report indicates that the satellite is in problem status, it can be assumed
that the control point Is inoperative. The way the S-ART satellites are
configured allows looping the control point back into the sense point, thus
the read command will now convey the satellite’s actual control point
state.

The above technique can be extended using a device that can sense
the actual AC or DC load state. This is typically implemented using a relay
that closes the sense point input when energized. As you read the S-
ARTboy  functional description, it will be seen that the scripting capabilities
of the S-ARTboy  package can be put to good use to take corrective
actions if the expected control function fails.

ods. The result of asiopen is stored
in status which is checked by S-
ARTboy  to make sure the port was
initialized successfully. A buffer used
to build the string returned from S-
ARTnet is created using the C++ new
operator.

S-ARTboy  continually polls the S-
ARTnet controller for the status of all
input points by calling get-points
out of the keyboard loop, as discussed
below. If a read from the S-ARTnet
controllerisnotpending,get_points
calls port .puts, passing the S-
ARTnet  read  a  11  command.
Port. puts ~1% initialize the S-
ARTnet controller to computer inter-
face mode if necessary and then issue
the read-all command to the con-
troller. Port .puts returns immedi-
ately, leaving the actual transmission
details to the Greenleaf I S R .
Get-points thencalls port.gets
which continues to take characters
from the Greenleaf receive ISR buffer
and store them in an intermediate
buffer. Gets returns immediately if
no more characters are available from

)I-) 800-462-10426 1 9 - 2 7 1 - 9 5 2 6 'm]
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the ISR, returning Ountil the S-ARTnet
trailing envelope character, CR, has
been detected. When a CR is detected,
gets returns 1 indicating to the caller
that a S-ARTnet packet of the form

cLFs <node  address> <Out 1~

cOutO>  <In1  > <InO> <CR>

is now available in the caller’s buffer.
S-ARTnet sends one such packet for
each satellite in response to a
read a 11 command. When data for
the last satellite on the network has
been received, gets records that the
read from the controller is complete to
prepare for another poll.

I found that once the port class
had been defined, communication
with S-ARTnet was very straightfor-
ward. Greenleaf offers a wealth of fea-
tures and functions, most of which are
not needed for the simple communi-
cations S-ARTboy requires. Develop-
ing the port class hides this complex-
ity from the main body of the applica-
tion and makes sending commands to
and receiving data from S-ARTnct

class port
(
private:

char *p;
char *buf;
char *bufend;
int num;
int status;
int leadchar;
int trailchar;
int net initialized;_

//visible only to member functions
//points to buf to build S-net frame
//buffer used to store S-net frame
//points to end of buf
//store number of objects comm port
//status of comm port
//character that starts S-net frame
//character that terminates frame
//record if port initialized

public: //visible from outside object
port(int pnum, unsigned int rx_len,  unsigned int tx_len,  \

int baud, int parity);
int gets(char *dest, unsigned int len!;
unsigned int puts(char *source);
int get status(void);
-port()j

);

Listing 1 -tie  port class handles the serial port  and communication with S-ARTnet.

simple. For example, when the user
togglesan output point from the man-
agement screen, S-ARTboy builds the
S-ARTnet command cmd_str to set
the selected point to on or off and
transmits it to the S-ARTnet  controller
with the statement "port 1 .
puts ( cmd_s t r ) “. Being able to tai-
lor the port to perform exactly the
functions required, and prohibiting
any other access, leads to cleaner, more
robust code.

COORDINATINGS-ARTBOY’STASKS

S-ARTboy has several tasks: ac-
cept and process user keystrokes,
check input points for state changes,
toggle output points, update the man-
agement and history screens in real
time, and execute scripts when condi-
tions become true. The approach
adopted for S-ARTboy  was to use idle
time spent waiting for a keystroke to
undertake other tasks. After a screen
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//Implementation of member functions of class port

#define NOTERM -1
#define BUF LEN 25
#define INITSTR "\O:ZPO\O15"

//Constructor; init port, allocate buf
port ::port(int  pnum, unsigned int rx len, unsigned int tx len, \_

int baud, int parity)
i

num  = pnum;
leadchar  = LF;
trailchar = CR;
net initialized = FALSE;_

buf = new char[BUF LEN];
bufend = buf t BUF-LEN;_
p =' buf;

status = asiopen(pnum, ASINOUT I BINARY / NORMALRX, rx_len,  \
tx len, baud, parity, 1, 7, 1, 1);_

//Destructor; release memory, release port
port:: -port  ()

asiquit(num);
delete buf;

//Member function to get a string from S-ARTnet control
int port::qets(char  *dest,  unsigned int len)

.er

while (1)

*p = (char) asiqetccnum);

if (*p < 0)
return(O);

if (*p == leadchar)
continue;

// if no more characters in ISR
// receive buffer, return 0

//skip start of frame char

if (*p == trailchar) //we have a S-net frame
i

*p = (char)NULL;
if (strlen(buf)  > len)

return 0;
strcpycdest, buf); //copy to callers buffer
p = buf.
return(i);

//ready to build next frame

p++;
1

// Member function to send a command to S-ARTnet controller
unsigned int port::puts(char  *source)

if (!net initialized)
(

asiputs(num, INITSTR, NOTERM);
net initialized = TRUE;_

status = asiputs(num, source, NOTERM):  //send command to ISR

return(status);
i

//Member function to check status of comm port
int port ::qet_status(void)

return status;

Listing P--The implementation portion  of the port class

such as the management screen is dis- screen.Get points updatesinput
played, t as-get-key iscallcd to fetch point information as described above.
akeystroke(Listing3).  Tas_get_key Check scriptsrunsthroughthelist
loops while waiting for a keystroke, of user-created scripts to see if any
calling routines get points, should be executed, and if so sends
check scripts, and update the appropriate commands to the S-
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int tas_get_key()
i

while (1)

get_points();
check_scripts();
update_screenO;

if (keyready
return(kb_get()  );

i
1

listing j--After a screen is displayed, this
tincfion  is called fo fetch a kefsfroke.

ARTnet controller. Update-screen
updates the changed fields on the cur-
rent screen.

Coupled with theinterrupt-driven
communications, thisapproach works
well. Even with continuous activity
on the network at 19,200 bps, there is
no delay in response to user key-
strokes. Scripts execute with no ap-
parent delay. For example, if input OO-
2 is connected via a script to output 06-
0, flipping a switch connected to the
input off results in the light connected
to the output immediately going off.

S-ARTBOY  GROWS UP

We named this first version of the
S-ARTnet management software S-

SOURCES

Online Devices
P.O. Box 218
Stafford, CT 06075-0218

S-ARTnet  Network Adapter
S-ART Satellite Node
Programmed S-ARTmaster

EPROM

Write for specifications, pricing,
and availability.

Trans  Atlantic Software
2 Cole Rd.
Haydenville, MA 0 1039
(413)  268-3077

S-ARTman-PC-based SARTnet
management program

ScreenMan-The screen man-
agement package used to
create S-ARTboy  and S-
ARTman

Cottage Resources Corp.
1405 Stevenson Dr., Ste. 3-672
Springfield, IL 62703
(217) 529-7679

Control-R I 803 1 single-board
computer

ARTboy because we expect it to grow
and mature with time. Planned en-
hancements include support for sev-
eral S-ARTnets  so the control network
could be expanded greatly. Also to be
added is the capability to allow a user
to dial in via modem to run S-ARTman
from a remote PC and to dump his-
tory files to that PC. The script lan-
guage will be expanded to support
additional features such as dialing out
to activate an alarm system. And of
course there will be a Windows ver-
sion. We envision S-ARTman to be a
flexible tool, easily modified to meet
the needs of its users.+

Dan Burke has an M.S. in computer science
from the  University of Massachusetts and 10
years of experience in software development.
He is the owner of Trans Atlantic Software,
specializing in network control software and
systems for the video conferencing industry.
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and manufactureof hardwareand software for
industrialdatacollectionandcommunications
equipment.
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EMULATORS & SIMULATORS

SPECIAL
SECTION
Keith Wen tworfh

But it Worked
with My Emulator!
Why Emulation Isn’t Reality

When designing a new prod-
I -

uct, thechoiceand useofnew toolsare
often crucial to meeting deadlines. An
appropriate tool used in the proper
way can save many hours of frustra-
tion. On the other hand, a tool used
incorrectly can waste your valuable
time.

An ICE can also be used in a pro-
ductionenvironmenttoautomatetest-
ing of target system hardware (your
product’s PC board). Several different
test programs may be executed to do
functional testing of the various cir-
cuits on the target system. They could
help diagnose such hardware prob-
lems as shorted lines, bad memory,
and so on.

building, “But it worked with my
emulator!”

An In-Circuit Emulator, ICE for
short, is a powerful debugging tool
used by programmers. The ICE is a
device that can take the place of some
integrated circuit chip. It imitates that
chip’s software and electrical func-
tions. There are many types of in-
circuit emulators, but our focus will
be on microcomputer ICES.
Thisarticle will specifically
cover  many common
“gotchas”  that emulators
cause, so these pitfalls can
be avoided. Most of them
will seem obvious, but in
the rush to complete a
project, we sometimes don’t
notice an obvious problem
until it has wasted much of
our time.

Or-you mayberevisinganexist-
ing product that works fine. All you
want to do is add some features. You
buy an ICE to help. After download-
ing the program into the ICE, you
plug it into your product. Nothing
happens. A perfectly good program
no longer works.

There you are with a deadline
loomingaboveyourhead. Your project
has been debugged using an in-circuit
emulator. The final test is to bum a
chip and watch it work. Instead, a
loud cry can be heard throughout the

How could this happen? Isn’t an
in-circuit emulator supposed to be-
have exactly like the chip it is emulat-
ing? No. In order for an in-circuit
emulator to provide the user with all
these great debugging features, it must

r-------------_--_--_-_-~

Inside the Emulator
I

5V input exceeds 3.3V power supply

i LOG,C,=5”  i fL3 5” 1 ;-j$y

I I -----____-_-____-____----

Why would someone
use an expensive piece of
hardware for debugging
purposes when inexpen-
sive software simulators
exist? There are two main
reasons. First, as its name
implies, an ICE can be con-
nected to a real circuit. This
allows real signal inputs
andoutputstobeuseddur-
ing testing. Second, it ex-
ecutes instructions instead
of simulating the execution
of instructions. Simulation
is usually much slower.

I Inside the Emulator I
I

On the Target System

I 5V input exceeds 3.3V power supply I
I +5v
I +3.3v

I
1

I I I I

Figure 1 -In CMOS devices, power supply differences are a real problem. It would be drsasVous  fo
attach an ICE with a 5-Vpower supply to a target system with a 3.3-V supply. or vice versa.
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be different from the
chip. Usually these dif-
ferences are minor and
easy to live with if you
know and keep within
the limitations they im-
pose.

You have decided to
use an ICE as a debug-
ging tool for a project.
This decision requires
that you design your tar-
get system and write
your programs to func-
tion correctly when us-
ing the ICE and also
when the real chip is
used. This sounds easy
but provisions for physi-
cal, electrical, and opera-
tional differences must
be made.

DESIRED WAVEFORM
- 5 V

~ LOGIC 1

UNDEFINED

- LOGIC 0

- ov

ACTUAL WAVEFORM

-5V

-LOGIC  1

UNDEFINED

- LOGIC 0

- ov

RINGING CAUSED RINGING CAUSED

INVALID LOGIC 1 INVALID CLOCK EDGE

PHYSICAL
Figure Z-Ringing in ribbon cables can sometimes cause false  logic /eve/s to be detected.

The emulator needs to have some
way to plug itself into the target sys-
tem so it can be “in circuit.” This is
often done with some sort of plug on
the end of a ribbon cable. The plug
goes into the socket where the real
chip would normally go and the other
end of the cable connects to the emu-
lator. Sometimes there is a small PC
board (often with IC chips of its own)
between the cable and the plug. The

target system design needs to provide
enough room for whatever connec-
tion is required by this plug and PC
board.

ELECTRICAL

As with all electronic equipment,
an emulator will need to have power
supplied to it. The emulator can have
its own power supply or receive its
power from the target system.

An emulator typically consumes
more power than the chip it is emulat-
ing because of the extra circuitry re-
quired. Obviously, if the emulator uses
the target system’s power supply, that
power supply must be able to take on
this extra load, and the emulator must
always be connected to the target sys-
tem to work. Excuse the statement of
the obvious, but do you think that
ever gets forgotten in the heat of the
deadline frenzy? You bet it does.

----4-__-------

Inside the Emulator
1

l On the target system
1 voltage divider

Resulting voltage = 2.5V
Neither a logic 1 nor 0.

12k

On the target system

-7-------
: - - ?nid; 6e mlcrocomputer I On the target system

II Resulting voltage = OV
I Good logic 0.

~.zz;z~~$,2k

I -
-------------__I

- - - -
; - - bb6-lh;  r?&Gomputer : On the target system

I Line is unconnected

I
I

I Resulting voltage = can’t tell

I Floating voltage.

I
1 1
1 To circuitry that < i ‘IRQ

1 pfocasses  IRO I

I 1
I I
I 1

1L____--_--------

Figure 3--Pull-up  resistors internal to the emulator can cause unexpected results when a real chip is pluggedinto  the circuit.
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Quality U.S.-manufactured PC&s
cards aud software for single user,
OEM, or embedded applications.

* 8 SE.  analog inputs, 12.bit 5 psec AID
*FIFO interface & DMA transfer
*Trigger-in and trigger-out; pacer clock
* 4 Conversion modes & channel scan
- 4 Independent timer/counters
- 16 TTUCMOS digital l/O  lines
- Assembler, BASIC. Pascal 8 C source code

DataModule  PRODUCTS

Plug-computible  with Ampro  CoreModule
DM402 I2-bit IO0 kHz analog I/O board with
trigger, T/C, DMA & 16 DIO lines ..__._.  $395
DM602 I2-bit 4-channel D/A; voltage range
select; current loop & DIO control ..__.,. $289
DM802 24.Line opto 22 compatible 82C55
PPI-based DIO interface . . .._................ 5149

POPULAR XT/AT PRODUCTS

AD1000 8 S.E. 12-bit A/D inputs; 25 kHz
throughput; three E-MHz timer/counters; 24
PPI-based digital I/O lines. . .._.............._  $275
ADA1100 AD1000  with 38 kHz throughput,
2 D/A outputs, and configurable gain .._  $365
ADA2000 8 Diff./l6  S.E. analog inputs; 12.
bit 20 ps A/D; 12 or 8 ps A/D optional; two 12.
bit D/A outputs; programmable gain; 3 T/C!,;
40 DIO lines from 82C55  PPI . . . . . . . .._ $489
ADA3100 8 Diff./S.E.  l2-bit analog inputs;
200 kHr throughput; gain select; FIFO inter-
face & DMA transfer: pacer clock; external
trigger; 4 conversion modes, multi-channel
scan & channel burst; 4TKs;  I6 DIO lines;
two fast-settling analog outputs ._........._  $659
AD510 8 S.E. inputs; 12.bit  integrating A/D
with programmable gain .._.._.,...._......_...  $259
ADA900 4 Diff.1S.E.  inputs; 1 E-bit V/F type A/D;
variable resolution & conversion speed; l&bit @
I6 Hz; 12.bit D/A,  TIC & I6 DIO lines .._  $410
DA600KIA700  Fast-settling 2/4/6/8  -channel
12.bit  D/A;  double buffered _....... $192/359
DG24/48/72/96Digital  I/O lines; 82C55  based;
optional buffers & line resistors _., $1 lo/256
TC24 Am9513A  System Timing & 82C55
Digital I/O control card . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $218
MX32 External analog multiplexer __.._.  $198
ATLANTISIPEGASUWPEGASUSAcquire
Menu-driven, real-time monitoring, control,
data acquisition and analysis turn-key soft-
ware packages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $150/290

Call for your Free Catalog!

Real Time Devices, Inc.
State College, PA USA

FAX:814/234-5218
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If the emulator supplies its own
power, care must be taken to ensure
that it and the target system use the
same power voltage. For starters, dif-
ferent voltages can cause the two de-
vices to disagree on logic levels. So
one device could output a one and the
other may consider it a zero.

In CMOS devices, power supply
differences are a real problem. CMOS
devices can typically operate from 3.3
V to above 6 V. It would be disastrous
to attach an ICE with a 5-V power
supply to a target system with a 3.3-V
supply, or vice versa. What would
happenistheonewiththelowerpower
supply voltage would have signalson
its inputs that are greater than its sup-
ply as shown in Figure 1. This would
cause the device to go into a CMOS
“latchup”condition--essentiallymak-
ing the impedance from power to
ground nearly zero. This can cause
various unpredictable results--all of
them bad, some disastrous. CMOS
latchup  could also occur if the two
power supplies are powered up or
down at different times.

SEND A CABLE

Ribbon cable, often the connec-
tion between emulator and target sys-
tem, causes considerable changes in
theemulator’selectricalbehavior.The
length of the cablecausesa delay in all
the signals traveling over it. Remem-
ber a typical signal delay is about 2 ns
per foot. Make sure that the timing
requirements of your target system
can accept this extra delay. This is not
muchofaproblemexceptforthefaster
microprocessors.

Ribbon cable has a different in-
trinsic impedance from the traces on a
PC board, which is often a consider-
able impedance discontinuity. This
will cause all higher frequency signals
to have some ringing such as that
shown in Figure 2. If the ringing on a
signal becomes too great, it can go
over logic level thresholds. If the sig-
nal in question isoneprovidinga clock
for a flip-flop, the ringing may be mis-
taken for a valid clock pulse.

In the event that ringing is a prob-
lem, there are four simple solutions: if
you can,emulate at a lower frequency;

shorten the cable; add some termina-
tion resistors to the end of the cable; or
route the offending line through a
Schmitt trigger buffer.

The cable provides some crosstalk
between its wires. Signals from one
wire can induce noise into the wires
next to it. The above solutions can also
help with crosstalk.

Usually, theribboncableprovides
the only common reference voltage
(ground) between the emulator and
the target system. When large current
spikes travel along this wire, it causes
a ground shift, which can cause the
same sort of problems previously de-
scribed for different logic levels. If
ground shift causes a problem, just
add another ground connection be-
tween the emulator and the target.

Emulators for faster processors
use more elaboratecables to minimize
the above problems. Some cables have
every other wire serve as a ground
wire to minimize crosstalk and to con-
trol the impedance.

ON TARGET

A target system that usesa crystal
as the clock for the processor may not
oscillate when using an emulator.
Again the ribbon cable is part of the
problem. Its long length and other
properties can make the crystal oscil-
late unreliably, if at all. Some emula-
tors have their own internal clock that
may be used. The clock in the emula-
tor must match the frequency of the
clock source designed into the target
system.

An emulator that can function
without a target system will have a
method-usually a resistor-to pro-
vide a stable voltage for such critical
inputs as an IRQ (Interrupt Request)
line. When such an emulator is con-
nected to a target system and that line
is not connected, the system will still
function properly. However, when the
chip is used instead, the line is able to
float and cause sporadic interrupts. If
you pointed all your vectors to valid
interrupt handlers, the only problem
you will have is a good deal of wasted
time servicing the bogus interrupts. If
you have any unassigned vectors, the
first unexpected interrupt will be vec-
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U?A

4 74HC64

Data Direction
- Register Bit

WRITE

CONNECTIONS - I/O Port _ 2 3

TO INTERNAL Bit (Latched)

DATA BUS 4

10

READ. 8

Data Direction
- Register Bit

WRITE

CONNECTIONS __, I/O Port 3

TO INTERNAL Bit (Latched)

DATA BUS

Figure 4-The use of an emulator can also mask potential signal loading problems.

B@@

AT PC DOS’ or MS hDS’

PCF-1 l New Multi-Megabyte Disk Emulator
l For diskless systems, solid-state reliability and speed

l Flash File System or battery-backed SRAM read/write
technology for ISA bus operating under MS DOS.*

l Up to 7MB using 1MB Flash or SRAM-up to 14MB
using 2MB Flash SlMMs

l I10 mapped-high performance-write Flash at hard
disk speeds-95Kb/sec  and erase 4MBllO sec. Read
and write SRAM at l/O bus speed

l Single or Dual mode-to provide Autobooting and
Flash File System or SRAM read/write

l PCF-1 with one 1 MB SIMM, $695 with one 1 MB SRAM,
$995,1 MB Flash SlMMs $3961  MB SRAM SIMMs,  $495,
2MB Flash SlMMs $695

l Other ROMDISK models provide up to 1.44MB
capacity with autobooting in EPROM, Flash and
SRAM technologies

CURTIS, INC.
2837 North Fairview Ave.*St. Paul, MN 55113

612/661-9512*Fax  612/631-9566
* IBM PC XT AT. PS/2  and PC WS  are trademarks of IBM MS WS  IS a trademark of M~crosnft
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R-ITEPROMEMULATlONTEM
NEW
41MEGABIT
VERSION

n Emulates up to 8 w Accepts Intel Hex,
4-Megabit EPROMS with Motorola S-Record
one control card. and Binary files.

n Downloads 2-Megabit n Software available
programs in less than for IBM PC and
23 seconds. compatibles and

n Allows you to examine Macintosh systems.

and modify individual w Base 27256 EPROM
bytes or blocks. System $395.00 Other

configurations available.

ORDER TODAY--IT’S EASY
CALL OR FAX FOR MORE INFORMATION

Incredible Technologies, Inc.
(708) 437-2433
(708) 437-2473 Fax

VISA now accepted.
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tored to who knows where and prob-
ably result in the program crashing.

Another problem could arise if
the emulator has a pull-up resistor
and the target system pulls a line low
through a resistor as seen in Figure 3.
When the emulator is connec&l,  the
resistors provide a voltage divider so
the line may not be read as low. When
the chip is used, the pull-down resis-
tor can then pull the line down to zero.

The input/output ports of an
emulator may have slightly different
input levels and output drive capaci-
t ies than the real  chip.  Some
microcontroller chips accept as valid a

wider range of input levels than do
the standard CMOSgates which emu-
lators commonly use for their ports.
Any signals from the target system
that have near marginal levels could
become marginal when the emulator
is in use. An emulator may be able to
source and sink more current then the
real chip. Therefore, the emulator may
be able to drive many TT’L loads di-
rectly where the chip may need a buffer
to get the same results. In a similar
manner, an output port may, when
read, give the results of its latch, where
the emulator reads the actual output
pin value. Therefore, the former will

STOP WASTING
TIME &MONEY
BSO/TASKING’S  new toolkit
for developing software for
the 68000  family, called
TASKTOOLS’:  beats all others
on the maket today. Check out
these features and benefits.

C CWILER
*ANSIC
* Highly optimized code
- Reentrant code
* Direct control of I/O
* Interrupt handlers may be
written in C

* Floating point support
m68040  and 68332 support

CROSSVIEW’”  DEBUGGER
* AU major emulators supported
- Multi-window interface
* Code & data breakpoints
* Source level tracing
* Stack tracing
* I/O simulation

ASSEMBLER & LINKER
* Motorola compatible
* FI’U & MMU support
* Fully featured

BENEFITS
TASKTOOLS”  offers you the
following benefits:
- Reduced code size
* Increased productivity
* Great documentation
* Hot line support
- For PC, Sun, Vax, m, Apollo,

IBM & DEC RISC
* Multi object formats

OTHER  ~?R~~ESSORS
WITH SIMILAR SUPPORT
* Motorola 68HCll
* Intel 80X86
* Intel 8051 & derivatives
- TMS 32OC25
- Siemens 8OC 166

CALL us
l-800-458-8276.
Outside U.S.A. 617-894-7800.
Fax 617-894-0551.

BSO

TASKING

Reader Service #l 15

show the correct logic value even if
the port is heavily loaded, but the
latter will depend on the pin load. See
Figure 4 for more details.

OPERATIONAL

Many emulators are designed to
function for a whole family of similar
chips. These chips may have some
significant differences between them.
For example, the memory maps may
be different between chips. Emulators
often use RAM as pseudo-ROM. This
RAM can have a program loaded into
it, then behave like ROM when the
program is running. Since the emula-
tor may work for different chips, it
may have more RAM or (pseudo)
ROM than the real chip. If your pro-
gram uses this invalid memory, it will
not function correctly with the real
chip.

In order for an emulator to be
useful as a debugging tool, it needs to
have a method of running and stop-
ping a user’s program and showing
the user the current state of every-
thing. To do this an emulator has a
monitor program and some hardware
to stop running the user’s program
and start running the monitor pro-
gram. When a user’s program is
stopped, it is called a breakpoint.

As you may have guessed, the
monitor program and breakpoints
make the emulator different than the
real chip in ways we must take into
consideration. The monitor program
must be located in the memory map.
This can be done two ways. One way
is to reserve some of the emulator’s
memory map for use of the monitor
program. Now you must write pro-
grams that won’t use the memory
needed by the monitor program. This
method is only used in very simple,
low-cost emulators. The other way is
to have two memory maps, one for the
user and one for the monitor, and
switch between them. This method
allows the monitor program to func-
tion “invisibly.” It doesn’t need any of
the user’s memory map. This second
method is used in most emulators.

One method used to implement
breakpoints in testing is to cause a
special interrupt to occur. A commonly
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used interrupt for this purpose is the running too slow for the monitor pro-
Software Interrupt (e.g., SWI). Of gram to communicate quickly with
course, if you use the software inter- the user. This can make a simple de-
rupt for testing, this makes that in- bugging session drag on and on. Some
struction unavailable for the user pro- emulatorsget around this problem by
gram. Thus, if your program uses the switching to a fast clock while run-
software interrupt, the result will be a ning the monitor program regardless
breakpoint instead of the intended of the speed of the clock used for the
effect. user program.

When a breakpoint occurs, its as-
sociated interrupt may leave informa-
tionon the user stack. Theonly  signifi-
cant problem this poses is that there
must be room on the stack for this
additional information. If no room is
provided, this information will write
over the previous important stack in-
formation.

FINAL NOTES

This article has covered many of
the special considerations involved
when using in-circuit emulators. Be-
fore buying an ICE, be sure to find out

Breakpoints are useful and neces-
sary, but regardless of their imple-
mentation, they bring with them a few
problems. All these problems occur
because the real world doesn’t stop
when the emulator stops the user’s
program at a breakpoint.

While the emulator is running the
monitor program, there can still be
interruptsgenerated by the target sys-
tem. These interrupts may be ignored
and still be pending when the user’s
program is continued, or they may be
serviced by themonitor program with
a dummy service routine. On 68xx
families, the built-in, free-running
timer cannot be stopped, so it keeps
ticking while the monitor program is
running. What often occurs after a
breakpoint is the timer immediately
timesout  and other interrupts want to
be serviced.

Cross-Assemblers from $50.00

Simulators from$lOO.OO

Cross-Disassemblers from$tOO.OO

Developer Packages
from $200.00(a  $50.00 Savings)

Make Programming Easy
Our Macro Cross-assemblers are eas to use. With powerful
conditional assembly and unlimited incluJe files.

Get It Debugged--FAST
Don’t wait until the hardware is finished. Debug your software with our
Simulators.

Recover Lost Source!
Our line of disassemblers can help you re-create the original assembly
language source.

If you are emulating on a real
target system, it is possible to have
conditions where a program must not
be stopped. This could include the
situation where one signal must fol-
low another after a short period of
time. If the program is stopped after
the first signal but before the second,
real damage could occur on a target
system. Determining and avoiding
such dangerous breakpoints is the re-
sponsibility of the user.

Thousands Of Satisfied Customers Worldwide
PseudoCorp has been providing quality solutions for microprocessor
problems since 1985.

Processors
Intel 8048 RCA 1802,05 Intel 8051 Intel 8096,196kc
Motorola 6800 Motorola 6801 Motorola 68HCll
Hitachi 6301 Motorola 6809 MOS Tech 6502

#c;&&32&;05

Rockwell 65CO2 Intel 8080,85 Zilog 280 NSC 800
Hitachi HD64180  Mot. 68k,8,10

New
Zilog Z8 Zilog Super 8
l All products require an IBM PC or compatible.

What happensif you want to emu-
late a low clock frequency? This is a
real issue with CMOS chips since they
can operate down to a DC clock. The
emulator will work just fine while it is
running the user’s program, but it is

For Information Or To Order Call:

PseudoCorp
716 Thimble Shoals Blvd, Su& E

Newport News, VA 23606
(804)873-1947 FAX:(804)873-2154
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about its limitations. Armed with this
knowledge, you can choose an emula-
tor that will work for your system, or
design your system to work with that
emulator. +

Keith Wentworth is a project engineer with
The Engineers Collaborative Inc. (TECU. He
helped design and provides customer support
fo r  t h e  c o m p a n y ’ s  MC68HC05  a n d
MC68HCll  in-circuit emulators.

IRS
4 10 Very Useful
411 Moderately Useful
4 12 Not Useful
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Son Of DDT:
A New 8031 Debugger

FEATURE
ARTICLE

Ed Nisley

B ack in the early days, com-
puters were electromechanical, pro-
grams were tight, and debugging used
harsh chemicals. One such program
produceddifferentresultsoneachrun;
something was wrong.

The engineers-in-attendance
found, after a diligent search, a moth
trapped in a relay’s contacts. It was
extricated and taped into the logbook
with the notation that the system had
been “debugged.”

Thus is language created.. .
While you will never find a moth

between thecontactsofyour8031  CPU,
your programs still need some debug-
ging. But with no relays or vacuum
tube filaments to examine, the task
has become far more difficult. Fortu-
nately, complex computers now help
get bugs out of complex programs.

EMBEDDED DEBUGGING

The DDT-51 project (described in
volume 7 of the “Ciarcia’s Circuit Cel-
lar” books) struck a responsive chord.
M a n y  p r o g r a m m e r s  ( a n d  ex-
nonprogrammers!) evidently needed
a low-cost 8031 hardware debugger.
Although the DDT-51 project was not
a full ICE (In-Circuit Emulator), the
price wasn’t that chilling, either!

The heart of DDT51 was a board
holding a remarkably small amount
of logic and a 2K-byte  static RAM
chip. The RAM was accessible from
both an IBM PC and the 8031 target
system; the debugging kernel routines
copied 8031 CPU registers into the
Debug RAM where the PC could read
and display them. The kernel could
also copy changed registers back into
theCPU. The kernel was small enough

to run entirely from Debug RAM, so interface” part of the program run-
only a very few vital instructions in- ning on the PC would be handy, too.
truded into the normal program space. And, while we’re at it, why not add a

In order to keep the board’s cost few features, like symbolic debugging,
down, the PC controlled the DDT-51 support for CPU bits, and.. .
hardwarcthroughabidirectionalpar- The result was the Son of DDT, an
allel port. A standard PC parallel 8031 debugger for the ‘9Os!

Photo 1 --The  finalpackagedSon  ofDDTsystem  has the targetprocessormountedon top.

printer port card would work after a
one-wire change, but more recent LSI
and ASIC printer cards could not be
modified. Most laptops have a bidi-
rectional printer port built in, but each
activates input mode in a different
way. Worse than that, some standard
PC I/O buses wereincompatible with
a modified printer port card that
worked correctly on other standard
systems. So much for standards.

While the basic concept was
sound, an RS-232 serial interface
would be compatible with more PC
systems. An improvement in the “user

This article is a guided tour into
Son of DDT’s structure rather than a
user’s guide. When you know how
Son of DDT works its magic, you can
use it more effectively in your 8031
systems. And, of course, if you find
yourself writing a debugger for your
own systems, these tips and traps can
save you a lot of trouble.

SOMETHINGOLD, SOMETHING NEW

Figure 1 details the interconnec-
tions for a complete Son of DDT sys-
tem. The DDT51 Controller board is
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an RTC31 board with 8K RAM and
32K EPROM which, among other func-
tions, converts the DDT-51’s parallel
interface into a standard RS-232 link
at 9600 bps. 1Editor’s  Note:See  “Creat-
ing a Network-based Embedded Control-
ler” in issue #8  O~CZRCU~  CELLAR INKfor

design information about the RTC31.1
The original DDT-51 board serves as
the Target System hard ware interface.
The Target System is an RTC31 sys-
tem with 8K of static RAM and no
EPROM, as the program is down-
loaded from the PC through the
Controller’s serial port.

Photos 1 and 2 show the Son of
DDTDevelopment System, inside and
out. The packaging takes advantage
of the RTC31 expansion connectors;
you can build a complex project atop

To show how far things have
come, one “component” in the sche-
matic is a whole RTC31 board. It has
two input lines (the serial port) and
twelve output lines (the parallel port).
The fact that an RTC31 is a complete
computerdoesn’tshowupatthislevel
of detail. Now that’s integration!

Mirmc”‘ft- I---------------
Serkl Port I JP3

2 TD ) 2 RD
3RD 4 ’
7  G n d  I -

3 TD

I
7 Gnd

SONOFDDT

lnterlaca
Program

Figure 1 -The Son of DDT system is an ex-
ample of distributed processing. 7he PC
handles the user interface, the Controller
manages the Target System through the
DDT-5 1 board, and the Kernel hand/es the

I
I
I Inside Son
I ^‘ nn-r  L^..

JP15

DDT-51
CO~t~Oll.31,“I UUI ““X---------.Target Program  and 803 1 CPU details.

theDevelopmentSystemcasebystack-
ing I/O boards atop the RTC31 CPU

By combining the Controller,

board. The PC’s serial cable plugs di-
rectly into the back-panel DB-25 con-

DDT-51 board, and Target System into

nector, requiring only three wires.

a single package, the Son of DDT sys-
tem eliminates the hardware compat-
ibility problems some users had with

the original system. All of the critical
cables are preassembled and that par-
allel port is now entirely internal.

As in the original DDT51 system,
an IBM PC program fetches data from
the Target System and formats it for
the PC’s screen. As you can see from
Photo 3, though, there havebeen some
changes! Son of DDTdisplays  the 8031
CPU status in a full-screen format,

ClRCUlJ CELLAR INK
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RAM, because external hard-
ware cannot control the bus or
affect the CPU!

Incidentally, ICE hardware

f
solves this problem by replac-

y”
ing the 8031 CPU with discrete
logic that provides access to

E
those internal registers. Old ICE

2
c

systems used tons of MS1 TTL

E
(and fans!), but current systems

I !$

;p
use LSI to reduce cost and size.
When an ICE is stopped at a
breakpoint, the internal state is
available without executing
any 8031 instructions because
the wires (or at least logical
connections) are there to ex-
tract the information.

This introduces an obvious
chicken-and-egg situation: how does
the Kernel code get into the Target
System and Debug RAM in the first
place, without using any Target Sys-
tem code? The answer to that illus-
trates how the whole Son of DDT sys-
tem works, so a digression is in order
before I describe the Kernel functions.

The 8031 is a microcontroller, not
a “real” computer, and is therefore
missing several key features we take
for granted in other systems. Con-
spicuous by their absence are pins to
control memory wait states or bus
access by other CPUs or peripherals.
An 8031 program is the only way to
read or set the on-chip registers and

Figure 2 shows the Target System
memory map. The Debug RAM on the
DDT51 board has data, address, and
control connections to both theTarget
System and the DDT-51 Controller, so
that either side can access it indepen-
dently. That logic (discussed in the
original DDT51 articles) was simpli-
fied bya softwareagreement that only
one “side” of the system would at-
tempt to access the Debug RAM; the
logic need not worry about arbitrat-
ing simultaneous access. The remain-
ing addresses are part of the Target
System, so they are normally acces-
sible only from the 8031 CPU.

Son of DDT takes advantage of
one special case: when the CPU reset

disassembles the Target System pro-
gram using symbolic names, and
dumps both Internal and External
Target RAM in a pair of windows.
Along the top of the screen is a pull-
down menu bar giving access to all of
the program’s features.

One particularly endearing fea-
ture is that CPU bits are individually
displayed, so decoding hex registers
is a thing of the past. For example, the
myriad serial port status bits are col-
lected in the upper-right corner of the
display. To change a bit, move the
cursor to that field (a mouse click will
do) and press the spacebar to toggle it.
Son of DDT merges the bit into the
proper CPU register automatically.

KERNEL COMMUNICATIONS

Because Son of DDT’s hardware
is so straightforward, the key to its
capabilities must lie in the debugging
kernel. This code is responsible for
starting, stopping, and stepping the
user’s Target Program, copying inter-
nal CPU and RAM data to and from
the Debug RAM, and handling com-
munications with the DDT-51 Con-
troller. All this function is packed into
850 bytes of 8031 code; obviously not
a job for a high-level language!

The Debug RAM holds nearly all
the Kernel code, but several essential
jumps and loops must be located in
the Target System RAM. For example,
the Reset and INTl interrupt vectors
(at 0000 and 0013, respectively) must
branch into Kernel code.

Photo P-Inside, the RTC3 1 on the righthandles  al/host communications for the DOT-5 1 on
the left.
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line is active, the 8031 puts all its bus
outputs and controls in a high-imped-
ance state. Thisgivcs the DDT51 Con-
troller full Target System access with-
out conflicts. In effect, the Controller
wiggles the WR, RD, and PSEN lines
just as the 8031 CPU would, and the
peripheral devices cannot tell the dif-
ference (apart from the speed!).

Of course, resetting the CPU halts
the 8031 program, so it is not a step to
be taken while debugging a program.
Although the original IBM AT used a
dastardly trick involving hardware
resets and magic bytes in the key-
board controller to switch the 80286
CPU from protected to real mode, I
didn’t think this was a trick worth
emulating in Son of DDT.

To load the Kernel code, the DDT-
51 Controller activates the Target Sys-
tem Reset line  and transfers the Ker-
nel code directly into the Debug and
Target RAM chips. When the Control-
ler releases Reset, the CPU vectors
through the branch at address 0000 in
Target RAM to the Kernel code in
Debug RAM. After that, Kernel must
follow the software agreement to avoid
collisions with the DDT51 controller.

The 8031 can address 64K bytes of
program memory and 64K bytes of
data memory, but the Son of DDT
system combines these into a single
64K program/data memory. The rea-
son should bc obvious from the pre-
ceding discussion: the DDT51 Con-
troller and Kernel code must bcable to
read and write the user’s Target Pro-
graminstructionsas”data”ratherthan
as”program” values. Because the 8031
has no way to write program instruc-
tions (they are usually stored in
EPROM!), the only practical method
is to treat them as data.

DELICATE HANDSHAKES

Any time you plan communica-
tion between two computers (or two
people!), you must first determine a
“protocol” for the conversations. The
DDT51 Controller and the Kernel
code use just two bits to negotiate a
conversation through the Debug
RAM, ensuring that only one side ac-
cesses the RAM at a time.

The DDT-51 Controller can cause
(or at least request) an 8031 interrupt
by activating the INTl line; the bit is

EOOO

coo0

A000

8000

6000

Standard RTC
I/O Device

Address Range

Unused

Debug RAM
on DDT-51

Board

Unused

Target RAM

8K or 32K

on Target

Svstem Board

k
: A400-A7FF

A300-A3FF
A200-A2FF

E AlOO-AlFF
L\ AOOO-AOFF

Kernel code
Read-only seg table
External RAM buffer
Internal RAM buffer
Kernel variables

Target Program starts
Reserved for Kernel
Int 1 vector
Reset vector

Figure2-7he TargetSystem  CPUsee  the TargetRAMandDebugRAMasanormalpartof
its addressspace. However, logic on the DDT-5 I boardallows the DDT-5 I Controller to read
and write the Debug RAM.

called IRQBIT by the Kernel code.
When the Kernel responds to the in-
terrupt,itactivatestheTOoutput(a.k.a.
HALTBIT) to indicate that the Target
Program is no longer running. That
exchange marks the start of a conver-
sation between the two.

Figure 3a shows what happens
when IRQBIT goes active when the
Target Program is running. The Ker-
nel interrupt handler copies the 8031
CPU’s internal state into Debug RAM,
updates some status variables, and
asserts~~~~~IT.TheControllerwaits
for HALTBIT  to become active, then
extracts the values from Debug RAM.

Just as the Controller cannot ac-
cess Debug RAM data while the Ker-
nel is active, Kernel code must stay
out of the Controller’s way. Because
the hardware overlaps Program and
External Data spaces, the Kernel can-
not even execute instructions from
Debug RAM! The need for the “Re-
served for Kernel” block in Figure 2
should now be apparent: the Kernel
code spins in a tight loop while wait-
ing for the Controller to finish access-
ing the Debug RAM.

The whole point of stopping the
Target Program is to get the CPU’s
state to the PC via the DDT-51 Con-
troller. The user (you!) can then up-
date the values shown on the PC’s
screen and restart the Target Program.
The SONOFDDT program sends the
new values to the Controller, which
writes them into Debug RAM and sets
a control value indicating that Kernel
should resume running the Target
Program.

Figure3b  shows this program start
sequence. When IRQBIT goes inac-
tive Kernel emerges from the Target
RAM spin loop, restores the CPU state
from theDebugRAM,clears~~~~~~~,
and passes control to the Target Pro-
gram by executing a normal “Return
From Interrupt” instruction.

As described above, the DDT51
Controller cannot read or write the
Target RAM (addresses OOOO-7FFF),
nor I/O devices (addresses EOOO-
FFFF),  because the 8031 controls the
bus lines. Therefore the Kernel must
copy data from the those sections of
the 8031’s address space into Debug
RAM and copy changed values back,
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H.@h&intesnrted, am-of-tie-art  Dis/fa/  Servo  GmvIer  provides

MAX/MUM P E R F O R M A N C E  a t  MINIMUM C O S T

YODEL

l 2 axes DC servo control with PID-FF l Incremental encoder, to 1 .O MHz, with
l 1.5 amp direct motor drive (to 75 single ended or differential receiver

watts) output, and/or &lo volt
analog signal (12 bit DAC) output

l Additional 2 axes stepper
control capability

l 32K bytes ROM, 32K bytes
non-volatile RAM

l Install in PC/XT/AT compatible,
or use stand-alone

l 32 bit precision (1 part  in 4 billion)
l 16 bit Microcontroller
l Circular/Elliptical contouring

l High level interface libraries in “c”
and BASIC, with examples and
source code, included

Precision MicroControl
C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N
8122 Engineer  Road . San Dtego,  CA 92111
Tel (619) 565-l 500 .  FAX(619)56~1511

Position and/or Velocity
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B A S I C - G A T El--Deuelopment  S y s t e m $99
An Integrated DeveloDment Environment for

Programming  EhbecIl(jed Systems in BASIC,
What It Is...

Basic-Gate is an integrated set of programming
tools for developing professlonal  programs in
BASIC on embedded systems. Basic-Gate can be
used with any interpreted BASIC, such as Intel’s
8052-BASIC,  Zilog’s Z8 BASIC, Octagon’s STD
BASIC, and Microsoft’s GW-BASIC. Programs
developed with BASIC-GATE are faster to develop,
easier to maintain, and, in most cases, will require
less memory and execute more quickly. With Basic-
Gate you can improve readability by using
structured programming format, re-use code by
using INCLUDE features, reduce debugging time
with  ANIMATION feature, keep track of program
:hanges with the FORMAllED  TEXT program Ilster,
and  maintain code by using rational names for
2rogram  locations, port addresses, etc.

- Text Based Windows  Environment with Mouse

Feature

support
* Termtnal  Emulation with  scrollable window for

historical  viewing

l Multi-File  Full Featured Wlndow  Based Edltor

l Program Conversion with Named Labels Defmed
Constants, Include Files, Code Compres&on,
Debugging Features

l Ammation  of BASIC Commands for Automated
Debugging

- Concurrent Development: Edit files and use
terminal at the same time In multiple  windows

l Download Programs to Target System

l Screen Capture i UpLoad  Programs from target
system to disc

l Much More!

30 Day Money Back Guarantee - $10 functional demo - VISNMCICOD  Accepted

ComTech  Projects,
P.O. Box 3469, 2901 Ohio Blvd,  Corporate Square, Sude  229, Terre Haute, IN 47803

Phone (812) 235-6973 FAX (812) 2359806
‘eo52-BASIC.  Ze BASIC. STD  BASIC, and GW-BASIC are regIstered  trademarks of  INTEL Corporation, ZlLOG
COrPOratiOn.  Octagon  System Corporation,  and Microsoff  Corporation.
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much as it does for the internal CPU
state. A shortcut protocol avoids the
overhead of saving and restoring the
Target Program state, which can’t
change during this process.

Figure 3c shows what happens
during such a Kernel function. The
Controller sets up the Debug RAM
and passes control to Kernel as before,
but Kernel clears HALTBIT and ex-
ecutes the function, which may in-
volve copying up to 256 bytes of data
in either direction. Meanwhile, the
Controller polls HALTBIT,  which Ker-
nel will assert when the function is
complete. Once again, each side can
access the Debug RAM only during
the specified parts of the exchange.

A special case arises when run-
ning the Target Program to a
breakpoint, because several seconds
(or hours!) may elapse before it halts;
if it never hits any of the breakpoints,
the Target Program will never stop.
Figure 3d shows this situation. In es-
sence, the Controllermust know when
breakpoints are active (it should, be-
cause it tells Kernel to set them!) and
poll HALTBIT until Kernel sets it after
a breakpoint. For obvious reasons,
there can’t be a timeout on this delay.

To regain control before hitting a
breakpoint, the Controller executes the
same Halt handshake shown in Fig-
ure 3a. Kernel removes all the break-
points and responds normally.

Starting Kernel after a program
load also involves a special handshake,
as shown in Figure 3e, because the
8031 hardware comes out of reset with
HALTBIT active. The DDT51 control-
ler releases the reset line and waits for
HALTBIT to go low, which indicates
that Kernel has started up success-
fully. The Controller then activates
IRQBIT much as it would normally
and Kernel responds by activating
HALTBIT even thoughit  has not actu-
ally gone through the normal inter-
rupt handler entry. From this point on
both programsuse normal handshake.

The DDT51 Controller uses a
timeout whenever it waits for the Ker-
nel code to respond to an interrupt
request, because the Kernel can be
damaged by anerrant Target Program
instruction. Except while running to a
breakpoint, the normal Kernel re-
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Figure J-The communica-
tions protocol between the
DDT-51 Controller and the
Kernelcodedependsonjust
two 803 I bits. One bitcauses
an 803 I interrupt, the other
indicates that the Kernel
code has responded to the
interrupt; everything e/se is
asimplematterofso17~are.

a) Halting the Target Program

HALTBIT
: COPY !
I State 11

8031
I II I

Program Target : Kernel ; Kernel
active I II I
Debug RAM Neither I Kernel ; ConWoller
access bv I I

I I

b) Starting the Target Program from a HALT

IROBIT

HALTBIT

I I

II COPY  :
1 State I
I I:
I L

8031
I II I

Program
active

Kernel : Kernel : Target
I II I

Debug RAM Contro l ler  :
access by

Kernel : Neither
I II I

c) Execubng  a Kernel Function

HALTBIT
‘iTII

II
Execute 1

I II I
8031

I , ri
I 0I I

Program Kernel 1 Kernel I I
Kernel I

active
Kernel : Kernel

I I1 I
I II I

Debug RAM Contro l ler  :
I

access by
Kernel I

I
ControllerI

Kernel I
I

Kernel ;
I II II I

d) Running Target Program to a breakpolnt

Indefinite

IROBIT

HALTBIT

8031
Program Kernel : Kernel ; 8
active

Target 1 Kernel I Kernel
I I I
I II II

Debug RAM Contro l ler  :
I

access by
Kernel I ConWollerI Neither :

I
Kernel :

I II II I

e) Starting Kernel from 8031 Reset

Reset

HALTBIT

8031
Program
active

Debug RAM
access by

I I I
I I

I I I
I

I I I
I I I

None I Kernel 1I I Kernel ; Kernel
I I II I I

Contro l ler  : Kernel : Kernel : Controller
I t II I
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sponse time does not exceed a few
hundred milliseconds and is gener-
ally a few tens of microseconds.

MODELING CPU REALITY

Up to this point, I’ve described
the DDT51 Controller as telling the
Kernel what to do. While that’s true,
theactionreallybeginsat thePCwhere
you are expecting new values to ap-
pear on the screen right after halting
the Target System.

Although the Kernel code copies
the CPU’s state into Debug RAM, it is
not practical to refer to those values
every time they’re needed, so the DDT-
51 Controller copies them from the
Debug RAM into its own RAM. Those
values are the ones sent to the
SONOFDDT PC program each time the
Target Program halts.

You can change many registers
and RAM locations while the Target
System is halted, so SONOFDDT also
maintains a copy of the CPU state in
PC RAM. Those values are sent to the
DDT51 Controller, which forwards
them to the Debug RAM where the
Kernel code copies them back to the
CPU. All told, the 8051 CPU state can
be summed up in about 150 bytes and
SONOFDDT sends only changed bytes
to reduce the transmission time.

But SONOFDDT must also display
sections of the External RAM: the dis-
assembled program and storage
dumps. It is not practical to transferal1
64K bytes whenever the Kernel code
gets control!

The solution is an External RAM
cache in the PC’s memory. Every time
a field needs an External RAM loca-
tion, SONOFDDT checks its cache for
that address. If one of thecache blocks
matches, the RAM byte is immedi-
atelyavailable. Otherwise, SONOFDDT

asks the Controller for a new block,
the Controller issues a Kernel func-
tion to copy the block from the 8031’s
address space, and the Kernel goes
through the whole dance described
above. The desired value returns to
the PC embedded in a 64-byte block,
so a request for a nearby location is
likely to be a cache hit.

When you change a byte in Exter-
nal RAM, SONOFDDT sets a “changed”
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flag for the cache block holding that DOING BUSINESS AS... ware stack, a program variable, and
byte. When you tell SONOFDDT to run pointer to another Internal RAM loca-
another Target Program instruction, The 8031 architecture poses a de- tion-all at the same time.
it sends that block to the DDT51 Con- buggingchallenge thatsimplydoesn’t Snap quiz: which locations meet
troller as part of the CPU state. If you appear in most other CPUs:  aliases. A this description and how many of them
make no changes, SONOFDDT need not single Internal RAM location can be a are there? Extra credit essay: would
send any blocks at all. working register, a byte on the hard- you ever deliberately set SP to the

. value needed to push a byte into one

The SONOFDDT program reads this file to assign symbolic names to storage addresses.
of those locations? Why or why not?

Also unlike most CPUs, the 8031
A S  DemolIZ D:31
S Y  Demo51  B:O
A S  DeLay  C:lOO
A S  BLINKBIT  B:b4
AS inner2 C:lOb
A S  inner1 C:105
A S  TimeOn D:30
AS Blinker C:5b
A S  DecLow C:7d
A S  TimeOff  X:1000
A S  PlOK  C:65
A S  DemoXP  X:1001
SG BIT B:O  0  R W
SG ANON0000 D:30 32 RW
SG ANON0001 X:10000 1002 RW
SG A N O N 0 0 0 2  C:50 113 R

Internal RAM variable
Internal Bff  variable
Subroutine

Branch target

Subroutine

Read-write bit segment
Read-write data segment
Read-write external segment
Readanly  code segment

has an extensive set of bit manipula-
tion instructions, in addition to the
more familiar byte-wide Boolean in-
structions. Many of the SFRs (Special
Function Registers), ALU registers,
and a whole section of Internal RAM
aremadeupofbits that maybeflipped
at will. The bit names are separate
from the register names, but affect the
same hardware: aliases at work!

The first two characters identify the type of symbol (Absolute Symbol, SYmbol,  or
SeGment).  The next field is the symbol name, in mixed case. The single character before
the colon identifies the address space (Bit, Code, Data, external), while the hex number
after the colon is the starting address. Segment lines include the ending address as well
as a Read/Write or Read-only marker.

The PSW (shown in Photo 3, near
the middle of the screen) is an excel-
lent example of this situation. It is
displayed in three ways: a hex byte,
an ASCII character, and six individual
bits. The two remaining PSW bits ap-

Figure 4-W?  Avocet SYM file format. The SONOFDDT program reads this file fo assign pear in the Working Register block,
symbolic names to storage addresses. where they identify the active bank.

/ Step Motor Controller /

New SMCPOBC  CMOS Step Motor Controller outputs a pulse signal
for each step to be taken, and allows programming of direction,
base and maximum rates, separate acceleration and deceleration
slopes, and distance to be traveled in incremental or absolute
position. l An internal buffer can be used to store command
sequences for execution of routines on a stand alone basis. Limit
switch, Jog and three programmable inputs and outputs are
provided to make complex operations possible. The controller
communicates through an &bit data bus in either ASCII or binary
data formats.

I+++.  ANAHEIM AUTOMATION
910 E. Orangefair Lane, Anaheim, CA 92801

(714) 992-6990 Telex: 2978217 MCI FAX: 714-992-0471
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DC/CAD
CAD Showdown Results!!

HIGH DENSITY EXPERTS!
Schematic Capture l PCB Layout l Autorouting

Top-rated DC/CAD out-routed the competition in the 1990 CAD
Showdown. Routing the challenging benchmark on a double-
sided board while competing routers used four to six layers,
DC/CAD displayed the power and flexibility needed in a top-notch
design package to tackle high density board jobs. This non-copy
protected package with surface mount support includes:
l High capacity schematic capture
0 Multi-strategy l-mil parts autoplacer
l “1-mil” autorouting with rip up & retry
0 Through annotating design rule checker
l Full 2-way GERBER and DXF support
l Optional autoground plane support with cross-hatching
l Optional protected-mode version for 396 Users and

much more!
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Not only must the SONOFDDT pro- Whenever a keystroke occurs within a
gram distribute the bits, but it must field, SONOFDDT updates the value
also update everything when you shown on the screen, then checks to
change any one. While this can occur see if any other fields must change.
withotherdebuggers, the8031 takesit Even in the worst case, the code must
to extremes. Consider changing the update only a few dozen characters,
Bank Select bits in the PSW: the PSW so there is no problem keeping up
changes, but so do all eight Working with a fast typist or repeating key-
Registers. strokes.

The C-scape library used to build
SONOFDDT’Suser  interface defines the
screen in terms of fields, where each
item on the screen is a single field:
each bit, register value, and ASCII
character is a separate field with a
predetermined set of characteristics.

SYMBOLICALLY SPEAKING

The ultimate source of the pro-
gram in the Target System is a PC disk
file produced by an assembler and
linker. While that raw hex informa-
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tion is what actually runs the 8031
CPU, we humans tend to think about
the program using the names we gave
to subroutines, branch targets, vari-
ables, and so forth. The linker summa-
rizes that information in the SYM file,
so SONOFDDT has ready access to all of
your program’s symbols.

Two areas of the screen shown in
Photo 3 display sections of Internal
and External RAM. SONOFDDT allows
you to select the dump addresses ei-
ther directly as hex numbers or by
picking a variable name from a list
taken from the SYM file. You can also
dump RAM based on RO, Rl, DPTR,
and other addressing combinations
used by the CPU.

The left half of the screen shows
disassembled instructions near the
current Program Counter value. The
SYM file provides names for subrou-
tines, statement labels, and internal,
extemal,and bit variables. SONOFDDT

decodes the instructions to insert the
proper symbol in the operand field, as
well as an arrow pointing to branch
targets.

Because the DDT-51 Controller
and the Kernel have such limited stor-
age, all the symbolic manipulation
takes place in the PC under
~~~~~~~~‘~control.Forexample,you
can set a breakpoint picking the label
from a list. SONOFDDT converts that
name into the corresponding numeric
value and tells the Controller to set a
breakpoint. The Controller adds the
breakpoint address to a list in Debug
RAM. The Kernel uses that list to in-
sert and remove breakpoints when it
starts and stops the Target Program.

The Avocet assembler and linker
also provide storage segments. De-
spite the rather dismal reputation seg-
ments have achieved in the PC world
due to the Intel 80x86’s  64K-byte size
limit, they remain a valuable way to
organize your program’s storage.
SONOFDDT takes advantage of these
segments to detect improper storage
accesses.

When you define an Avocet code
segment, the linker enters the seg-
ment boundaries in the SYM file and
adds a “read-only” flag to the line.
SONOFDDT passes those entries to the
Controller, which builds a table of
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read-only segment boundaries in De-
bug RAM.

Just before Kernel passes control
to the Target Program, it computes a
checksum for each read-only segment.
Whenever it regains control, it
checksums the segments again. The
Controller compares the two values
and reports an error for any mis-
matches. In principle, a running pro-
gram should never modify its code, so
any changes indicate a bad pointer or
runaway code.

This is particularly valuable in
single-step mode, where you learn of
the damage right after offending in-
struction. While Son of DDT can’t pre-
vent code damage, immediate detec-
tion tracks down program bugs that
would otherwise remain invisible.

If your linker doesn’t produce a
symbol table file in the Avocet format,
you can write a filter program (using
your favorite PC language) to convert
your SYM files. If that isn’t practical,
you can use a time-honored trick: put
all your variables at fixed locations
and createa SYM file describing them.

- E M U L A T O R S  &  S I M U L A T O R S

Unless you can force your subrou- DECLARE WAR ON BUGS

tines to fixed locations, you won’t be
able to refer to them by name, but it’s Although Son of DDT has many
surely better than nothing. Figure 4 more features than the original paral-
shows a sample SYM file. lel DDT51, the best way to find out

Photo J-The Son of DOTsoftware displays everything about the targetprocessor on one
easy-to-read screen.
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EMULATORS 81 SIMULATORS

what it can do for you is to download
the SONOFDDT demo. The demo ver-
sion of the program provides all the
“look and feel” of the real program
but doesn’t require the Son of DDT
hardware. While you can’t debug a
program, you can get a good feel for
how the user interface works on your
system.fEdifor’s Note:Soffwarefor  this
article is available on the Circuit Cellar
BBS OY on Software On Disk #22. See
page 106 for downloading and ordering
information.]

A parallel port version of the new
Sonof DDT software, compatible with
the original parallel port connected
DDT51, will be available in Septem-
ber as an upgrade.

Finally, in the spirit of Steve’s
original DDT-51 design and other
Ciarcia’s Circuit Cellar projects, Cir-
cuit Cellar will provide full-function
software to anyone who builds Son of
DDT hardware from scratch. There
will be a nominal charge for materials
and shipping. Realize of course, that
“from scratch” means just that: Con-
necting purchased RTC31 and DDT-

51 printed circuit boards does not
qualify. Instead, you’ll have to build
the original DDT51 as described by
Steve in volume 7 of “Ciarcia’s Circuit
Cellar” and the RTC31 in CIRCUIT CEL-
LAR INK issue #8. Send pictures of
your finished assembly to Steve at the
address below and join our war on
bugs. +

Ed Nisky  is a Registered Professional Engi-
neer and a member of the  Circuit Cellar INK
engineering staff. He enjoys finding innova-
tivesolutions todetnandingand unusual tech-
nical problems

IRS
4 13 Very Useful
414 Moderately Useful
415 Not Useful

SOURCE

Circuit Cellar Kits
4 Park St., Suite 12
Vernon, CT 06066
(203) 875-2751
Fax: (203) 872-2204

1. Son of DDT assembled and tested in a 5.5” x 7” x 1.5” metal enclosure with
power supply and target RTC31 controller mounted on top surface. Comes
with user’s manual and software on disk. System functions on any PC or AT
clone with 64OK, serial port, and any standard display. . . . . . . . . . . . . $499

2. Son of DDT software upgrade for use on original parallel port connected
DDT51. Available in September ‘91. Comes with user’s manual and dis-
k e t t e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $150

Items above do not include shipping and handling. Please call for appropriate costs.
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EC151  Iy BASIC cross compiler l integer math with 4 integer
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& Dapang Chen

Numerical Applications
Using DSP
Using a DSP Chip for High-Speed Numeric Processing

H istorically,  discrete-time domain or DSP algorithms have closely tracked
the development of digital computer technology. Before the 196Os, the
technology for signal processing was mostly analog. Electronic circuits and
even mechanical devices processed signals in the continuous-time domain,
The introduction of digital computers in the 1950s brought signal processing
into the digital domain. The limited computational capabilities of the early
digital computers restricted their use to numerical computations and some
simulation of analog systems. Computers were treated as speedy calculators.
Hardware aside, lack of DSP theory also made the use of digital computers for
DSP operations difficult at best.

be solved by numerical approxima-
tions. Finite element analysis is an-
other largebranch of discrete-timedo-
main applications that is extremely
important to the study of aerodynam-
ics. These types of applications usu-
ally involve a set of grid points on
which the evaluations are made. The
grid points must often be dense
enough to avoid irregular behaviors
between them. A denser set of grid
points means more points to be evalu-
ated, which slowsdown thecomputa-
tion. Often computational complexity
is proportional to the number of points:
O(N), O(N2),  or even O(NN). Control
applications often require matrix op-
erations to solve a system equation
and to determine the stability of the
control system. DSP and numerical
applications often require floating-
point processing for accuracy, preci-
sion, and dynamic range. In the past,
software performed floating-point
number operations, a very slow pro-
cess in computationally intense algo-
rithms. Dedicated floating-point pro-

The discovery of the fast Fourier
transform (FFT)  by Cooley and Tukey
in 1965 toimplement thediscrete-time
Fourier transform (DFT)  was a quan-
tum leap in DSP technology. It re-
duced the computation time of the
DFT from O(N2)  to O(N x Log,(N)),
making DFT spectrum analysis
computationallyfeasible.ThenewFFT
algorithmalsopromoteddevelopment
of special hardware dedicated for the
FFI’. Most importantly, the new FFT
inspired development of a complete
theory of discrete-time mathematics.
The FFT is not a simple approxima-
tion or simulation to an analog system
but is exact in the discrete-time do-
main. The FFT has become a key com-
ponent of spectral analysis, and FFT-
related algorithms have been studied
and used extensively.

In addition to discrete-time do-
main spectral analysis, many other
applications are in the discrete do-
main by nature. For instance, many
differentialequationsand integrations
are not analytically solvable and must
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cessing hardware was expensive and
not readily available.

Hardware technology, especially
VLSI technology of recent years, has
made the floating-point processor af-
fordable and available. A floating-
point processor is often called a math
coprocessor. The instruction set of the
coprocessor includesmany frequently
usedfloating-pointinstructions,arith-
metic operations, transcendental op-
erations, and logarithmic operations.
Usually, the math coprocessor is de-
signed as an integral part of a com-
puter system. The instruction set of-
ten becomes part of the computer’s
instruction set and can be directly con-
trolled and programmed from the
CPU. The interface and communica-
tions between the CPU and a math
coprocessor are very simple to a pro-
grammer. High-level language users
need not be concerned about the exist-
ence of the math coprocessor. By us-
ing the math coprocessor, however,
floating-point computational time is
reduced by orders of magnitude.



DSP hardware is quite different
from the math coprocessor. The chip
is independent of the host computer
and can be built as a stand-alone sys-
tem. DSP hardware, such as the Texas
Instruments (TI)  TMS32OCxO  series, is
designed to maximize certain math
operations (such as parallel multiply
and add) commonly used in spectral
analysis and numerical applications.
Most DSP chips can complete any in-
struction in one instruction cycle, in-
cluding the floating-point multiplica-
tion and addition made possible by
special floating-point hardware. To
keep everything in one cycle, how-
ever, DSP chip instructions do not
contain many floating-point instruc-
tions. For instance, the floating-point
division instruction does not exist in
the instruction set of most DSP chips.
The instruction is implemented via
software. This strategy is true for all
transcendental and logarithmic opera-
tions and is very similar to the re-
duced instruction set computer (RISC)
where a smaller core set of instruc-
tions is optimized at the expense of
otherlessfrequentlyusedinstructions.
In addition, DSP chips are capable of
some special addressing modes
unique to FFT applications such as
bit-reverse addressing and circular
addressing. DSPchipscanalso handle
DMA data transfer and interrupt han-

dling. Therefore, DSP hardware is not
just a simple improvement of the math
coprocessor; it is a unique hardware
architecture suitable for spectral analy-
sis and other numerical applications.
In the following sections, the hard-
ware and software features of DSP
chips are briefly introduced and ap-
plication examples are discussed.

FEATURES OF DSP HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE

Dedicated Floating-Point Hardware
and Parallel Instructions

The dedicated hardware multi-
plier provides the bulk of a DSP’s
processing power. A floating-point
multiplication is executed in a single
instruction cycle. In addition to fast
floating-point multiplication, in-
creased performance is achieved by
parallel instructions. Typically,a mul-
tiplication and addition can be ex-
ecuted in parallel in one instruction
cycle. For example, the following96002
instruction can execute three floating
operations in one instruction cycle:

FMPYXO,Xl,DlFADDSUB.XD3,D.Z

Theinstructionmultipliesthecontents
of X0 and Xl and stores the result in
Dl, adds D3 and D2 and stores the
result in D2, and subtracts D2 from D3

Samples
A

samp I es

IDetected  Pulsed

Receiver Butterworth
LowPass

Figure 2--This  graphical pulse demo example was developed with LabVIEW
National Instruments.

2 from

x0
W01x_Xl
W'

Figure 1 - FFT buttemy  signal diagram.

and stores the result in D3 in parallel.
This instruction is very efficient for
FFT butterflies, as shown in Figure 1.

Pipelining
Pipelining is common to all DSP

chips. A pipeline architecture breaks a
computation into separate stages for
instruction fetch, decode, operand
fetch, and execution. While one in-
struction is being executed, the re-
maining instructions can be fetched
and decoded. Pipelining is automatic
whenever possible. When standard
branch instructions are encountered,
the prefetched instructionsin thepipe-
line are no longer valid, and the pipe-
line is flushed. Some DSP chips nor-
mally have delayed branch instruc-
tions that do not require flushing the
pipeline.

Special Addressing and Zero-Over-
head Loop

DSP chips also have many special
instructions that are useful to carry
out the FFT and digital convolution
operations. For instance, the follow-
ing TI TMS32OC30  instructions imple-
ment a loo-tap dot product. One tap is
the accumulation of one multiplica-
tion:

LDI @A,ARO ; addr. of h

LDI @X,AR~ ; addr. of x

LDF O.O,RO

; first product

MPYF3 *ARO+t(l),*ARl+t(l),Rl

RPTS 98 ; rep. 99 times

MPYF3 *ARO++(l),*ARltt(l),Rl

I / ADDF3 Rl,RO,RO ; accum. result
ADDF3 Rl,RO,RO  ; final accum.

There are two features in these
instructions: zero-overhead loop, and
parallel multiplication and accumu-
lation. Zero-overhead loop means that
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there is no penalty for RPTS when it is
set up (three cycles for setup). The
parallel instruction ” I I ” means that
both MPYF3 and ADDF3 can be ex-
ecuted in the same instruction cycle.

Fast and Parallel Memory and
Peripheral Access

DSP chips such as the TI
TMS320C30 chip have separate pro-
gram buses, data buses, and DMA
buses for parallel program fetches,
data reads and writes, and DMA op-
erations. Many DSI’ instructions can
access two memory operands at the
same time, providing an excellent plat-
form for complex operations such as
the complex FIT. An on-chip DMA
controllerprovidesparalleldatamove-
ment between the DSP chip and the
external peripherals, which are usu-
ally much slower than the DSP chip.
Many add-on DSP boards, such as the
NB-DSP2300 from National Instru-
ments shown in Photo 1, also provide
an additional on-board DMA control-
ler for convenient data transfer.

DSP SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

The hardware features of DSP
chips make them quite attractive for a
variety of applications. They are fast,
flexible, and economical. But, hard-
ware without software is hardly use-
ful, and is especially true for DSP sys-
tems. To fully use the computational
power of a DSP chip, software must be
written to take advantage of the archi-
tecture and addressing modes of the
DSP. Naturally, this places a higher
requirement on the DSP programmer.

To simplify software develop-
ment, most DSP chip manufacturers
haveDSP softwaredevelopment tools:
a high-level language, assembler,
linker, debugger, and simulator. The
high-level language is a convenient,
quick, and efficient way to begin de-
velopment. In this case, much of the
existing software can be easily ported
onto a DSP platform, saving develop-
ment time. With the assembler, the
user can have complete control over
the DSP hardware for the best pos-
sible performance, which is necessary
formanytimingandinterrupt-related
tasks. The simulator provides a good
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testing environment. Before running
a program on the hardware, the user
can test it using the simulator to make
sure that all the requirements are met.

The current trend is to provide a
graphical user interface not only to
develop numerical analysis and DSP-
based applications quickly and effi-
ciently but also to be able to directly
interact with the system itself as is the
case of LabVIEW, a graphical DSP

software development system. An
example appears in Figure 2 where
the user interaction is through front-
panel controls and the actual program
is a block diagram.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

Numerical analysis is the branch
of mathematics concerned with the

Sianal:  x(t)

Probability Density

Probability Distribution

Figure &Computed Probability Density  and Distribution functions of Q Gaussian distrib-
uted noise signal.



development of algorithms and effi-
cient implementations to obtain ap-
proximate solutions of mathematical
expressions. An algorithm is a se-
quence of logical steps or operations
that, when completed, produces a re-
sult with specified accuracy. Although
many numerical analysis techniques
have been known for centuries, the
advent of floating-point coprocessors
and DSPs in mainframes, worksta-
tions, and personal computers has
caused renewed interest among sci-
entists, researchers, and engineers in
the area of numerical analysis.

Floating-point DSP architectures
provide a mechanism by which high-
accuracy and high-efficiency numeri-
cal algorithms can be implemented.
Sincefloating-point DSParchitectures
address the accuracy and efficiency
issue, the remainder of this discussion
focuses on basic numerical analysis
techniques that can easily be imple-
mented in DSP systems.

Numerical analysis and DSP soft-
ware applications are largely based
on two software structures: The sum
of products structure

(2)

previously. There are three common The pseudocode below shows a
methods to evaluate these functions: possible implementation on a digital
seriesexpansion, polynomial approxi- signal processor with a maximum ab-
mation, and iterative approximation. solute error of 10m7.

SERIES EXPANSION

Series expansion involves express-
ingafunctionf(x)asasumofproducts
of the form

f(x)  = C akxk
k=O

(4)

such that

lim a, xk = 0
k-w

(5)

where ak is the set of series expansion
coefficients. Notice that this form of
equation (4) is the same as that of
equation (2) where xk = xk. Consider
the function f(x) = cos(x) which has the
infinite series expansion

cos(x)  =c 2%
k=O (2k)!

= 1 -x’+x”-x”+L
(6)

..,
2! 4! 6! 8!

max_error  = l.OE-7
cos x = 1.0

num = x squared = x * x_
den = 2.0;

y = num / den

k=2

sign = -1.0

while (y > max error)_
CDS x = sign * y + co* x_. _
num = num * x squared-
k=k+2

den = den * k * (k-l)

sign = -1.0 * sign

y = num / den

end while

return cos x

POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION

The polynomial approximation is
a finite representation of a series ex-
pansionrepresentationbecausehigher
order terms generally have little bear-

and the iterative structure

(3)

By using the sum of products and
iterative structures, sophisticated li-
braries of mathematical functions,
digital filtering functions, and DSP
functions can be built. Implementing
accurate and efficient algorithms on
any digital computer, especially of-
ten-used mathematical functions, is
essential to the development of ad-
vanced mathematical libraries, digital
filtering libraries, and DSP libraries.
Examples in numerical methods, digi-
tal filtering, descriptive statistics, and
Fourier analysis are presented.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

Although often taken for granted
in most high-level languages, many
mathematical functions, suchas cos(x)
and sqrt(x), have been implemented
using the two structures discussed

I Affordable 8031 Single Board
Computers I

Control-R Model 1 (now includes MAX232) $49.95
Our original 8031 SBC. The Control-R 1 now includes the MAX232 chip to
provide serial l/O and has 14 digital i/O lines that can be used to measure or
control user designed circuitry. Requires 5vdc and measures 3.0” x 4.0”.

Control-R Model 2 (now includes MAX232 & 8K SRAM) $79.95
An expanded version of the Control-R 1. Now comes fully populated with 8K
of SRAM and MAX232 for serial l/O. Expansion is provided by direct access
to 8031 ports 1 and 3 as well as data, address, RST, l lNTl, ‘WR,  ‘RD,
‘PSEN, ALE and Tl. Requires 5vdc and measures 3.5” x 4.5”.

Datalog-R  Model  1 (with MAX232 & 8K SRAM) $179.95
The newest member of our SBC line. Features serial l/O, 4 ea. 8K device
sockets user configurable as RAM or ROM, expansion connection and a
socket that will accept an (optional, $70.00) 32K byte removable memory
card. This SBC is designed for applications requiring removable, non-volatile
storage or can be used without the memory card as a conventional SBC. Re-
quires either 5vdc or 12vdc for operation and measures 6.0” x 4.5”.

To place an order contact:
Cottage Resources Corporation

Suite 3-672, 1405 Stevenson Drive
Springfield, Illinois 62703 USA

1-217-529-7679 l Visa, Mastercard, or COD Orders accepted
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Photo 1 -The NB-DSP2300 delivers 33.33 MFLOPS of computationalpower, and contains a
high-speed DMA controller which suppotts  NuBus  blockmode transfers of33.7 Mbytes/set.
It can be programmed with several software options.

ing on the final result when imple- successivelyapproachingtheresultin
mented on a digital computer or pro- an iterative manner. Before this tech-
cessor. For example, the cosine func- nique is described, consider the Tay-
tion can be approximated by the fol- lor series expansion of a function f(x):
lowing polynomial:

cos(x) = 1 + a,x2 + a2x4 + a3x6
+ aqx8  + agx10

where
a, = -0.4999999963
a, = 0.0416666418
a3 = -0.0013888397
a4 = 0.0000247609
a, = -0.0000002605

(7)

and produce results with a maximum
absolute error of 2 x 10m9  for 0 < x $
0.57~.  Equation (7) can be rewritten as

cos(x) = 1 + (a, + (a, + (a, + (a,
+ a,x2) x2)  x2)  x2) x2 (8)

and the following pseudocode can be
used to evaluate the cosine function:

x_squared  = x * x

Y = a[51

i =4

while (i z 0)

Y'Y ~* x squared + a[i]

i = i - 1

end while

cos x = Y_ * x squared t 1.0._
return cos x

ITERATIVE APPROXIMATIONS

A function cannot always be
evaluated in terms of series expansion
or polynomial approximation. A func-
tion can alternatively be evaluated by
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f(x) = c ~m (x - a) k f(n)(a) (9)
k=O  k!

where

d”f(x)f’“‘(a) = - (10)
dx” x=a

Using a truncated Taylor series to the
first-order term, f(x) can be rewritten:

f(x) = f(a) + (x - a) f(a) (11)

To illustrate how functions can be
evaluated using iterative approxima-
tions consider the square root func-
tion

yk=f(Xk)=& (12)

By substituting equation (12) into
equation (11) and rearranging the
terms, an iterative expression is ob-
tained to evaluate the squareroot func-
tion as in (equation 13)

yk+l$+-$ (13)

To initiate the whole process, let
y. = 1. The following table shows the
iteration number and the evaluation
of the square root of 9 to seven signifi-
cant figures at the specified iteration:

Yk

1 .ooooOOo
5 .ooooooo
3.4000000
3.0235294
3.0000916
3.0000000

The following pseudocode shows
a possible implementation of the
square root function:

max error = l.OE-7_
y = 1.0

a = 0.5 * x

sqrt x = a t 0.5_

while (lsqrt  x - yl > max error)

y = sqrt-x
_

_
b=a/Y

sqrt_x = 0.5 * y + b

end while

return sqrt x_

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
APPLICATIONS

Numerical analysis techniquesare
applicable to a wide variety of fields
and can be greatly enhanced by DSP
hardware and software architectures
because of the recurrence of the sum
of products and iterative structures in
these fields. The ability of DSP chips to
multiply and add quickly make them
suitable for an overwhelming number
of numerically intensive analysis ap-
plications such as statistical analysis,
graphics, linearalgebra, digital filters,
Fourier and spectral analysis, and
image processing.

The following section will briefly
discuss some of the above applica-
tionsand givesa  summary of themost
important equations in the respective
fields. All the equations presented
have a sum of products or iterative
form, or both.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis methods are
often applied in human and biological
sciences such as sociology, psychol-
ogy, meteorology, economy, and busi-
ness and administration. The meth-
odology consists of obtaining experi-
mental data under controlled envi-
ronments to later establish a statistical
relationshipbetween thegathered data
and the controlled parameters.

A good example is provided by
computing the root-mean-squared
(RMS) value of the set X = (xo,x,,x2, . . . .
x”_,). The RMS value of X, Yx, is evalu-
ated as:



l-z--
Y, = 1_ xfv (14)

ni,o

and the pseudocode implementation
is

i = 0

sum = 0.0

while (i < n)

surr =  x[i] * x[i] i sum

i=i+l

e n d  w h i l e

rms =  s q r t (sum  / n )

return rms

With careful implementation, the
contents of the while loop can execute
in one clock cycle because it is a sum of
products structure. Furthermore, the
final computation of the RMS value
requires the square root value which,
as discussed previously, can be evalu-
ated using iterative techniques.

Similar to the RMS example, ad-
vanced statistical analysis methods
such as probability densities and dis-
tributions (see Figure 3), tests of hy-
potheses, analysis of variance, curve

fitting, and nonparametric tests rely
on the sum of products and iterative
structures.

VECTOR AND MATRIX OPERATIONS

Statistical analysis, three-dimen-
sional graphics, and process control
are only a few of the fields that require
manipulation of large data sets in the
formof  vectorsandmatrices.Thesum
of products and iterative structures
are important to these fields, but zero-
overhead loops also play an impor-
tant role because, in many cases, ma-
trix operations can be extremely re-
petitive, and the number of computa-
tions can be of the order of n3, where n
is the size of a square matrix (see Fig-
ure 4).

The prime example for this sec-
tionisthecomputationofthedotprod-
uct of two vectors x and y, equation
(151,  because this computation is only
the sum of products.

n-l
X  ’ y = C Xiyi 05)

i=O

where
n is the number of elements

inxandy
x. is the ith element of x
y: is the ith element of y

Consider the matrix multiplica-
tion operation. For illustrative pur-
poses, let A and B be two n x n matri-
ces. The elements of the resulting ma-
trix C = A x B are obtained using:

n-l

Ci,j  = C ai,&k,i (16)
k=O

which is the dot product of the ith row
of A and the jth column of B. This
operation required n multiplications
and n additions and must be carried
out for each element of C, which con-
tains a total of r-2 elements. Thus, the
total number of operations required
to compute this matrix multiplication
is n3 multiplications and n3 additions.

DIGITAL FILTERS

Digital filters (Figure 5) are being
used to replace analog filters because
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Most frequently, the Bilinear
Transformation is used to map the
canonical filter form representation
H(s) into a suitable set of IIR filter
coefficients. The Bilinear Transforma-
tion consists of evaluating H(s) at

(21)

Substituting equation (21) into
equation (20),  expanding, rcarrang-
ing, and normalizing the factors, a Z
transform H(z) is represented as fol-
lows:

m-l

C iliZ_'
H(z)  =  i=“n_,

I + C hz-j
(22)

j=l

The representation obtained cor-
responds to a discrete-time, recursive
system represented by the following
difference equation:

n-l m-l -.

j’k= 2 aixk-i - c byk-j (23)
Figure 5- Designing andimplementing  digital  filtersrequires  the use Of the sum ofproducts

j=l
and iterative techniques.
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where ITime Domain Sequence 1

a, is the ith the forward IIR filter
coefficient

bi is the ith the feedback IIR filter
coefficient

n is the total number of forward
coefficients

m is the total number of feedback
coefficients

Similar to FIR filer design and
implementation, the computation of
the forward and feedback IIR cocffi-
cients require the evaluation of spe-
cial math functions. The recursive fil-
ter form in equation (23)  is the differ-
ence of two sum of product terms.

Digital filter design, whether it be
FIR or IIR, requires efficient imple-
mentationofadvancedmathfunctions
such as trigonometric, hyperbolic,
Bessel, and elliptic integrals. Real-time
filterimplementationsrequirefastand
efficient computation of the sum of
products. Consequently, DSP systems
provide a highly sophisticated envi-
ronment in which to implement digi-
tal filters.

DSP

Many factors have contributed to
the rising interest in the development
of DSP-based systems: inexpensive
DSP chips, consumer electronics, DSP
market share, and so on. Because DSP
systems gained popularity over the
course of a few years, some believe
that DSPdevelopment  is somewhat of
a black art. In fact, DSP is the applica-
tion of basic numerical techniques to
high-level mathematicalconcepts. The
primary operations in DSP are the
convolution and the Fourier Trans-
form.

CONVOLUTION

Linear, time-invariant systems can
be modeled using the convolution
operation. Convolution simply mixes
two signals, one that represents the
input signal and one that represents
the system’s impulse response, to pro-
duce an output signal. In the discrete-
time implementation, let x be the in-
put sequence, h be the discrete im-
pulse response, and y be the resulting

ISingle Sideband Frequency Domain Sequence 1

Figure 6-A time-domain signal and its Fourier transform

output sequence. The elements of y
are obtained using

n-l
J’k= c hixk-i

i=O
(24)

Equation (24) is known as the dis-
crete implementation of the convolu-
tion integral and is the basis of many
physical systems and models. Equa-
tion (24) is optimally implemented in
DSP-based systems. Furthermore, the
digital filter models presented previ-
ously are based on the convolution
operation, where the filter coefficients
have been precomputed to obtain a
desired effect on the input signal.

Determining the system’simpulse
response in order to be able to model
and predict the behavior of the system
under different conditions and signal
is a more realistic problem. When this
is accomplished, a digital system can
be implemented in the form of a con-
volution to enhance or compensate

for deficiencies in the system because
the convolution operation is a linear
operator.

FOURIER TRANSFORM

Fourier Transform is a powerful
analysis tool, applicable to fields such
as spectral analysis, telecommunica-
tions, seismography, instrumentation,
vibration analysis, medical imaging,
optics, and acoustics.

The Fourier Transform deter-
mines the harmonic components of a
time domain signal. The discrete
implementation of the Fourier inte-
gral is known as DFT and is surnma-
rized by equation (25).

n-l
Yk= c XiWik

i=O

for k=0,1,2  ,..., n-l (25)

where
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Reset outputs restart
target sytem.

w = e-2iX/”

= cos(c) + jsin(y (26)

j=fi

X maybe a real or complex valued
array

Y is a complex valued array
n is the total number of discrete

samples

Figure 6 shows the graphical re-
sult of performing an FIT on an ac-
quired time-domain sequence.

EfficientDFTimplementationsare
known as FFTs and are the subject of
many introductory DSP textbooks.6*9
From the numerical analysis point of
view, the FIT is a series expansion
using complex terms. The perfor-
mance is related to the implemented
algorithm as well as to the efficiency
of support library routines.

The Fourier transform and itsdigi-
tal implementa tionare important ana-
lytical tools and DSP chips and their
architecturesaredesigned tooptimize
the computation of the FFT. The basis
of this design is the ability to multiply
and accumulate in one clock cycle.

MORE THAN FOURIER

Digital signal processing technol-
ogy is an excellent environment for
implementing and developing nu-
merically intensive analysis applica-
tions. The heart of a DSP system is a
simple but elegant architecture con-
sisting of a multiplier and an accumu-
lator. With this architecture, series
expansions, polynomial evaluations,
and iterative approximations can be
implemented in a very efficient man-

ner. These basic principles are also the
basis of other applications and can be
easily extended to include applica-
tions such as statistical analysis, digi-
tal filter design, and Fourier analysis.
The common denominator in all these
applications and numerical analysis
techniques is the implementation of
the sum of products and/or iterative
structures. The series expansions,
polynomial evaluations, and iterative
approximations are basic numerical
analysis techniques that can be used
to evaluate and solve mathematical
expressions and functions. Implemen-
tation of these techniques in digital
signal processors greatly enhances the
performance of numerically intensive
analysis applications.+
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Toolmaker’s Toolworks

We humans are tool users.
While other animals may fiddle with
sticks or rocks, we alone regard a
muffler repair and oil change as nor-
mal weekend activities.

However, brute forcerules theday
in the engineering workplace, as many
beasts (uh, engineers) continue to do
their PC tasks manually. Their excuse
is that it takes too much effort to find,
write, or build the right tool for the
job. While the PC itself is a tool, there
are ways to simplify common tasks
that don’t require a lot of effort.

What prompted this column is a
conversation 1 had with an engineer at
an IEEE meeting. We were talking
about bulletin board systems and I
mentioned the “robot typist” scripts
that automate my BBS message han-
dling. He was intrigued that such a
thing could be done.. .

Although I will concentrate on
scripts for serial communication, you
can apply similar tricks to nearly any
repetitive task. In effect, you create a
robot to do yourbidding without hav-
ing to bend any metal.

YOUR FIRST SCRIPT...

The 8052 is a good starting point
as many of you have struggled with
the BASIC-52 interpreter. Although
BASIC-52 includesa rudimentary edi-
tor, retyping an entire line to replace
one character gets old quickly. What
you really want is to edit the program
usingyourfavoriteeditor, thendown-
load the whole smash. Show of hands:
how many people do just that?

While it is easy enough to put the
program into an ASCII text file, auto-
matically sending that file to the 8052

is oddly difficult. BASIC-52 parses
each line into an internal format after
you press Enter, then displays the fa-
miliar “>” prompt when it is ready for
the next line. The delay can range

Many engineers
confinue to do fheif
PC tasks manually.
Their excuse is fhaf if
fakes foo much
effoff fo find, write,
or build fhe righf fool
for fhe job.

from milliseconds to seconds, but,
because there is no input buffer, you
cannot send the next line until the
interpreter is ready.

Theobvious solution is to wait for
the prompt character. Show of hands
again: how many of you have fired up
Procomm, changed the Pace Charac-
ter to ASCII 62 (‘3’9, sent the file
using ASCII transfer, and found it
didn’t work? Thought so. Unfortu-
nately, ASCII 62 can appear within the
program line as the “greater than”
operator, as part of the “not equal to”
token, and in REM comments. Because
BASIC52echoeseachcharacterasyou
type, Procomm (and most other ter-
minal emulators) react to any”>” char-
acter within the line without waiting
for the real prompt on the next line.

The next best solution is to delay
for a fixed interval after each carriage
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return character, which has the pre-
dictable molasses-in-January effect.
Worse, if the delay isn’t quite long
enough for just one line, there is a
cascade of errors as BASIC-52 reacts
to themush.Theerrorsscrolloff-screen
quickly and may leave you with a
damaged program that works almost
correctly but gives you no indication
of the missing parts.

Although the prompt character is
not unique, it is preceded by a linefeed
only at the start of a line. The trick to a
successful BASIC download is writ-
ing a program to watch for the prompt
sequence and send lines only when
the interpreter is ready for them.
Sounds easy enough, right?

Writing the “first program” seems
to be the stumbling block for most
engineers; once you’ve written one
program, the next dozen or so come
naturally. The trickis to get some early
success quickly so you have enough
confidence to continueonward. Rather
than starting from scratch with C, the
serial port hardware, and Campbell’s
“C Programmers Guide to Serial Com-
munications,” It Would Be Really Nice
If you could avoid all the grunt work.

It turns out that your serial com-
municationsprogramcanhandlemost
of the job already, so all you need is a
tweak to handle this special case. Most
heavy-duty shrink-wrapped pro-
grams now include a programming
language; the language may be called
a “script” or “macro” or some such,
but the result is really a program.

Listing 1 shows a bare-bones
Procomm Plus 2.0 script to download
a BASIC-52 file. There are two major
sections: display a prompt for the file
name and open it, then read each line

proc main
string FileSpec ; file name to download
integer FileEOF ; file at EOF
string FileText ; text line from file

.--- fetch the file name & open it if possibleI

clear
box 8 8 12 70 7
atsay  10 10 7 "File name:"
atget  10 21 15 48 FileSpec

strcat FileSpec ".BAS*'
isfile  FileSpec
if not success

errormsq "Can't find file!"
exit

endif

fopen  0 FileSpec “RT"
if not success

erlY0rllXTg "Can't open file!"
exit

endif

*--- get to BASIC-52 command promptI

Clear

call  sendwait  with "‘r" "‘r‘n>"  1

;--- fetch file lines & ram 'em into the 8052

FileEOF = 0
set fqets crlf  off_

while not FileEOF
fqets  0 FileText ; fetch the next line
eof 0 FileEOF * hit EOF yet?
transmit FileText : send data to 8052
call sendwait  with "‘I-" "‘n>"  3 ; wait for prompt at end

endwhile
exit

endproc

._____________________---__-----_____--_____---~__,
; Send a string and wait for a specific response

proc sendwait
strparm Cmd,Resp
intparm WaitTime

transmit Cmd
waitfor Resp WaitTime
if not waitfor

SO = "Timeout after sending u
strcat SO Cmd
errormsg SO
exit

endif
endproc

listing 1 -Procomm Plus 2.0 includes a revised and extendedASPECT  script programming
language which makes this example possible. Older versions are not compatible.
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from the file and send it to the inter-
preter. As usual, most of the code is in
the setup and error handling sections!
[Editor’s Note: Software for this article
is available from the Circuit Cellar BBS
and on Software On Disk #22. See page
106 for downloading and ordering infor-
mation.

The core of the script comprises
just four lines: read a line from the
BASIC file, send it to the serial port,
wait for the real prompt, and repeat
until the file is finished. The rest is just
window dressing that you add after
you dope out the core.

Onceyougetit working, of course,
there is an overwhelming urge to im-
prove the situation. Listing 2 shows a
revised (read “more complicated”)
inner loop that discards blank lines
and checks for ascending line num-
bers (ugh!).  The showerror proce-
dure displays an error message and
terminates; the full source codeisavail-
able on the BBS.

Now, that wasn’t so bad, was it? A
few dozen lines of code and you get a
perfect BASIC-52 download every
time, at very nearly the maximum
speed the chip can handle. No more
lengthy delays, no damaged pro-
grams, no muss, no fuss. That’s why
you use tools!

THE REXX CONNECTION

As long as the program you use
has a script language, you can create
special-purpose tools. The catch (as
you might expect) is that each and
every program uses a different script
language: talk about the Tower of Ba-
bel! Most of the languages are alleg-
edly “similar” to C or Pascal or some-
thing, but they are always different
enough that you must reach for the
manual when you write a script. There
is no standardization.

Well, almost no standardization.
Heaving into view over the horizon is
IBM’s Grand Plan For The Future Of
Computing known as SAA (Systems
Application Architecture). Among
other things, SAA includes CUA
(Common User Access) which defines
how programs should lookand feel. If
you‘ve seen Windows, OS/2 PM, or
similarenvironments (love that term),
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proc  mal”

string FileSpec ; file name to download
integer FileEOF ; file at EOF
string FileText ; text line from file
long LineNurn ; current line number
long LastLineNum ; previous line number

<<< file setup same as Listing 1 >>>

;--- fetch file lines & ram 'em into the 8052

FileEOF = 0
set fgets crlf  off
LastLineNum  = OL

while not FileEOF

fqets 0 FileText ; fetch the next line
eof 0 FileEOF ; hit EOF yet?

strlen  FileText NO ; skip empty lines
if zero NO

loopwhile
endif
strpeek FileText 0 NO ; or ones that start with a blank
if eq ' ' NO

loopwhile
endif

find FileText u u NO ; extract what should be line number
if not found
call showerror with"*** Can't find line number in "FileText

endif
substr SO FileText 0 NO
strupr so
strcmp SO "REM" ; is it "REM" or not?
if success

loopwhile ; skip REMs...
endif
atol SO LineNum ; convert to number (0 if fails)
if eq LineNum OL ; skip invalid line numbers...

loopwhile
endif

if le LineNurn LastLineNum ; check for ascending line numbers
ltoa LineNum Sl
call showerror with II*** Line sequence error at u Sl

endif

LastLineNum = LineNum ; remember this line
transmit FileText ; send data to 8052
call sendwait  with II'r" "‘n>"  3 ; wait for prompt at end

endwhile
exit

endproc

listing 2-Checking for sequential line numbers with hoComm  requires a little more code,
but finds obvious goofs in the BASIC-52 program.

you already know what SAA and CUA
are all about: the implementations are
not spot on CUA, but you get the idea.

The batch language IBM has been
using on mainframes for years is now
an official part of SAA and is shipping
with OS/2 for PCs. Contrary to what
you might think, REXXisnot  a stodgy,
bloated, half-baked attempt at a
language...because  it started as an
unofficial, underground replacement
for the existing mainframe batch lan-
guage (which was stodgy, etc.). Even-
tually, The Powers That Be realized
that nobody was using the official
batch language any more, and the rest
is history.

Oddly enough, IBM REXX does
not include a standard CUA interface
or an easy way to create one. IBM
moves in fits and starts, but we’ve
gotten a decent PC batch language at
long last.

I can hear it now: “So who cares
about OS/2 anyway?”

It turns out that Mansfield Soft-
ware Group has had (for years!) an
excellent REXX implementation for
PCs running plain old DOS as well as
OS/2. In fact, Mansfield‘s REXX is
betterbyfar thanIBM’sOS/2REXX,if
only because it includes most of the
auxiliary functions you need to actu-
ally write a useful PC program.



Mansfield’s KEDIT text editor in-
cludesa scaled-down version of REXX
called KEXX (which sounds like a
breakfast cereal, doesn’t it?) as its
macro language. Although KEXX is
usable on its own, if you have REXX
installed you can write macros in the
full REXX language with all the bells
and whistles.

Quercus Systems offers a serial
communications program called
REXXTERM which uses (no surprise!)
REXX as its script language and pro-
vides a host of functions to simplify
your serial scripts. More on this in a
moment.. .

These products run under both
DOS and OS/2, so the same scripts,
macros, and batch files are usable on
both operating systems. There are
slight differences for some functions
that reflect the different natures of
DOS and OS/2, but, on the whole,
portability problem are No Big Deal.

Whi le  REXX,  KEDIT ,  and
REXXTERM have not gathered the
publicity of the full-page-ad class
products you read about in PC Maga-
zine, they are all solid, reliable pro-
grams that don’t lack for power or
features. Highly recommended.

SCRIPTS GONE WILD

Because REXX started out as a full
programming language, it does not
suffer from the limitations of most
script or macro languages. To quote
from “The REXX Language” by Mike
Cowlishaw:“Theprimarydesigngoal
has been that [REXX]  should be genu-
inely easy to use both by computer
professionals and by ‘casual’ general
users.” Unlike most such claims, this
one is true!

Because REXX was designed as a
batch language, it includes a simple
way to perform operating system com-
mands: REXX evaluates an expres-
sion and, if the result is not a REXX
language element, it goes to the host
environment for execution. Both
KEDIT and REXXTERM take advan-
tage of this, so REXX provides a pro-
gram framework for the script com-
mands.

Listing 3 shows the file transfer
loop from my REXXTERM BASIC-52

do while lines(fspec)  \= 0
pnum = pnum i 1

In = linei"(fspec)

if datatype(word(ln,l),'N') /* skip unnumbered
then do
parse upper var 1" linenum keyword .
if linenum C= lastline

then do
'emsq *** Sequence error at line ’ linenum
signal halt

end
lastline = linenum

lines */

if keyword = IIn
then iterate

/* skip empty numbered lines */

'send' In (1 '\r'
'matchx  "\l>" "ERROR:" “SYNTAX:“ ’

select
when TC = 1 then do

iterate
end
when rc > 1 then do

'ems9 *** Bad program!'
signal halt

end
otherwise do

'emsg *** Bad response from BASIC-52!'
signal halt

end
end

end
end

Listing J-This  REXXTERM script ensures that BASIC-52 lines are in ascending order, skips
unnumbered lines, and checks for unexpected responses from the interpreter. Because
the transfer terminates when an error occurs, there is less chance of running an incorrect
program.
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address dos 'globalv get curdisk curdir' /* get working dir */

dirspec = curdisk  I / curdir I/ '\*.bas'

fname. = 'none'
address dos 'listfile'  dirspec '(sorta  name ftype stem fname.

if (fname.0  = 0) I \Datatype(fname.O,'N')
then do

'emsq No matches for ’ dirspec
exit 1

end

address dos 'qlobalv  get lastbas' /* get previous program */

fnwide = 1
item = 1
do fnum = 1 to fname.O

fname.fnum  = overlay('.',fname.fnum,9)
fnwide = max(fnwide,lenqth(fname.f"um))
if lastbas = fname.fnum

then do
item = fnum /* mark previous file */

end
end

fnum = fname.O

/* useful constants and suchlike */

esc = 'lb'x
= '0048'~

zwn = '005O'x
enter = 'Od'x

worm = x2d(30)
whiqh = x2d(3F)

UnloadRXWIN  = 0
SIGNAL ON HALT
if \fcnpkq('rxwindow')
then do

address dos 'rxwindow /q'
if fcnpkg('rxwindow')
then do

UnloadRXWIN  = 1
end
else do

emsq I*** Problem loading window package!'
return

end
end

/* popupthe selection menu and select a file name */

parse upper value scrsize0  with "rows ncols

wloc.ul.col  = trunc((ncols/2)-(fnwide/2)-l,O)
wloc.ul.row  = max(l,trunc((nrows/2)-(fnum/2)-l,O))

w = w open(wloc.ul.row,wloc.ul.col,fnum+2,fnwidet2,wnorm)
call w hide w,'N'
call w-border w_

attrib. = wnorm
attrib.item  = whiqh

do i = 1 to fnum
call w put w, i+l, 2, fname.i,  fnwide, attrib.i_

end
drop attrib

call w unhide w_

do forever
key = inkey
select
when key = up then do

if item > 1
then do

call w attr w, itemtl, 2, fnwide, wnorm-
item = item - 1 (continued)

listing 4-Mansfield REXXinclucfes a global variable manager that stores values between
program runs. This script section recalls the previous BASIC-52 file name and subdirectory,
then creates a bouncing-bar menu with that f/e highlighted.
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file transfer script. In addition to the
features of Listing 2, it skips unnum-
bered lines and verifies that the line
didn’t cause any errors. As near as I
can make out, ASPECT doesn’t sup-
port the functions needed for that level
of error checking and the ASPECT
code is much less readable.

When you are working on a BA-
SIC-52 program, you tend to down-
load the same file repeatedly.
Mansfield REXX includes a “global
variable” manager that can maintain
variables between program runs; your
program can save default settings, file
names, and so forth during one ses-
sion and recall them during the next
without special contortions. Listing 4
shows how to fetch the previous file
name and directory from the global
variable manager.

Mansfield REXX also includes a
straightforward screen window pack-
age. The script creates a bouncing-bar
menu of all the *.BAS files and high-
lights the previous file name, so a
single key press downloads that file.

The bottom line of all this is that a
REXXTERM script handles everything
from the point where I finish editing
the file. I can invoke REXXTERM, shell
to KEDIT to edit the file, return to
REXXTERM and invoke the script. For
repeated downloads the transfer re-
quires five keystrokes and I’massured
that it is done correctly every time.

Similar RE,XXTERM  scripts auto-
mate file transfers to my EPROM emu-
lator and EPROM programmer. In
some cases the scripts read informa-
tion back from the device to set or
check operating conditions. For ex-
ample, my EPROM programmer script
verifies that the hex file fits within the
EPROM’s address limits before start-
ing the programming process.

The REXX global variable man-
ager comes in handy in other places,
too. For example, Sage Software’s
Polymake controls my compilers and
linkers, so it is easy enough to update
the current directory and hex file name
during each run. Under OS/2 each
new command window automatically
switches to that subdirectory.

Yes, all of these scripts work
equally well under either DOS or OS/
2. The advantages of OS/2 are that all



the programs run without memory
limitations and multitask quite nicely
while you are doing something else.
But you surely don’t need OS/2 to get
useful work done.

BBS ROBOTICS

Anyone who makes a long-dis-
tance call to a BBS knows that “think
time” is best done off-line. Answering
a question may take some research,
but minutes are precious when the
phone is off-hook. You should down-
load all the messages, hang up and
reply to them while the clock is
stopped, then call again to upload your
replies. Because the BBS is (presum-
ably) automated, there is little reason
for you to interact with it: let two
robots do the talking.

call  w attr w, item+l, 2, fnwide, whigh_
end

end
when key = down then do

if item < fnum
then do

call w attr w, 2, fnwide, wnorm
item =-item t 1

itemtl,

call w attr w,
end -

itemtl, 2, fnwide, whiqh

end
when key = enter then do

leave
end
when key = esc then do

leave
end
otherwise nap

end

end

call w close w_

if key = esc
then do

'emsg *** Transfer cancelled'
signal halt

end

/* remember for next time */
address dos 'qlobalv  setlp  lastbas'  fname.item

fname.item = space(fname.item,D) /* strip blanks */
fspec = curdisk / I curdir I I ‘\’ I/ fname.item
'message File spec is' fspec

CC< continue with Listing 3 >>>

The two most complex scripts I’ve
written automate the mechanics of
working with the Circuit Cellar BBS.
A REXXTERM script handles dialing,
downloads new messages, and up-
loads replies. A KEDIT macro parses Listing  4-cohehuad
the downloaded message file and re-
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duces  replying to a message a matter
of a single keystroke. All I have to do
is type the text.. .that’s not automated
yet!

Lack of room prevents me from
listing the script here, but the whole
thing is available to download from
the BBS. Imagine: the call you make to
download the file may be the last
manual call to the Circuit Cellar BBS
you’ll ever have to make.

WRAPPING UP

You can avoid writing tools by
buying them from commercial sup-
pliers. For example, the Basikit pro-
gram available from MDL Labs
handles BASIC-52 interfacing quite
nicely (and with many more features
than my scripts!), while TAPCIS auto-
mates dial-up access to CompuServe
(if not the CCBBS).  The key point is

SOURCES

Datastorm Technologies
P.O. Box 1471
Columbia, MO 65205
(314) 443-3282

MansfieldSoftwareGroup
P.O. Box 532
Storrs, CT 06268
(203)  4298402

Quercus Systems
P.O. Box 2157
Saratoga, CA 95070
(408) 257-3697

MDL Labs
15 Deerfield Rd.
Chappaqua, NY 10514
(914) 2380416

that you can get better and faster re-
sults by letting the computer handle
repetitive chores and using your time
for more productive tasks.

The BBS files for this column in-
clude the full source code for the scripts
I’ve discussed here. The Procomm
scripts require Procomm Plus 2.0 and
the REXX scripts run under Mansfield
Software’s REXX with either REXX-
TERM or KEDIT. Even if you have
another con-u-n program and editor
(quite likely.. . ), the code should give
youa startingpoint foryourown tools.

OK, I admit that muffler welding
is more exciting. But tedious typing is
much less interesting-and quite un-
necessary. Write a tool today! a

Ed Nisley is a Registered Professional Engi-
neer and a member of the Circuit Cellar INK
engineering staff. He specializes in finding
innovative solutions to demanding and un-
usual technical problems
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*TEXT EDITOR, CROSS ASSEMBLER, AND
COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY IN A COMPLETE
INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

l MACROS
l CONDITIONAL ASSY
l LOCAUAUTO LABELS
l SYMBOL TABLE CROSS REF

u s  p!&95

l S OR HEX FILE OUTPUT DOWNLOADS pLus  S’H*
TO MOST EPROM PROGRAMMERS

AVAILABLE FOR MOST 8-BIT MICROPROCES-
SORS AND 68000/010.  CALL OR WRITE FOR
TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 30 DAY MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. MC/V/AE.

* PER SHIPMENT:
$5 CONTIGUOUS USA
$10 CANADA AK. HI

Micro Dialects, Inc.
DEPT. C, PO BOX 30014
CINCINNATI ,  OH 45230

$20 INTEiNATldNAL (513) 271-9100
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Sunset Laboratory

- Advanced Interface Board

12-bit  ADC (9 microsec), 12-bit DAC (second optional).
Eight analog inputs, 6 software selectablevoltage ranges.
Digital Input/Output, 16 programmable lines. Locking
connector cables include power for outside circuits.
Cables, manual and disk includes operating programs
and examples.

APPLE II AIB-II IBM Compatibles AIB-PC

lOO,OOO/sec  with GS. Up to 90,OOOkec  with fast CPU.
Operates on II Plus, Operates on XT, AT and other ISA.
Ile, and IIGS.  Includes Half-size card fits portables.
three 16-bit Timers.

$ 2 6 0 . 0 0
Sunset Laboratory 9 (503) 357-5151

2017 19th Ave., Forest Grove, OR 97116
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?educing
sower Consumption

Breathing New Life Into Data Logging

CL
R ecycle”  and “conservation”

FROM
THE

BENCH
Jeff Bachiochi I

I

I
are two of the 2bth century’s latest buzz
words. We all are becoming increasingly
aware of our dwindling resources and ”
growing waste problem. It kills me when
an appliance is ditched because it’s
cheaper to buy a new one than to repair
the old one. If you take your IBM back to
the dealer, chances are the whole MO”
motherboard will be replaced. Few repair
shops can or will do component-level
troubleshooting and replacement.

Jhe power control module is small enough to sit on fop of a 9-V batfery  clip.

It seems to me price should reflect not
only the cost of raw parts and labor, but
also the cost of disposal. An example of
this is the “return deposit” on carbonated
beveragecontainers.Thisgcnerallymeans
higher costs for goods sold. If we all have
to pay more, it then makes financial sense
to fix and not discard.

Our energy dependence on both for-
eign and domestic oil will continue until a viable altema-
tive is discovered. TI’s latest breakthrough in solar cell
technology demonstrates the United States has the capa-
bility of leading the world in finding new and renewable
sources of energy. Meanwhile, brownout alerts are pre-
dicted each summer when we crank up our air condition-
ers. Conservation is presently our only hope. So, we sweat
a little, carpool  when possible, quit watering the lawn, and
recycle metal, glass, plastic, and paper.

SOMETHING’S UP, BESIDES THE UTILITY BILL

My house is one of seven served by a “community
well.” The well’s pump is located about 200 feet below
ground and fills a 375-gallon storage tank with cold clean
water. The energy cost for pumping the precious liquid
averages about $300 a year ($25/monthl. That divides to
about $50 a year per household. Not too shabby as long as
repairs or maintenance are not needed.

Cindy, the designated treasurer and receiver/payerof
the electric bill, stopped by the other day to chat. It seems
the bills were increasing by leaps and bounds, topping
over $60 for the last month. We had a mystery here. Either

someone was drinking an awful lot of water, or the system
had problems. Was the usage one of high demand during
certain parts of the day or was it a constant increase. This
is a job for “Data Logger”!

A quick inspection of the well house (pit is more
appropriate) revealed a minimum of useful information.
One, there were no leaks here and two, the only wiring
accessible were the wires running down the well casing to
the motor below. This means no power available, except
when the pump is on. Hmm. I need to log pump usage with
a battery-powered logger.

HOW LOW CAN YOU GO?

You may remember a project I presented a couple of
years ago: the RTC52. This small, 80C52-based
microcontroller used a built-in BASIC interpreter which
really made development a snap. It actually took longer
for me to find my prototype than it did to write the small
BASIC program needed to log pump usage (see Listing 1).

Using a simple optoisolator with bipolar LEDs like
the NEC 2505-1, I could monitor the AC power going to the
pump. A series47k  resistor limits the LED current to a few
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milliamperes. A pull-up resistor on the open-collector
output of the isolator will be pulled low whenever AC is
present (which means the pump motor is running). The
pull-up, along with a capacitor on the open-collector out-
put, will filter out and prevent the AC zero crossings from
accidentally being sampled-which would be interpreted
as a “pump-off” indication-by smoothing the AC signal.

Let’s see. A simple linear regulator on a 9-volt battery
will give the controller the necessary 5 volts. A quick check
with the current meter shows about 150 mA of current is
necessary. Whoa! A 9-volt battery only has 550 mAH of
useful life. Three hours of logging is useless.

THROW OUT ANYTHING NOT TIED DOWN,
WE’RE SINKING FAST

Time to whittle down the load. About 50% of the
supply current can be saved just by substituting HC parts
where available and removing the unnecessary ones
(MAX232 and the like). A 50% reduction isn’t going to be
enough. The CMOS version of the microcontroller has an
additional feature over the standard NMOS version: PD
and IDLE (power-down) modes. These modes conserve
power by shutting down the internal oscillator. (Note: The
Matra-Harris part has static registers and can be operated
with an external clock down to 0 Hz. This is different than
internally disabling the clock, which is what power-down
does.) Once in the idle mode, only an interrupt or a
complete reset can release it again. A reset is the only action
which will revive the controller from the PD mode. A
savings of about 15 mA is possible by using one of the
power down modes. Since CMOS uses more power the
more often it switches (the faster the clock speed), slowing
down the clock will also save the same 15 mA. With all the
power-saving devices employed, the consumption is still
around 25 mA for the whole system. That’s still less than
one day on a 9-volt battery. Harumph.

Steve tackled some of these same issues in his article
“Build a Low-Power Data Logger” in issue #15  of CIRCUIT

CELLAR INK. If you haven’t read it, shame! If you have, then
you probably know that by shutting the power down
completely, a great deal of current can be saved. Well, at
least while you’re waiting for your next sample.

TIMEBASE-POWER CONTROL-LOGGER

This data logging system is made from three parts. The
“Timebase” which produces an accurate stream of trigger
pulses equal to the rate at which you wish to sample your
data. The second part, the “Power Control,” turns on the
power supply at each timed trigger pulse. Finally the
“Logger,” which samples and records the digital or analog
data, and upon completion of its task, signals the Power
Control to turn off the power until the next trigger pulse.

The RTC52 has the ability to run a program on power-
up. In this case, it should sample the water pump’s state
and, if it has changed, record the time of the change, then
signal the Power Control that it’s done. See Figure 1.

10 REM PORT1.O = LOGGED INPUT (O=ON l=OFF)
20 REM PORT1.l = POWER CONTROL OUTPUT (FALLING

EDGE = TURN OFF)
30 REM PORT1.7 = PRINTOUT FLAG INPUT BIT (0 =

PRINTOUT ROUTINE)
40 REM
50 REM UPON PROGRAM AUTOSTART, CHECK FOR

PRINTOUT FLAG
60 TP=TPtl : GOT0 240
70 REM
80 REM IF NOT, LET'S SEE IF FIRST TIME AROUND,

CHECK LOGGING ID
90 IF (XBY(MTOP+1)=55H.AND.XBY(MTOPt2)=0AAH)

THEN GOT0 370
100 REM
110 REM FIRST TIME AROUND, LET'S SET UP MEMORY
120 REM WRITE LOGGING ID
130 XBY(MTOPt1)=55H  : XBY(MTOPt2)=OAAH
140 REM
150 REM TWO BYTES FOR STATUS STUFF
160 REM (PRESENTLY USING ONLY LS BIT TO HOLD

LAST ON/OFF STATE)
;;; ;;;(MTOPt7)=0  : XBY(MTOPt8)=0

190 REM SET TP AS POINTER FOR NEXT LOGGING
TABLE ENTRY

200 REM SAVE TP AT MTOPt3&4
210 TP=MTOPt9 : 0=3 : GOSUB 320
220 REM
230 REM TEST FOR END OF RAM
240 XBY(TP)=O : IF XBY(TP)OO  THEN GOT0 280
250 XBY(TP)=OFFH : IF XBY(TP)<>OFFH  THEN 280
260 REM
270 REM NOW PAST TOP OF RAM, SAVE TP-1 AT

MTOPt5&6
280 TP-1 : 0=5 : GOSUB 320 : GOT0 370
290 REM
300 REM SAVE ADDRESS ROUTINE
310 REM USES '0' AS AN OFFSET TO MTOP, SETS

PRESENT VALUE OF TP
320 XBY(MTOP+O)=INT(TP/256)
330 XBY(MTOPtOtl)=TP-(INT(TP/256)*256)  : RETURN
340 REM
350 REM LOGGING ROUTINE
360 REM FIRST GET OLD (LAST) STATE OF INPUT
370 OS=(XBMTOPt7).AND.OlH)
380 REM
390 REM SECOND, READ INPUT BIT FOR NEW STATE
400 NS=(PORTl.AND.OlH)
410 REM
420 REM IF THE SAME, THEN LET'S GET OUT OF HERE
430 IF OS=NS THEN 730
440 REM
450 REM IF DIFFERENT SAVE THE NEW STATE
460 XBY(MTOPt7)=NS
470 REM
480 REM GET LOGGING TABLE'S NEXT ENTRY AND END

OF RAM POINTERS
490 TP=XBY(MTOP+3)*256+XBY(MTOP+4)
500 TE=XBY(MTOP+5)*256tXBY(MTOPt6)
510 REM
520 REM READ THE REAL-TIME CLOCK REGISTERS FOR

DAY/HR/MIN/SEC
530 FOR X=7 TO 0 STEP -1
540 XBY(TP)=XBY(OEO3OHtX)
550 TP=TPtl
560 REM
570 REM WHILE LOGGING INFO CHECK FOR END OF RAM
580 IF TP=TE THEN GOT0 730
590 NEXT X
600 REM
610 REM NOW SAVE THE CURRENT INPUT STATE
620 XBY(TP)=NS
630 TP=TPtl
640 REM
650 REM CHECK AGAIN FOR END OF RAM
660 IF TP=TE THEN GOT0 730
670 REM
680 REM IF NOT AT THE END OF RAM YET,
690 REM SAVE THE LOGGING TABLE'S NEW NEXT ENTRY

POINTER
700 0=3 : GOSUB  320
710 REM
720 REM NOW SHUT THIS SYSTEM DOWN
730 PORTl=PORTl.AND.OFDH (continw@

listing 1 -Compiled BASIC was fast enough to handle the deed
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740 STOP : REM SHOULDN'T EVER GET HERE
750 REM
760 REM PRINTOUT ROUTINE
770 REM GET FIRST ENTRY AND LAST ENTRY POINTERS
780 TS=MTOPt9
790 TP=XBY(MTOPt3)*256+XBY(MTOP+4)
800 REM
810 REM LOOP AND PRINT OUT ALL 9 BYTE ENTRIES
820 FOR X=TS TO TP STEP 9
830 PRINT XBY(X)*lO  + XBY(Xtl),"-",XBY(Xt2)*10

t XBY(X+3).":".
840 PRINT XBY(X;4)*iO  t XBY(X+5),":",XBXt6)*10

tXBY(Xt7)."-".
850 IF >;~YtxtSj=o  THEN PRINT "ON" ELSE PRINT

"OFF"
860 NEXT X
870 REM
880 REM EXIT
890 GOT0 730

isting  1 -continued

one-shot, used as a flip-flop with edge-triggered set and
reset inputs, and a couple of transistors for level shifting,
and you’ve got a neat little triggerable power controller.
See Figure 2.

AND NOW FOR THE CHARTS AND GRAPHS

Figure 3 is a look at the number of sample times
available to us and how they accumulate over time. How
does this relate to current consumption? My data logging
program written in BASIC takes about 400 ms to execute.
I’ll use a 50-mA  current draw as an example. The 9-volt
battery is capable of 550 mAH. If the logger is powered
continuously, the system will run for:

The RTCIO expansion board has plenty of TTL and B-
bit analog I/O, but I don’t need any of that here, so I’ll
depopulate it. The real-time clock/calendar will serve as

5~o~~ = 11 hours

my Timebase. Not only will this supply time and date
= 39,600 seconds

information to the microcontroller for logging, but it will
serve as a programmable timebase. The programmability

If a sample takes 1 second, then that’s about 40,000

is somewhat limited. However, the four rates defined will
samples. Since my program takes 0.4 seconds to take a

cover almost any need: l/64-second,  l-second, l-minute,
sample, we’ll get:

and l-hour intervals.
The last section, the “Power Control,” uses a new

device manufactured by Toko: a combination linear regu-
lator with a digital on/off switch. Add to this a CD4538

39,600 set
0.4 set/sample

= 99,000 samples

Now we’re getting somewhere.

Interval Timer
RTCIO Board

(with unused ICs removed)
(Preprogrammed Interval)

‘ON Source

POWER CONTROL

5V LINEAR REGULATOR

WITH EDGE-TRIGGERED
ON/OFF CONTROL

OPEN-COLLECTOR
INTERRUPT OUTPUT

9v I

DATA LOGGER
RTC52 Board I I I

Battery

(with unused Communication ICs removed)

.

PI t *OFF SourceJ

SWITCHED
11 OVAC

pt.0

+SVDC

4GROUND

TTL DATA Input

:

AC Line Monitor

OPTOISOLATED
-1

AC DETECTOR 0

Figure 1 --The  well-pump monitoring system consists mostly
of off-the-shelf components, but uses some specialpower-
control circuits to extend battery life.

ONLY WIRING ACCESSIBLE WITHIN PUMP HOUSE
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HOW ABOUT OTHER LANGUAGES?

Indeed, this BASIC interpreter is not the fastest thing
on wheels, but it is great for solving most of my problems.
I ran the Systronix BCI51 Integer BASIC Compiler on this
program and got some interesting results. The program
grew up to about 4K of code and ran about eight times
faster! This means eight times as many samples are pos-
sible, around three-quarters of a million samples. I didn’t
have the time to write and debug the routine totally in
assembler. I would have to use assembler, though, if I
wanted to sample at the highest rate of l/64 second. At that
rate, sample-to-sample time is only about 16 ms, which is
faster than even the compiled code would run. I estimate
an assembler routine would get bored just hanging around
between samples.

Compare these numbers to the chart and you will see
we are in the range of a week’s worth of samples every
second or a year’s worth of samples every minute. And
that’s without having to write assembler. After all, I’m
interested in taking samples here, not developing code!

TOTAL CONTROL FOR NEXT TO NOTHING

The “Power Control” circuitry does require some
power 100% of the time. The Toko device has a quiescent
current of only 10 pA, however the CD4538 and level
shifters draw about 10 uA. This is 1.5 mAH per week;

comparable to typical losses encountered while the battery
sits on the shelf unloaded.

The standard 9-volt battery does not have a high
output current, so current conservation is still an impor-
tant factor when using the 9-volt cell as your source. Kodak
makes both a standard 550-mAH and a high-energy l.l-
AH 9-volt battery. Not only does the high-energy cell have
a higher output, but it has better shelf life characteristics.

STORAGE SYSTEM

There are few ways to store information. The first and
simplest is to store the information as a synchronous
stream; One sample for each bit time. The number of
samples times the number of bits per sample will equal the
amount of space necessary to save the data.

A second approach is to save only the changes in
information. With analog data this means the difference
between the last sample and the new sample. With this
approach, we assume the bit resolution being stored each
sample time is a maximum change per sample time and is
less than the absolute maximum resolution, which would
require more bits of storage per sample time. With digital
data, such as I am logging here, I only need to indicate that
the information has changed and how long has it been
since the last change. This will save storage space, since I
know it will not change frequently. The “on” portion of a
pump cycle should last about ten minutes. The “off”

+ BEpIN  lJ2 “OuTtTKll450

6-14VDC
(9V Battery)

1 Jl

EDGE TRIGGERE

+5VDC

I-1 I I I

‘DIS GND I
0

“1
16 4536

VCC

c 2
2 j

+ c x 3
7

- ‘0
_ O.lpF

T -cx
R6 R3
1M 1M 3A’RES 0 6

5
0 -TR

4
0 +TR

GRoUNDI  I I
7 I=_ -I Rl

1M

I I

m t R4 I
12

+TR I

Figure P-The  power control section uses a new device from Joko which is a combination linear regulator and digital on/off switch.
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Sample Rate

1164 second 1 second 1 minute 1 hour
second 6 4 1 - -
minute 3,040 60 1 -

Time h o u rPeriod 230,400 3,600 6 0 1
day 5,529,600 86,400 1,440 2 4
week 38,707,200 604,800 10,080 168
y e a r 2,002.774,400 31,449,600 524,160 8,736

surface mount as well, I think this circuit
would be handy if it was mounted on the 9-
volt battery clip.

Figure J-Each column shows the total number ofsamoles  at the aiven sample rate
that would be collected over the time period shown at the left. -

portion  of the cycle will depend on the overall rate of water
usage.

Nine bytes of storage are used for each power transi-
tion detected. Setting aside 30K of RAM for logging will
give me room for about 3000 transitions, or ten times what
I predict I’ll need for a week’s worth of logging. Using a
timebase  of once per second will give plenty of resolution.

It is difficult to realize the true physical
sizes associated with surface-mount parts
when using CAD layout software. On the
screen you can zoom in until the parts are
large and easy to work with. Once you plot
the artwork, however, reality hits hard.
This is truly equivalent to brain surgery.

There are special techniques which must be used when
assembling a surface-mount board, but I’ll save that for a
later column.

Prior to actually hooking thisup to the pump’s wiring,
I must attend to a few more details. Clearing the NVRAM
will make sure no meaningless data is present. Checking
theclockforcorrectdateand time,and settingthctimebase
for the necessary once-per-second pulse rate.

ON YOUR MARK, GET SET, LOG IT!

While the logger is collecting data, I am going to delve
into the world of surface-mount components. Since the
Toko device was only available in SOP (small-outline
package), and most of the other parts are available in

velopmeriio~  end-use system, prcqammabld  in
BASIC or machine language. The BCC52 uses
Micromint’s 5OC5PBASlC CMOS microprocessor
which contains a RCM-resident 8K-  byte floatirq-
point BASIC-52 interpreter.

The BCC52 contains sockets for up to 48K
bytes of RAM/EPROM, an%teliiint” 2764128
EPROM programmer, three parallel ports, a serial
terminal port with auto baud rate selection, a serial
printer port, and is bus-compatible with the lull line of
BCC-bus  expansion boards. BASICWs  full floating-point BASK:  is fast and efficient
enough  for the most complicated tasks, while its cost-effective design allows it to be
considered for many new areas of implementation. It can be used both for development
and end-use applications.
PICJCESSOR lnpurlOurpur
$C52-BAW.  8-M CMOS mfwxomplter mnsoie 10 RS-232 serid pat
l~&-gga~~~~;~  to 4iie  pinter RS-232 scrid put

+K bytes ROM (Ml BASIC interpeter)
-256 bytes  RAM

.t t MHz system dock
dintetrupts

wpdaue  to  62x bytes
4ve onboard scd&
“p b fou 6x4  (BKx8) stak  RAM

FA X: i203j 872-2204

Mhef  an BK 2764 a 16X 27126  EPROM
TELEX: 643 3 3 1

BCC52
SiNqlr oly. 1 0 0  oly.

BIs.icY  canbol* BMrd rm (I(  RN $ 1 0 9 . 0 0 $ 1 4 9 . 0 0
BCC52C  ~~apa.~~~*)~varrnn  of~n~ccsz $ 2 9 4 . 0 0 $ 2 2 0 . 0 0
BCC521  ~~~~ndr.wbm~.uem~ $ 1 9 9 . 0 0 $ 1 5 9 . 0 0

5 2 5 9 . 0 0 S189.00

WHAT’S THE DIAGNOSIS?

The data’s back. Let’s get a dump of the data to the
printer (a sample is shown in Figure 4). A typical “on” time
seems to be about 20 minutes (twice what I expected,
sounds like potential pump problems). The “off” times are
shorter (this means more usage). The cycling continues all
night (oh-oh, most likely a leak somewhere in the system).

10 - 1 2 : 1 6 : 1 -ON
10 - 1 2 : 3 7 : 2 3 -OFF (ON FOR 21 : 16)
10 - 13 : 17 : 10 -ON (OFF FOR 39 : 47)
10 - 13 : 38 : 50 -OFF (ON FOR 21 : 40)
10 - 14 : 22 : 13 -ON (OFF FOR 43 : 23)
10 - 14 : 44 : 14 -OFF (ON FOR 22 : 1)
10 - 15 : 30 : 44 -ON (OFF FOR 46 : 30)
10 - 15 : 53 : 13 -OFF (ON FOR 22 : 29)

:igure 4-A partial line printer output with comments.

The first part of the problem, as I saw it, we could
handle. The submersible pump was hoisted out of the well.
Sure enough, iron deposits had all but choked the pump
impellers. A total dismantling and thorough cleaning was
necessary to bring the pump back up to snuff.

Finding a potential leak in the system was another
matter. With all the shut-offs closed (one at each house),
the water tank was still continuously filling and draining,
(At least at this point the filling cycle was down to under
ten minutes.) Shutting off the pump’s inlet value to the
tank ensured no water was draining back into the well.
(Too bad, fixing the check valve would have been an easy
task.) The leak was somewhere in the buried water main.
Since no one in the neighborhood owns excavation equip-
ment, we gave in and called the plumber. One and a half
days later a crack was found in a joint coupling. If only I
had built that moisture content detector, why I’ll bet I
could have.. . +

Jeff Bachiochi (pronounced “BAH-key-AH-key”) is an electrical engi-
neer on the Circuit Cellar INK engineering staff. His background
includes product design and manufacturing.

IRS
422 Very Useful
423 Moderately Useful
424 Not Useful
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SILICON
UPDATE
Tom Cuntrell

Kynar To The Rescue
The Ultimate Sensor?

K ynar isn’t silicon, but it is still a material of which
every chip jockey should be aware. After all, our won-
drous computers ultimately have to connect with the real
world to do something useful.

The secret of Kynar is the piezoelectronic effect, first
discovered in quartz over 100 years ago. In essence the
piezo material itself, like a motor/generator, is able to
transform electricity into work and vice-versa. Later, cer-
tain ceramics were found to exhibit the piezo (Greek for
“pressure”) effect.

Originally Kynar, manufactured by Pennwalt Corp.,
was a just another polyvinylidene fluoride (a.k.a. PVDF)
semicrystalline resin with main features of toughness and
flexibility for use in conduit, pipes, wire jackets, and so on.
Yawn. However, in the early’70s, piezo researchers search-
ing for ever better materials discovered that a variety of
organic materials (including human bone) exhibit the ef-

amateur can get it hooked to a computer and do some
pretty neat things.

Fortunately, this rather exotic technology is readily
available to all in the form of some low-cost evaluation kits.
The “Basic Design Kit” at only $50 contains all you need to
demonstrate a variety of applications. It also includes a 90-
page technical manual that is quite good, though I must
confess I only skimmed the portions similar to what is
shown in Figure 1. For the more committed, the manual
includes all the details of Kynar’s physical and electrical
properties and example computations.

As mentioned, a piezo material like Kynar can per-
form work (i.e., move) in response to an applied voltage.
The material reacts in an AC manner with opposite polar-
ity producing opposite motion. One obviousapplication is
as a speaker. It is quite novel to listen to music emitting
from what looks like a small sheet of tinfoil . As expected,

feet.  Oh, and by the way, once
exposed to a strongelectric field
at elevated temperature-a pro-
cess known as “poling’‘-to
permanently align the mol-
ecules, PVDF works far better
than any other material.

Talk about a market oppor-
tunity dropping in your lap!
Today, backed by a new owner
and a dedicated marketing and
sales arm, Kynar piezo film
serves the glamorous world of
high-tech electronics; a far cry
from its humble “plastic pipe”
beginnings.

The rest of the article will
discuss the key properties of
Kynar piezo film summed up

Instead of getting in over
my head, I’ll just try to
sum up kind of how Kynar
works and, more
importantly, show you that
even an amateur can get
it hooked to a computer
and do some pretty
neat things.

in Figure 1. Ha ha, just kidding. I have neither the time nor
the ability (what the heck is “Young’s Modulus” any-
way?). I’d just rather think of it in simple terms: you do
something to the stuff and voltage comes out, you feed it
voltage and it does something.

So instead of getting in over my head (more than I
already am), I’ll just try to sum up kind of how Kynar
works and, more importantly, show you that even an

such a tiny mass doesn’t yield
much low-end punch (Figure 21,
buton theotherhand,cangener-
ate frequencies far higher than
audible (question for stereo buffs:
do they still use piezo for tweet-
ers?). Anyway, the point is that
piezo film works fine for chimes,
alarms, and tonegenerators with
advantages of light weight, low
power, and reliability.

Another application along
these lines is the so-called solid-
state fan. A number of Kynar
filmstrips are laminated together
making a piezo paddle which is
driven back and forth. The main
advantages compared to a mo-
tor-driven fan are the small size

and efficient, low-power operation.
You may have seen the various novelty insect replicas

whose transparent wings flap without apparent mechani-
cal input. Yep, piezo film strikes again.

The list of interesting “work output” applications of
piezo goes on: active vibration damping/noise canceling,
ink-jet printer pump, deformable mirrors, optical shutters,
and so forth. However, other than use in a “singing mode”
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Typical Properties of Piezo Film

Thickness
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d 32
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By Weight
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I Direction
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(more later), thisarticle will focuson  piezo film application and RF “silence” since, unlike a regular keypad, no scan-
as a sensor input, a role at which it is amazingly versatile. ning is required.

I SENSE, THEREFORE I AM

Whatever the situation, the basic Kynar Piezo Film
sensor is the same: a thin sheet (actual size and thickness
depends on the application) of Kynar with a film of metal
(various types, depending on application) deposited on
each side to serve as the electrical connection. A typical
sensor element (part number DTl-028K)  is shown in Fig-
ure 3. The small strip (40x 15 mm) is light and flexible. Kind
of like a folded-on-itself piece of Scotch tape (though
stronger) and the price is right (50 cents). Just connect a
wire to the metal film on each side of the Kynar strip and
you’re in business.

As shown in Figure 4, the most obvious application of
piezo film is as a switch. “Pushing” the switch generates an
AC spike corresponding to the down/up stroke. The basic
advantages over electromechanical switches include reli-
ability (no contacts or moving parts), no need for power,

Figure I --It isn’t nec-
essaty to understand
all fhe characteristics
of piezo film in order
to use it effectively.

The basic switch of Figure 4 does have operational
weaknesses that can be overcome by a mixture of mechani-
cal and electrical countermeasures.

First, the output isn’t clean in the sense that the voltage
generated for each keypress may vary widely in ampli-
tude, frequency, and duration. This might be helpful in
some cases, but often it isn’t. Mechanical improvements
involve physically configuring the film with a “crease,”
“dimple,” or some other structure that yields a “snap”
action which both boosts the output and makes it more
repeatable.

A basic problem is the dynamic nature of the piezo
effect. Output is only induced for changes in stress, not
static stress levels. If you think it can be otherwise, I’ve got
a perpetual motion machine you may be interested in
buying, and I’ll throw in the Brooklyn Bridge for free.

The bottom line is while a piezo switch press can be
detected, it is not possible to interrogate the switch’s
instantaneous state (open or closed) directly. Here is where
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POWER SPEC 52pM SPEAKER OUTPUT
llo.o[::;:’/II : ; ;:;::;I ; ; : 1,/I,, 8,

500 Log Hz 50k

Figure 2-One novel use of Kynar is us a flat speaker

the “singing” idea (Figure 5) comes into play. This scheme
utilizes both sides of the piezo effect (energy -> work, work
-> energy) to make the switch appear static rather than
dynamic. Two piezo films are bonded to opposite sides of
a substrate. The output piezo (“speaker”) is driven with a
frequency corresponding to, and inducing, the natural
resonance of the substrate. This mechanical vibration gen-
erates a corresponding charge in the input piezo (“micro-
phone”). The key point is that any physical contact with
the apparatus will change or suppress the output fre-
quency. The host interrogates the switch by “listening” to
whether the switch is “singing” (open) or “gagged” (closed).

The real benefits of singing are found in more esoteric
static variable sensing applications such as measuring
pressure, load, or fluid level. By refining the analysis of the
received “song,” these sensors can measure static vari-
ables with a surprising degree of range and accuracy. For
example, piezo-based scales offer range from grams to
hundreds of pounds with 0.1% accuracy.

SHAKE IT UP BABY

The high frequency response and good physical char-
acteristics (light, flexible, and tough) of piezo film make it
idea1 for impact and vibration sensing in everything from
rock-‘em/sock-‘em toys to self-diagnosing machines.

Basic impact sensors are a snap. Just adhere a piece of
film somewhere on the impacted part. The toughness and
simplicity of this approach works well for counting appli-
cations of many types, especially those with higher impact
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or harsher environment than tolerable by a mechanical
switch.

The flexible nature of Kynar can also be put to advan-
tage in cuff-type sensors often used in medical gear to
measure blood pressure or respiration rate. The same idea
can be used to solve tough problems like measuring the
output of a fuel injector: a piece of film taped around the
injector line detects the vibration of each fuel pulse.

High frequency and precision vibration sensing is the
true forte of piezo. For instance, machines with bearings
willoftenexhibitminute,butdiscemible,changesinvibra-
tion as the bearings begin to fail. Rather than compromis-
ing with costly inspection or routine maintenance, the
ultimate solution is to attach some piezo film to the ma-
chine and hook it up to a micro/D3  driving a “Fix me or
else” LED!

Another interesting application is the CR-MO1  (a.k.a.
“Vibrasense,” $25),  a small module that contains a piezo
film sensor and weighted lever arrangement. The shapeof
the sensor and lever arrangement can be tuned to adjust
sensitivity in each axis. The built-in circuit includes a
sensitivity adjustment (resolution in hundredths of a g)
and latching LED. One use for Vibrasense is to ship the
modulealongwithotherfragilegoods.Then,ifthe”goods”
are turned into “bads” in transit, a few hours under the
glaring LED will encourage the fumble-fingered to con-
fess.

As if the piezo effect isn’t enough, it turns out the
Kynar also exhibits excellent pyroelectric response, par-
ticularly in the 7-lo-pm infrared range which just happens
to correspond with the IR radiated by humans. Thus, piezo
film is now finding use in the motion sensor and security
markets.

DT Patterns
Thick (Ag Ink) Metallization

+L-
Dimenston Piezo  Film
( L  x W): Thickness:

DTl -028K 40mm x 15mm 28pm

DTl-052K 40mm x 15mm 52pm

DT2-028K 70mm x 15mm 28pm

DT2-052K 70mm x 15mm 52pm

DT3-0213K 85mm x 22mm 28pm

DT3-052K 85mm x 22mm 52fim

DT4-028K 165mm  x 22mm 28km

DT4-052K 165mm  x 22mm 52&m

Figure 3-A typical Kynar piezo  Film sensor  consists of (7 thin sheet of
Kynar with CY film of metal deposited on each side.



Figure 4--The  most obvious application of pie20  film is as u
switch. ‘Fushing’  the switch generates an AC spike corre-
sponding to the down/up stroke.

Advantages of the piezo motion sensor include full logic to condition and process the signal, producing an
180-degree  field of view, small size and weight, and very easy-to-interface TTL-level “motion detected” output.
low power consumption. For instance, the PIR180 motion
sensor has a 20’ range which is fairly competitive with INTERFACE-A PIE20 CAKE
typical security light ultrasonic detectors. However, the
piezo-based unit is tiny--only about an inch on a side and Well, enough of this theory, it’s time to fiddle with
weighing less than an ounce-and consumes very little some of this Kynar stuff and see what happens. Armed
power (2 mA @ 5 V). Standard versions feature in-module with various Design Kits, an oscilloscope, and a BASIC-

Professional Quality

80x86 ROM Development Tools
ROMable DOS, Only $6 each! ROM Your MS & Turbo C Code!
Place your programs in PROM with ROM-DOS. Pur-
chased in quantity, this complete ROMable operating
system costs only $6 per copy. And its small size-less
than 32K-helps  conserve valuable target system mem-
ory. ROM-DOS was designed as an embedded DOS,
providing features like power conservation, the abil-
ity to run your executables directly in ROM, and
full access to built-in devices to support any
kind of target system. Plus ROM-DOS
provides the power you’d expect from
desktop DOS: a full-featuredcommand
processor, extra utilities, batch file
support, and more. And now it is
compatible with MS-DOS 3.3. RO
DOS boots and runs from either disk
ROM and can easily be configured to mee
needs. Ask for our free demo disk.

Now C_thru_ROM eases ROM development with all
versions of Turbo-C, C++,  and Microsoft C. New

features include support for Turbo Debug and
mote debugging via a ROM socket, which

oes not use a serial port on the target
system. C_thru_ROM is a complete

ROM development package contain-
ing everything you need to work

with your choice of compiler and get
your application up and running in ROM

- quickly. It includes: a full 80x86 locator
which outputs in Intel OMF, hex, and binary;

ROMable startup code; two choices for remote de-
bugging (a CodeView-like debugger or the Turbo

remote debugger); full floating point support; a ROM-
able library (with printf,  malloc, etc.); and much more.
Call, write, or fax Datalight today for full details.

For more information Call Today Toll-Free l-800-221-6630

Datalight
17455 68th Avenue NE, Suite 304, Bothell, WA 98011, USA l (206) 4868086 l fax (206) 486-0253
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Switching
Force

Piezo Film
Input

Piezo Film
OutKlut

Metal
Strip

High
or

Low

Figure 5-A modification to the simple switch uses one piece of film as a
“speaker” and a second piece as a ‘microphone. _ When the button is
pressed, the speaker is muted and nothing is picked up by the microphone.

based single-board computer with 8-bit ADC, I
plunged forward.

First, I built a piezo speaker setup which
mainly involves assembling a small IC-based
preamp. The schematic is included and, an ex-
tremely nice touch, the Radio Shack part number
for each component is noted. After a refreshingly
quick visit to the’shack, the 3”~  6” foil “speaker’
was soon blaring music at which point interest-
ing effects associated with various bending/
mounting schemes could be heard (I’m told glu-
ing it to a balloon works well).

Now, it was time to actually connect a sensor
to the computer and see what happens. Figure 6
shows that the simplified electrical equivalent of
piezo film is a voltage generator whose output
depends on the induced charge (Q) and film
capacitance (C,). Hmm.., didn’t I see something
in one of these data sheets about hundreds of
volts...? Indeed, under terminal stress, a small
(12 x 30 mm) foil can generate 830-1275 volts!

Basic Design Kit items at hand included eight
low-cost sensors (DTl-O28K),  one shielded ver-
sion (SDTl-028K),  and a sensor (DT2-028K)
bonded to a credit card. I choose the latter and,
figuring a little care was in order before connect-
ing hundreds of volts to my computer, hooked it
up to an oscilloscope. Now, I’m no scope jockey,
so I spent a lot of time fiddling with the credit

card and the scope dials before finally convincing myself
it was safe to proceed.

Next, I connected the credit card to the controller’s
ADC which was configured for -5V to 5V operation (re-
member the sensor puts out AC!). Adding a few lines of
BASIC to sample and threshold check the ADC was easy
and shortly thereafter, the controller would exclaim
“OUCH” as I pounded on the credit card.

But, for analog reasons undiscernible to me, the sensi-
tivity was poor, that is, I had to really pound the card and
the generated signal was only a few percent of the ADC
full-scale. Guess I need an amplifier.

Though the manual shows some generic op-amp in-
terface circuits, I simply used the little audio amp from the
speaker experiment which worked just fine for fiddling
around. Soon, I had thecontroller quantifyingitspain with

Figure 6-7he  simplified electrical equivalent of piezo film is a
voltage generator whose output depends on the inducedcharge
(62) and film capacitance (CJ.
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a full 8 bits of accuracy: “Ouch, that
REALLY hurt.”

Next, I hacked my own version of
the singing switch by taping one of the
DT1-028K  to the piezo speaker. Then,
by driving the speaker (classical music
doesn’t work-too many quiet pas-
sages-try rock and roll) and monitor-
ing the driven sensor with a few lines
of BASIC I easily implemented a static
touch switch.

How about the pyroelectric effect?
I positioned a table lamp near the DTI-
028K sensor and discovered that turn-
ing the light on and off seemed to
produce a meaningful result.

But wait a minute. If I turn on the

SDTl - 028K
Piezo Film Sensor

R25M

+5v

33K
0-5toA/D
Temp Stable = 2.5V
Temp Increase = c2.5V

33K Temp Decrease = >2.5V

4

+
GND

light, the ADC should show activity as Figure 7- With the aid of a simple amplifier, the pie.20  sensor con be used to sense heat.

the film heats up. But, when the film
stabilizes at the higher temperature, the output should torched. Finally, and most importantly, I learned a valu-
level off, right? So, how come the output isn’t leveling off, able lesson about piezo film sensor design.
no matter how long the light is left on? I discovered piezo film is kind of like the old Chinese

Well, there are other ways to test pyro response, I proverb: “Be careful what you wish for, it might come
thought, reaching for some matches. As events quickly true.” The problem is that piezo, the “ultimate sensor,”
unfolded, I learned at least three things. First, it’s hard to lives up to its billing and really senses lots of things
hold burning matches in close proximity to delicate items whether you want to or not!
whilesimultaneouslyfiddling with a scope. Second,Kynar A little further (fortunately, less eventful) experimen-
won’t burst into flame, but it does suffer horribly when tation  confirmed that I wasn’t seeing a thermal effect at all.

0.01 uf
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In fact, checking the film output with a scope showed that
turning the lamp on did induce piezo pulse-pulses with
a suspicious 16.6-ms period. Yes, apparently my “ther-
mal” sensor was actually a “60-Hz” sensor. Though a 60-
Hz sensor may be neat, the point is that you have to be
careful to configure your piezo-based system to measure
what-and only what-you really want to measure. Turns
out blocking ambient 60 Hz is a primary function of the
shielded version of the sensor (SDTl-028K)  also included
in the kit. Shielding must be a nontrivial task. A basic DTI-
028K sells for 50 cents, while the shielded SDT1-028K  goes
for $40!

I cobbled up a more conventional interface circuit (Figure
7). I’m not sure if it’s ideal, but I figure it isn’t bad for a guy
much more at home with opcodes than op-amps! Now, the
controller begs for mercy as the flame gets closer.. .

Once the wilder side of piezo-its propensity to take in
any signal off the street-is tamed, I think you’ll find that
products like Kynar can occupy a valuable spot in your
sensor bag of tricks. a

CONTACT

In real-world piezo design, you’ll find much attention
given to sensor isolation and/or signal conditioning to
extract the variable of interest from the myriad of noise
sources the sensor will otherwise pick up. After all, it
wouldn’t do well at all to have piezo sensors that work
fine, only as long as lighting, temperature, acoustic inter-
ference not to mention vibration are all controlled. The
concept of common-mode rejection using multiple sensors
is often the only solution. For example, an impact sensor
mountedinamoving/vibratingenvironmentcanbepaired
with another equal, but unimpacted, sensor. Then, the
difference between sensor readings serves to isolate the
impact signal from ambient vibration.

Atochem  North America
(formerly Pennwalt  Corporation)
Piezo Film Sensor Division
P.O. Box 799
Valley Forge, PA 19482
(2 15) 666-3500

TomCantrell  holdsa  B.S. ineconomicsandanM.B.A.from  UCLA. He
owns and operates Microfuture, Inc., and has been in Silicon Valleyfor
ten years working on chip, board, and system design and marketing.

IRS
Ultimately, after switching to the shielded sensor, I 425 Very Useful

was able to observe the pyroelectric effect working as it 426 Moderately Useful
should. Along the way (after yet another trip to the’shack), 427 Not Useful
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as

Figure 2- When unskewed, all the distribu-
iions are centered around 0.0.

4) The Fog Test is used in the
automotive industry to determine the
tendency of materials to deposit fog
onautomobile windows. Theamount
deposited on the glass is character-
ized by the reflectance of its surface
as measured by a Glossmeter. The
reading can never exceed 100 and
has, in fact, a vanishingly small chance
of attaining that value. Similarly, a
reading of zero is highly unlikely,
and one that lies below zero or over
100 is impossible. Between these lim-
its, however, the readings cluster
about some value.

To represent such data, the nor-
mal curve is sometimes truncated;
extreme values are removed and the

inclusive. Within these limits each card has the same ordinates recalculated to return the sum of all the prob-
probability of being dealt, so here again the probability abilities to 1 .O. A truncated curve shows appreciable prob-
density distribution is rectangular. abilities of measurements at the limits, which may not in

3) The grades on a test given to a group of students lie fact exist, as in example4 above. Extreme values could also
between zero and lOOand never outside these bounds. The be removed from the normal curve by raising the x axis
group average will lie between those limits. These distri- (that is, subtracting a constant from all probabilities) and
butions  are seldom rectangular. using a factor to adjust the curve, but the probability of
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THE SPREADSHEET PROGRAM found in the sixth (F) column. The first row in this column

Figure 3showed a spreadsheet designed forcalculat-
uses the formula

ing bounded probability distributions. The columns in- +Dll*(Bll - ~$114)^2

elude  the majority of the calculations,
The second (B) column contains values of xfrom -0.5 where location ~114 contains the mean. At the bottom

to +0.5 in steps of 0.01 I In the first column these numbers of the sixth column the variance is calculated as

have been converted into corresponding values from 0 @AVG(Fll..Flll)
to 100, since these limits are rather common in bounded
distributtons.  The third (C) column contains the probabil- the standard deviation beneath it being the square root
lty for each value of xfound from equation (1). using the of thisvalue. Slmilariy,  the seventh (G) column shows the
values of b-kurtosis and b-skew entered in their header third moment about the mean. The skew at the bottom
locations (C3 and C4 respectively). The second number of this column uses the formula
in the third column (Row 12) thus has the formula @SUM(Gll..Glll~/(@SUM(Fll..Flll~~l.5

@EXP((C$3*C$4)*@LN(O.5tBlZ)  t CS3/C$4*@LN(O.S-B12)) Probabilities are accumulated in the eighth (H) col-
The exponential form was used because the spread- umn. The first value is 0.0; thereafter the values are
sheet did not calculate some quantities well by direct calculated the formula
exponentiation.

The integral of the third column is calculated by the
tH11 t 0.005*(011 t D12)

expression in the eleventh row, copied down the entire column.

(@SL'M(Cll..CllO)  t @SUM(C12..C111))/200
The accumulation attains a value of 1 .OOOCO.  The ninth
(I) column contains the Identical accumulation shifted

Since the sum of all the probabilities must be 1 .O, the up one row, while the tenth (J) column is a copy of the
fourth (D) column is derived from the third by dividing ail second. The eighth (H). ninth (I), and tenth (J) columns
the values in the third column by the integral of the third are used for finding nonparametric characteristics of
column: thus it expresses the “adjusted” probabilities. the curve by reverse linear interpolation. The formula for
This column is also integrated, to verify that the sum is the median  is
actually 1 .O. by the same formula used in the third
column.

@VLOOKUP(.5,Hll..Jl1l,2)  t .01*((.5-@VLOOKUP(.S,
Hll ..Jlll,O))  / (@VLOOKUP(.5,H1l..J1ll,l)  -

The fifth (E) column calculates the weighted first mo- @VLOOKUP(.5,Hll..Jlll,O~~)

ment of each probability about the Paxis.  The first row of
this column uses the formula

Quartiles are determined similarly using appropriate
limits.

tBll*Dll The header contains values of the mean, standard
deviation, and skew transferred from their locations

which is copied down the entire column. At the bottom
of this column the mean is

within the sheet. It also shows the location of the prob-
ability curve’s peak (from the expression given in the

@AVG(Ell..Elll) treatment of the derivative) as well as the peak-mean
difference. Nonparametric constantsare calculated in

The weighted second moment about the mean is the header.

K = 1 .OOOO (B-KURT) MEAN = -0.28149 MN BOGEY=O.l MEDIAN =0.3173
S= 1.3000(B-SKEW) STDDEV=0.15447 QUART1 =0.1923 QUART3 =0.4077
C.F.= 8.218747EtOO SKEW=-O.08742 MIDQUART=0.3000 QUARTDEV =0.1077
PEAKATX =0.430862 PEAK-MN =0.149368 BOWLEYSKEW=-O.1608

?I x wLMQMILMQM!k$%~wx-0.50 O.OOOOE+OO 0.0000Et00 0.00000 0.00000 -0.50
1.1 a.49 4.5732E-08 3.7586E-07 -0.00000 0.00000 -0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.49
1.2 -0.48 5.8021E-07 4.7686E-06 -0.00000 0.00000 -0.00000 0.00000 o.OmOo -0.48
1.3 a.47 2.5615E-06 2.1053Ea5 -0.00001 0.00001 -0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 -0.47

4.9 -0.07 3.8775E-02 3.1868Eal -0.02231 0.03937 -0.01384 0.03036 0.03368 -0.07
5.0 -0.06 4.1985E-02 3.4507E-01 -0.02070 0.04024 -0.01374 0.03368 0.03727 -0.06
5.1 a.05 4.5371E-02 3.7289E-01 -0.01864 0.04098 -0.01358 0.03727 0.04114 -0.05

9:8 0.48 3.197iE-01 2.6278EtOO 1.2$133 0.10355 o.oio55 0.9$428 0.98871 O.b8
9.9 0.49 2.7474E-01 2.2580E+OO 1.10643 0.09817 0.02047 0.98871 1.00000 0.49
10.0 0.50 O.OOOOE+OO 0.0000Et00 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.50

INTEGRAL= CORINT= MEAN= VAR= SKEW=
1.2167EJJl 1.0000Et00 0.28149 0.02386 a.08742

Figure J-The use of a spreadsheet greatly eases the cu/cu/afion  of bounded probability distributions.
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Summarizing
Your Data
Properfies of a Bounded Probability
Density Function

0 ne mission of Statistics is to

PRACTICAL
ALGORITHMS

Charles P. Soegli

manage large amounts of data by
summarizing it in various ways. Avail-
able for this work are a number of
probability density functions which
experience has shown can represent
various types of data. When data fit
any such function, reasonably confi-
dent assertions can be made not only
about where additional data are likely
to lie, but also about the process that
produced the data,

property, but the great majority does allow finite prob-
abilities of greatly divergent measurements on at least one
side of the mean.

Certain distributions, however, are bounded in the
sense that no possibility whatever exists that they can
exceed certain limits. Here are four examples of such
distributions:

1) A computer can be programmed to produce a set of
pseudorandom numbers between, say, 0 and 10. Though
the quantity of generated numbers may approach infinity,
one that lies below 0 or above 10 has no possibility of
existence. The distribution of numbers between 0 and 10
should be rectangular, if enough numbers are generated;
any number between the limits is as likely to exist as any
other number.

2) If all face cards are removed from a deck and the
deck is shuffled, a single card that is dealt may be anything
from one (an ace) to ten. If that card is returned, the deck
reshuffled, and another card dealt, the same limitations
apply. The process can be repeated ad infinitum and no
card will appear that does not lie between one and ten

The “normal” population curve
describes a wide variety of data sets.
It implies, in general, that the most
probable value of a dimension lies at
the mean (i.e., the average) of all the
measurements. Anotherquantity (the
“variance”) denotes how closely the
measurements cluster around the
mean. If the variance or its square
root, the “standard deviation,” are
small, the measurements are for the
most part close to each other, while a
largestandard deviationindicates the
data spread widely about the mean.

The normal curve, irrespective of
the standard deviation, shows small
but finite probabilities of measure-
ments that lie at very large distances
in both directions from the mean.
When thevarianceissmall, these prob-
abilities are so small that little is lost
by ignoring them. Not all the other
statistical distributions share this Figure 1 -Severa/  typical disfribtiions  with  fixed k are shown.
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INTEGRAL

Except for special values of the
exponents, the integral of the equa-
tion between the limits is not easy to
find. It should be remembered that
the expression for the Gaussian (nor-
mal) distribution also cannot be ana-
lytically integrated over limits other
than from - to +m.

Where k = 1 and s = 0, the integral
of the expression from -0.5 to +0.5 is
0.16666a.  Thus, for this condition, the
integral of the probabilities is 1 .O when
a = 6.0. Integration for other special
values of k and s appears possible.
The availability of spreadsheet com-
puter programs makes analytical in-
tegration less important than it was in
the past, since numerical integration
is always possible.

CHANGE OF LIMITS
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Figure 5-Thishighlyskeweddistribufion  isnearly  astraight line even though the endvalues
are s/ighfly  in error.

To change the bounds of the distribution one uses the
transformation

(3)

in which X is the original variable, U is the original upper
bound, and .L is the original lower bound.

Figure 2 illustrates several unskewed (s = 0.0) distribu-
tions described by equation (1). When the value of k
exceeds 1.0, the probability density tails off smoothly to
zero at the limits; the larger k is, the narrower the peak.
When k is less than 1 .O, the distribution takes on a mark-
edly different character. It no longer tails off to zero at the
limits, but attains that value rather abruptly, and the peak
becomes quite broad. As k becomes very small, the distri-
bution approaches rectangular.

xd?FLo,5
w-u

For a distribution lying between 0 and 100, for in-
stance,

x =A- 0.5
100

which moves the original lower bound from 0 to -0.5 and
the upper from 100 to +0.5.  When the distribution has been
characterized between the new bounds, reverse transfor-
mation restores the original values.

Changing the limits of the normal distribution by
linear transformation is impossible, since both limits are
infinite. We might alter them by substituting for x a func-
tion that has a finite value when x becomes infinite; for
example, tan-lx  could be substituted for x in the normal
distribution. This substitution distorts the distribution
severely, and alters the integral between the limits.

DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS

The quantity s, which we have called the b-skew, can
lie between - and +m, the midvalue being 0.0. It locates
the peak in the distribution curve. Ifs is positive, the peak
lies in the region from 0.0 to 0.5, while if it is negative the
peak is between-O.5 and 0.0. For a given k, the substitution
of-sforsproducesamirrorimageofthedistributioncurve
about the P axis. Figure 1 shows typical distributions with
fixed k.

Investigation of the distribution characteristics was
greatly aided by a spreadsheet fully detailed in the sidebar
on page 98. Figure 3 presents one calculation done in this
manner. Locating medians and quartiles proved to be an
interesting challenge. They are obtained by reverse inter-
polation between table values, which in this case was done
by adding an offset probability accumulation to the table,
and making extensive use of vertical lookup capabilities.

The spreadsheet calculates a number of other charac-
teristics of the distributions. The mean and the standard
deviation are found in the usual ways, using the adjusted
probability distribution. The sum of the third moments
divided by the 3/2  power of the sum of the second mo-
ments yields the conventional skew.

Nonparametric constants found by the spreadsheet
program include the median and quartiles; for unskewed
distributions, the quartiles lie at equal distances from the
median, the midquartileequaling the median. The “Quartile
Deviation,” a nonparametric equivalent to the standard
deviation, is one-half the difference between the first and
third quartiles. The “Bowley skew” (quartile coefficient of
skewness), defined by

(Qs-QI)

is a nonparametric skew measurement.
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extreme values would remain at zero.
This technique is evidently seldom
used.

This article describes an appar-
ently novel probability distribution
that is bounded on both sides, yet
appears to have enough flexibility to
describe a wide variety of measure-
ments subject to these limitations.
Although the equation is entirely
empirical, it makes interesting impli-
cations about bounded data, some of
which are detailed here. Since an equa-
tionofthistypehaslittleutilityunless
it serves for calculation, I’ve also in-
cluded illustrationsof itsapplication.

THE BOUNDED PROBABILITY
DENSITY

The empirical equation for the
probability density function describes

5
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Figure 4--The  location of the peak in the distribution, and the not mean, represents the
most probable value

a population that exists from -0.5 to +0.5, and is defined to
be identically zero outside these bounds. Its equation is

P = a
[
(0.5 + x)exp(s)  x (0.5 - ~)‘“~o]r (1)

in which P is the probability and x the location. The
parameters k and s indicate the kurtosis (sharpness) and
“skew” of the distribution. Kurtosis and skew are well
defined for normal distributions, and the meanings as-
cribed to them here are not the same as those in common
usage. For clarity’s sake, the kurtosis as defined here will
be called the b-kurtosis, while the skew as defined here
will be called b-skew. The constant a adjusts the integral
from -0.5 to +0.5 to be 1.0.

With only two arbitrary constants, this equation ap-
pears to describe a wide variety of bounded distributions.
Of course, in any practical distribution, the bounds are not
-0.5 and +0.5,  but conversion of other limits to these iseasy
by linear transformation.

DERIVATIVE

The derivative of equation (1) with respect to x is

k / expWx  ( (o,5 _ x)k / exp(s) - 1

The derivative shows that:
a) At the lower limit, the slope of the curve is 0.0 when

k > l/exp(s).  When k -z l/exp(s),  the slope is
infinite. When k = 1 /exp(s),  the slope is indetermi-
nate.

b) At the upper limit, the slope of the curve is 0.0

when k > exp(s).  When k < exp(s), the slope is
infinite. When k = exp(s), the slope is indetermi-
nate.

c) Amaximumexistsatx=0.5[((exp(s))2-l)/((exp(s))2
+ 111 which, it should be noted, is independent of
k.

PC-Based Logic Analyzers

Sophisticated Logic Analysis
at Unsophisticated Prices

*ID160 (50 MHz) for $695
*ID161 (100 MHz) for $895

*SO MHz or 100 MHz Sampling l 8K Trace Buffer l 32-channel
Operation *Multi-Level Triggering *State Pass Counting
*Event Timer/Counter *Performance Histograms *Hardcopy
putput *Disassembles popular d-bit micros *and much more !
30 Day Money Back Guarantee

INNOTEC DESIGN, INC.
6910 Oslo Circle, Suite 207
Buena Park, CA 90621
Tel: 714-522-1469 FAX:714-527-1812
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PEAK-MEAN DEVIATION

A distribution bounded on both sides must be
skewed unless its mean lies midway between the
bounds. To the extent that equation (1) describes
such a distribution, the distance between the mean
and the peak (most probable value) can be found
with thespreadsheetprogram.Theoperationissome-
what clumsy in that a series of adjustments must be
given to the b-kurtosis and b-skew to arrive at any
specifed mean and standard deviation.

To surmount this difficulty, a macro was written that
continually adjusts the skew to attain a ‘bogey”
standard deviation for any given b-kurtosis. Having
determined the skew, the macro then increments the
b-kurtosis and repeats the calculation. In this manner,
data were derived forvarlousvaluesof b-kurtosisfrom
0.5 to 256 in step-ratios of 2.0, using means from 0.1 to
0.45 in steps of 0.5. The accumulated data are plot-
ted in Figure I.

With this figure, knowing the *reduced”  mean and
standarddeviations,onecanestimatethe “reduced”
peak-mean difference. Finding the most probable
value of the distribution is then merely a matter of
adding the difference to the “reduced” mean, and
restoring the values to their original bounds.

A similar macro was written for nonparametric
quantities. Figure II performs the same function as
Figure I but uses midquartiles and quartile deviations
instead of means and standard deviations.

Reduced standard devlaflon I
:igure  I--The  b-kurtosis and b-skew must be adjusted to attain a
specified  mean and standard deviation.

0.3

0.1

0.01

0.001

Figure II-Similar to above, but using midquartiles  and quartiles.

DISTRIBUTION BEHAVIOR SUMMARY

Behavior of these distributions can be summarized in
numerous ways. For the purposes of this article, the distri-
bution mean was first used as a parameter. For each mean
between 0.1 and 0.45, a curve was derived relating the
peak-to-mean distance to the standard deviation. These
curves are presented in the sidebar  above. This choice was
made because of common familiarity with the calculation
of the mean, and also because the determination of “cen-
tral tendency“ is one primary object of this work. Similar
curves have been drawn for nonparametric distribution
parameters.

The mean ordinarily indicates central tendency be-
cause in unskewed normal distributions it represents the
most probable value. The bounded distributions consid-
ered here must be skewed except in the trivial case where
b-skew = 0.0. The location of the peak, not the mean,
represents the most probable value, as Figure 4 shows. The
curvesabove can be used to locate the peak when the mean
and standard deviation are known.

CALCULATION EXAMPLES

To illustrate the use of the curves, we use a set of
reflectance readings from eight Fog tests run on a single
material. The readings from the glasses had a mean value
of 82.2 and standard deviation of 4.47. Since these readings
are on a scale of t&100,  the reduced mean is 0.322 and the

.

The EC-32TM is a versatile 8OC32 microcontroller
board. It is ideal for quickly developing products,
prototypes or test fixtures.

l 8OC32 microcontroller (8051 compatible)
l BASIC-52 or MONITOR-52 available
l Program in C, BASIC or assembly language
l 8 to 92K RAM, EPROM or EEPROM
l Breadboard area and expansion bus
l RS-232 port and 12 digital I/O lines
l $100 for 11 MHz, $145 for 20 MHz

Reader Service #lb1
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SKEW IN BOUNDED DISTRIBUTIONS

An interesting characteristic of bounded distributions,
discovered while using the spreadsheet macros mentioned
in the second sidebar,  is that for any value of b-skew there

! / : * 1
43 I

0.0 (II oil cl2 a2 0.3 a3 a4 A as 06
I I
FigureIll-7hisshowsthedistribution  andthe thirdmomentsoveran
expanded portion of the range.

exists a b-kurtosis for which the skew is zero. To one side
ofthisvalue  theskewisnegativeand to theotherside,
positive. The quartile coefficient of skewnessdoes not
similarly go through zero. One example of this situa-
tion is where k = 48.690 and s = 0.80. Reduced value
of the mean is 0.3238, the standard deviation 0.0328,
the midquartile 0.3278. and the quartile deviation
0.0224. The Bowley  skew is -OS0374  but the skew is
O.OOC0.

Although this is at first surprising, Figure Ill explains it.
This graph shows the distribution and the third mo-
ments over an expanded portion of the range. The
shape of the curve displaces the mean to the left of
the peak enough that integrated third moments on
each side of the mean are equal, The equality of the
integrals of the third moment on each side of the
mean is quite evident.

The implication is that even though bounded dis-
tributions are usually skewed, the customary calcula-
tion of skew may not disclose it. This effect is unlikely
with nonparametric quantities, and has not been
observed so far.

FRACTEDT

reduced standard deviation is 0.0447. Figure I shows that
the peak-mean deviation is 0.012, making the most prob-

value of a rectangular distribution (b-kurtosis + 0) scaled

able value 82.2 + (100)(0.012)  = 83.4.
between 1 and 10 is always shown as 5.5.

Although the curve can approach a rectangular distri-
The probability function representsdistributions pretty

bution closely, the approximation is not perfect; a broad
well even if they have finite probabilities at the end points,

maximum exists between the limits. The most probable
but not beyond them. Consider, for instance, a deck con-
sisting of a single ace, two twos, three threes, and so forth
up to ten tens. The sum of all the numbers on the 55 cards
is 385, making the mean value 7.0. The reduced mean is
0.16269. Figure 5 shows a curve for b-skew = 7.000 and b-
kurtosis = 0.00092, for which the reduced mean is near
0.16667; the distribution is nearly a straight line even
though the end values are slightly in error. For this highly
skewed distribution, the most probable value is correctly
shown as 10 t-1; the mean (7.0) merely represents the
average of all numbers dealt after sufficient dealings. +
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CONNEC-
TIME

Conducted by Excerpts from fhe Circuit Cellar BBS
’ Ken Davidson I

I I

We’re going to deal primarily with simple (or what should
be simple) l/O peripherals in this installment of
ConnecTime.  We’ll start with a discussion of some of the
quirks of the venerable 8255 PPI fhe astute programmer
must be aware of when dealing with the chip. Next, we‘ll
lookat accurately generating time delays, and finally we’ll
discuss dealing with the dreaded RS-232 connection.

Msg#:37143
From: WALTER CRUDUP To: ALL USERS MS@:37257

Quick question. I’ve got an 8255 connected to an 8051 at address
AOOOh  to AOO3h,  and set to mode 0. Will I bc able to read the last
data1 sent to a port configured as output if 1 do a read of this port?

Msg#:37154
From: KEN DAVIDSON To: WALTER CRUDUP

Yes, you can read the state of an output port on the 8255 by simply
reading the port back. Makes a nice quick sanity check to make
sure the part is working.

Msg#:37168
From: WALTER CRUDUP  To: KEN DAVIDSON

Thanks for the info Ken. Right after 1 posted this message I went
back and read the Intel data book again looking for this info (for
about the tenth time) and there it was, stating that a read from an
output port will return the data written. It is truly amazing how
things can be overlooked.

Msg#:37188
From: BOB PADDOCK To: JEFF BACHIOCHI

Toshiba 82C55s won’t let you read back the command register.

Msg#:37198
From: KEN DAVIDSON To: BOB PADDOCK

That’s right. None of the 8255s I’ve ever used will allow you to
read back the configuration port; only the I/O ports.

The Circuit Cellar BBS
300/  1200/24CO bps

24 hours/7 days a week
(203) 87 1 - 1988

Four Incoming Lines
Vernon, Connecticut

Msg#:37231
From: BOB PADDOCK To: KEN DAVIDSON

I know at least one of them did let you, but I don’t remember
who’s, because that “feature” was in some of our equipment’s
self-test code. And we had to change the code when we found
that not all of them would work that way. I know that it was the
Toshiba part that brought this to our attention.

From: ED ROBINSON To: WALTER CRUDUP

Beware, I seem to recall having problems with the output port
read if there was a write to the control port. Even if the mode of
the output port was not changed.

Msg#:37282
From: KEN DAVIDSON To: ED ROBINSON

That’s right, too. When you change thecontrol port, all theoutput
ports lose their values, even if they are still output ports in the
new control word.

The 8255 can be a strange beast to work with. I guess I‘ve used it
so much that I’ve just taken these idiosyncrasies for granted.

Generatingaccuratetimepeviodscan be trickyin theworld
of event-driven microcontrollers. Here, we look at some
ways fey doing if using an 8032 processor.

Msg#:36294
From: AL DORMAN To: ALL USERS

I am doing a project where I need to set some BCD switches and
tell the microcontroller (8OC31)  to turn on a port pin for O-9
minutes and /or O-90 seconds. In an attempt to not reinvent the
wheel, does anyone have a suggestion on how they have done
this in the past to get an accurate one-second count. I plan on
using the internal timer interrupt and trimming it to get my one-
second interrupt. 1 cannot use the external interrupt because I am
using P3 for switch strobing and external device driving. Pl is
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used for switch inputs and option switch inputs. Should I use a
specific crystal? Is the internal timer interrupt stable enough to
perform the timing I need? Any comments?

Msg#:36342
From: SANJAYA VATUK To: AL DORMAN

Just how accurate do you wanna be? If you need to be dead nuts,
you are better off grabbing a zero crossing from the 60-Hz line
(assuming your widget is line-powered). See Ed’s line-monitor-
ing thingy in issue #15 of Circuit Cellar INK for details on how to
do this. If you want to bc real close, by all means use the timer.
Otherwise, you are probably better off using a 12-MHz  crystal if
you don’t need RS-232. This divides down into a l-MHz cycle
frequency, which makes calculation -much_  easier: 1 us per
cycle. Aside from any inaccuracies in your oscillator, keep in
mind the variability of the 8031’s interrupt response time. At 12
MHz, the latency can vary between 3 and 9 us (7 us if you don’t
use the MUL or DIV instructions).

Interestingly enough, I was just playing around the other day
trying to see how accurate a delay loop I could create using an
11.0592-MHz  crystal, using nested loops. (All I-really_ needed to
do was flash an LED for half a second, but I thought I’d try and
makeit  -exactly_ half a second!) I finally got it 99.99+%  accurate,
including the call and return. Believe me, 12 MHz is easier!

Msg#:36360
From: AL DORMAN  To: SANJAYA VATUK

I do have some6-MHz  crystals, so I’ll multiply everything by two
and try that. It doesn’t have tobedcad nuts, but in my application
if another coin is inserted, the time accumulates relative to the
basic set time. So if you set the timer for one minute and insert 100
coins, you should get 100 minutes of accumulated time. This
could accumulate any timing error if it is in the seconds and cause
problems. Microsecond errors shouldn’t be a problem.

Finally, we all know the frustration of trying to get a pair
of devices to talk to each other over an RS-232 connection.
The last discussion offers  some suggestions for dealing
with such difficult situations.

Msg#:37323
From: CHESTER D. FITCH To: ALL USERS

Hi. Here’s a project idea for all you analog types.

I just finished a frustrating job of interfacing two computers
together through several serial ports. What made it difficult was
that I could not really see the characters fly back and forth
between systems. I could see SOMETHING get passed between
systems, but I was using a protocol that required that I see what
the characters WERE in order to debug the software. I eventually
had to borrow a $15,000 network analyzer from someone at work
in order to solve my problem.

This problem has led me to consider: why can’t we come up with
a simple (cheap) analyzer? My thought was that a relatively

inexpensive embedded microcontroller/display board/and se-
rial-line interface would solve this problem. Since I do software
for a living, I see no problems with that end.

What I would like to ask is: do any of you analog types out there
know of an interface circuit to RS-232? It should be transparent on
the line (i.e., no loading)? While I dabble in digital circuitry a lot,
and can build an analog circuit from schematic with the best of
them, I do very little (or no) analog design.

I would appreciate hearing from anyone about this. Thanks.

Msg#:37326
From: JIM STEWART To: CHESTER D. FITCH

A friend of mine once wrote a program for a PC that did what you
want. We connected the two receive lines from COMl  and COM2
to the R’S232  line under test and wrote software to display the
transaction on a split screen. It worked pretty slick, although I
don’t have any more information on it other than this. It would
be a nice thing to have in the public domain.

Msg#:37341
From: FRANK C. SERGEANT To: CHESTER D. FITCH

Regarding snooping on the serial lines, there are a number of
possibilities. First, how fast does it have to go? Second, can you
get an extra PC or laptop near the two devices that you want to
monitor?

If these first two tests are passed, here’s what I would do first. I’d
route the two devices’ serial lines *through* the extra PC (it
would need two serial ports). Then the extra PC keeps checking
the two ports. When a character is ready from device A, it reads
it, stuffs it in a buffer, and forwards it to device B. When a
character is ready from device B, it reads it, stuffs it in a buffer,
and forwards it to device A. Providing the timings work out (and
the extra PC is available) this should work like a dream. Perhaps,
you can *make* the timings work out with handshaking.

I presume you want to know not only the characters but the exact
interleaving of them. In this case, stuff characters from both
devices into the same buffer, but with tags attached to indicate
where they came from. A simple polling of the serial ports is
probably sufficient. (If it’s not fast enough, you might need
interrupt routines for the serial ports in the extra PC.)

So, to summarize, your two devices *think* they are talking to
each other and don’t realize the messagesare relayed through the
extra PC. The program running on the extra PC could leave the
characters in the buffer for later display (fastest) or could display
them on the screen as they are received.

Alternatively,  you could tap into the two serial data lines, feeding
them into, perhaps, a 4049 or 4050 CMOS buffer, diode clamped
so they won‘t go negative, and then into a parallel port on any
computer and do the serial decoding in software. Use sockets for
the 4049s as they are their own fuses. For a test setup, incredibly
sloppy hardware will work just fine! It’s all digital, you don’t
need to worry about analog. (I’ve almost always been able to
drive serial lines with just Oand Svolts-no negativevoltage.)So,
while you might not want to ship a product with “quick and
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dirty” RS232, this should be no problem in your *laboratory*,
huh?

On the other hand, if your devices *must* run at 115,200 bps with
no handshaking or delays allowed, the second of my two meth-
ods might still work if you have a fast enough computer. In most
cases, I imagine, it would be possible to slow down the data rates
to 300 bps or 110 bps to make it easy for the snooper to keep up.

Msg#:37412
From: ED NISLEY To: CHESTER D. FITCH

Turns out I needed something like that for a Firmware Furnace
column I recently completed...

I made up an octopus connector that broke out the transmit and
receive lines between the two devices and sent them to the receive
lines of two serial ports.That way the devices could talk normally
while the two additional ports recorded the conversation in each
direction.The devices use plain ol’ ASCII, so a terminal emulator
worked just fine.

Turned out that the “master” device was COMl on my PS/2,
while the two monitors were COM3 and COM4. One of the nice
things about OS/2 is that I could run two copies of REXXTERM
to watch COM3 and COM4 while single-stepping the “master”
program driving COMl-all  at the same time!

There are commercial PC programs available that do this sort of
thing with all manner of bells and whistles (back pages of Dr.
Dobb’s Journal and Computer Language have ‘em), so it’s pretty
much a solved problem.

Msg#:37713
From: PELLERVO KASKINEN To: CHESTER D. FITCH

Although there are already some answers, nobody seems to
mention the commercial product that I bought and have been
extremely pleased with: Break-Off II. I bought it from BB Elec-
tronics, but think I have since seen somebody else advertise it.
The price for an AT (two COM port) version was in the $150
range, if I remember. It included the software and a special

SOFTWARE and BBS  AVAILABLE on DISK

Sothvare  on Disk
Software for the articles in this issue of Circuit Cellar INK may be downloaded free
of charge from the Circuit Cellar BBS. For those unable to download files, they are
also available on one 360K,  5.25” IBM PCformat  disk for only $12.

Circuit  Cellar BBS on Disk
Every month, hundreds of information-filled messages are posted on the Circuit
Cellar BBS by people from all walks of life. For those who can’t log on as often as
they’d like, the text of the public message areas is available on disk in two-month
installments. Each installment comes on three 360K. 5.25’ IBM PC-format disks
and costs just $15. The installment for this issue of INK (August/September 1991)
includes all public messages posted during May and June, 1991.

ToordereitherSoftwareonDiskorCircuitCellarBBSonDisk,sendcheckormoney
order to:

Circuit Cellar INK - Software (or BBS) on Disk
P.O. Box 772, Vernon, CT 06066

or use your MasterCard  or Visa and call (203) 875-2199. Be sure to specify the
issue number of each disk you order. Please add $3 for shipping  outside the U.S.
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eavesdropping cable. You plug the central body with its two
connectors into the line between the two communication devices
you plan to monitor and the two pigtails to one COM port each
of an AT class computer.

You have several choices for the configuration, but the most
powerful for my needs has been one where I capture into memory
a range of bytes to be analyzed later on. Each data byte is
accompanied by one status byte that tells which port the data
byte came and all the handshake line status information nor-
mally used in the RS-232 type communication. You get the exact
order of the signals in each ditection.  No timing information of
course. If I need that, then there is no other way but to hook up
a logic analyzer, but its memory length is generally too short for
real-life message analysis.

The Circuit Cellar BBS runs on a IO-MHz Micromint
OEM-286 IBM PC/AT-compatible computer using the
multiline version of The Bread Board System (TBBS
ZSM!  and currently has four modems connected. We
invite you to call and exchange ideas with ofher Circuit
Cellar readers. If is available 24 hours a day and can be
reached at (203) 871-1988. Set your modem for 8 data bits,
2 stop bit, and either 300,1200,  or 2400 bps.

IRS
431 Very Useful
432 Moderately Useful
433 Not Useful
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A Standard Column

I
I ‘ve been doing a lot of work lately, work that has me

thinking about the question of standards. Specifically, I’ve spent
a lot of time with my nose buried in data books trying to figure
out the best components for several boards I’m designing. My job
would beeasier if I didn’t have to thinkabout changing thcboard
layout every time I look at another DC-DC converter. I knew that
there were a lot of packaging specifications for analog compo-
nents, but several weeks spent tearing my hair out has brought
the point home with tremendous effectiveness. It’s also started
me thinking that there must be a better way to get components
from a factory onto my boards.

My first thought (after the fifth or sixth handful of hair) was
that there ought to be strict standards for physical package size
and pinout  configuration. Maybe there could be a huge govern-
ment agency to enforce strict compliance with the standards.
Maybe they could send out commando teams to blow up the
buildings of any company that produced a stupid proprietary
package that wouldn’t fit on my boards! Maybe I’m going
overboard. After all, I don’t really want a lack of choices, I just
want to be able to work on the electrical side of a design without
havihg to spend hours on the physical package every time I look
for an alternate component. Furthermore, the record of stan-
dards imposed from outside an industry is not good.

Now, there’s an idea. Standards that develop because a lot of
people used a particular product or design have tended to be
fairly robust and dynamic standards. Lookat  the IBM PC. In 1981
it was just one of the many personal computer designs floating
around. Now, it’s the de facto standard for personal computing
because thousands upon thousands of people bought the darned
things. If I could convince a bunch of engineers that they need to
change their designs to use the typeof component I favor, it could
become a standard. Then my problem would be solved and I’d
probably get a reputation as an industry leader or something.

The problem with the second idea is that components aren’t
desktop computers. I buy a computer with the idea that it should
run the wide variety of software and have a good selection of
expansion boards and peripherals available. I don’t measure my
desk and find a case to fit. When I design a board, on the other
hand, I have specific applications and system configurations in
mind before I ever sit down to draw a schematic. When I pick
components, I’m generally looking for parts that will be the best
fit for my specific needs, rather than parts that are the most
universally available or generically configured. I have to believe
that most engineers do the same. Still, it would be nice if there

were a bit more standardization on general sizes, pinouts, and
specifications for common components. Sigh.

The more I think about the problem, the more I realize that
the real issue is caught up in the way that the electronic and
computer industries developed. I’m not going to go around
saying that thecomponents companies are the last bastion of free-
form capitalism, but there has been a lot of freedom in the way the
products came to be. Most products have been the result of an
idea for a new product or improvement. Innovation reigned,
with lawyers standing by to make sure that there was enough
innovation in the new products. Standards happened (or didn’t
happen) by the occasional government action (MIL-spec  parts)
and by committees generally made up of competitors and large
users, each with a particular axe to grind and no strong motiva-
tion for real standardization. Despite all of this, a few standards
have emerged. There arc accepted package sizes for micropro-
cessors, memory  chips, and other ICs. Likewise, there are com-
mon standards for many of the “garden-variety“ components
like resistors and capacitors. Why, then, has it been so difficult to
establish anything like a standard for anything having to do with
power? Transformers, DC-DC converters, inverters, and the like
are all over the spectrum in size and electrical connections. I
know that some of the differences have to do with the physical
requirements of the component, but I refuse to believe that there
are no ways to standardize at least some of the specifications of
these vital components.

I don’t know what the final answer is. I’ve never served on
a standards committee, so it may be that the metaphysical aspects
of standards represent a truly insurmountable hurdle when it
comes to power components. I have to believe that we would all
benefit if there werea  few more things that engineers could count
on when we started to design a circuit.
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